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PRICE TEN

CENTS

City Finally Gets

Clerk Instructed

Shower, hut Heat

To Seek

Wave

On Certain Phase

to

Continue

New Bids

$300,000 Would Put

0

Holland Over Feasible

Rain Settles to Light

Indebtedness Limit

Sprinkle in Short
Relief in Sight,

a

In
communication to City
Council Wednesday night, the Hol-

school.

After studying library needs and
site and financingof a new library,
the commission felt it was not
possible at this time for the city
to stand the burden of $300,000 for
a new library. The city already
is obligated for the following:Civic Center, $500,000; hospital, $500,000; elementary schools,$900,000;
$2,700,000;

3

plan.

The state equalized assesed valuation for the city of Holland is
543,897,015. Using the rule of
thumb figure of 10 percent as the
maxximum figure for bonded indebtedness which is advisable for
a municipality to carry, the commission said it is obvious Holland
would get far in excess of the prudent limit.
The commission listed the

AUDRED PETROELJE (left) aiyj his brother, Wayne, have
worked up quite a Sentinel business in Zeeland. Audred, who
will be 19 years old next week, is "retiring" after delivering
Sentinels almost eight years, developing his route from 51
back in 1947 to 115 customers at present. Wayne, 11, has been
a Sentinel carrier since the first of the year with 51 customers.
He will get half his brother's' customers,working a route of
approximately110 customers. Audred is in the plastering business for the summer and expects to enter Hope College in the
fall. Gerrit Petroelje,father of the boys, substitutes for both
of them on
(Prince photo, Zeeland)

occasion.

Hope College Receives

fol-

lowing reasons why incorporating
a public library into the new high
school building would be feasible.
1. Site cost already met.
2. Parking facilitiesalready pro-

Zeeland Proposal
On Area Planning

vided.

Maintenancecost divided.
One heating system.

Is

Well Received

$655,000

$794,629.

The approved bid* follow:
General construction,low base
bid, Martin Dyke and Sons, Holland, $655,000; plus alternate No.
1, lead deep therapy, $2,000; total,
$657,000.

Electricalconstruction,low base
bid, Kent El ctric Co., Casonvia,
$98,978.

Refrigerators,low base bid, Chrysler and Koppin, Detroit, $17,431;
less reach-ln cafeteria,$695, and
less reach-ln floor pantries,$600;
net, $16,136.
Refrigeration systems, low base
bid, W. H. De Mattia, Detroit,
$6,602; less cafeteria refrigerator,
$377; net, $18,290.
Mechanical conveyors, low bid,
Lamson Corp., Syracuse, N. Y.t

tered thunder showers Friday

The commission also pointed out
that in addition to planning for
a '.i to $4 million high school,
the city faces the probable cost
of $1,000,000 for an enlarged sewer

3.

it

in the

sighting some possible relief, but
not before Saturday.
Forecastfor tonight was warm
and humid with a chance of scatr

total, $4,600,000.

4.

much

for

City Council Wednesday night
approvedseveral contract*tor the
new additionto Holland City Hospital involving an expenditureof

way of shoving down the mercury.
For a few minutes the water
came down hard, but it soon settled
down to a light sprinkle.
What the rain did do, however,
was to furnish some hope that the
week-long heat wave that has
blistered the entire nation was due
to break up.
Even the Weather Bureau was
didn't do

public library into the plan of the

water improvements,

Work

Holland got a nice snower starting about 11 this morning, but

Awarded

General Construction

v

It finally came.

land Planning Commission which
has been studying public library
needs in Holland city recommeijded that the Library Board work
closely with the Board of Education to incorporate a new city
new high

Local Firm

Time;
Though

afternoon.And even with this, the
experts predicted the temperature
would get up to 93 Friday.
This morning just before the rain
it was 87 degrees in Holland while

Holland State Park recorded 84.
Water temperature was still a

$18,290.

warm

passed also Included a provision
that Holland Plumbing and Healing Co. be allowed to withdraw
its bid, and that aU bids on mechanical constructionbe rejectedand

70.

The

i

Although there'sno doubt that it
is hot, Holland residents should
feel fairly secure if they take a
look at Detroit.
There they’ve really got a problem-severe water shortage.
"God help us if we have another
day like Wednesday,” one city

TWO YOUTHS

official said.

Grant From U.S. Steel

And there was a lot of water
pumped in Detroit Wednesday-

Hope College has just received
a grant of 51,000 from the United
States Steel Foundation,Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, college president,
said today. Dr. Lubbers was notified of the award by Roger M.

722,850,000gallons, far exceeding
the old record' set last July 27.
It was the first time the city had
ever pumped more than 700 million

INJURED

— Two

Chicago
bound youths were seriously injured Wednesday night when their motorcycleslammed into
a car on US-31 near the Old Saugatuck Rd.
south of Holland.The driver, Roy Hagstrom
and his passenger, George Murray, both 17,
are in "good" condition today at Holland
Hospital. They each suffered a compound
fracture of their left legs and possible internal

ihhNHBHI
injuries. South

Haven State Police said the boys

were heading south on US-31 when a car
driven by Arlene Slater, 31, of 14741 64th Ave.,

made a

left hand

turn in front of them.

Officers indicated Allegan County Prosecutor

Dwight Cheever would be contacted today
pending filing of charges. Trooper Bill Ogden,
left, makes out his report as he views the
demolished 1946 model motorcycle.
(Sentinel photo)

Former Holland Woman

gallons.

Dr.J.J.DeJonge,

resolution

which

Council

bids returned to all bidders. Tht
clerk was instructed to advertise
for new bids on mechanicalconstruction, which will be opened
Tuesday, July 19, at 2 p.m. ia
Council chambers.
Hospital Director Fred Burd explained that approval of bids was
delayed until this week since federal authorities did not require
positiveaction June 30 other than
a resolution by the Hospital Board.
Otherwise, plans had called for a
special council meeting before
July 1. Federal funds for the local
hospital project are listed at $462,-

Despite the record water con5. More reference material all
Blough. Chairman of the Board sumption, however, new restricSuccumbs in Illinois
in one spot.
A communication from Zeeland of Trustees of the foundation. tions on water use that were put
6. Mutual advantagesto teachWord has been received of the
Blough’s statementread, "The in effect last week apparently conMayor Robert S. DeBruyn to City
ers, pupils and general public.
death of Mrs. Peter Baar. 82. a
000.
Council proposing a joint advisory financial plight of privately sup- served enough to keep faucets
In
7. Mutual use of audio-visual
proformer Holland resident, at the
commissionto coordinate the plan- ported education continues to be from running dry in some of the
After the Hospital board had
jection room facilities, class and
home of her daughter, Mrs. Daisy
ning and developmentof the Hol- serious. Our increasing population harder-hit sections.
passed the resulution, low bidder
study room facilitiesby youth
Nelson, of 120 South 46th Ave., • Several traffic cases were pro- on mechanical constructioninformland-Zeeland area was referred to and the commensurate increases Around the nation the heat was
and adult groups alike. Records,
cessed in Justice C. C. Wood’s ed the board of a clericalerror
Belhvood, III.
in
the
number
of
students
seeking
the Holland PlanningCommission
both humorous and serious.
sound-proof rooms for record Wednesday night.
Mrs. Baar. whose husband died court the last week or 10 days: in transposing figures from work'
a better education, as well as the
In Chicago, a merciful employer
players and microfilm reader
Mayor DeBruyn ’s letter called long deferred needs for more edu- issued an order that his employes ZEELAND (Special)—Dr. John last December, lived in Holland James Junior Kuipers, of $2 sheets to the final tabulationsheet,
could be used for teaching purfor about eight years and former- West Eighth St, paid two fines, therby calling for an amended
cationalfacilities
are
established
attention to the rapidly changing
could wear shorts to work. Irving J. Do Jongc, chiropractor,died unposes as well as general purposes.
ly lived in Zeeland. Funeral serv- one of $104.30 on a drunk driving resolution. City Attorney James E.
expectedly
Wednesday
afternoon
area between Holland and Zeeland, facts.”
Rosman set the pace by showing
8. By working closely with the
ices were held today f no m charge and the other $9.30 on a Townsend said such a bid could
Dr.
Lubbers
said,
the
money
and proposed that Holland city,
up in a natty pair of Bermuda of a heart attack.He was 66 years
Board of Education, the elementary
the Senne Funeral Home in Mel- charge of driving with an expired legally be withdrawn before bids
Zeeland city and Holland township was given fro a fund of 5220,000 shorts. About 80 of his 400 em- old.
school library programs could be
operator’s license. He was arresunite to study developmentin the to be distributedamong approxi- ployes followed suit, including
Dr. Do Jonge. whose home is at rose Park. 111.
actuallywere approved.
integrated as branches of the pubted by sheriff’* officer* Tuesday
mately 200 colleges, throughout pretty, secretarieswho sported 62 East Main Ave.. Zeeland, was
area.
The Hospital board mgtie It clear
lie library as reading rooms, points
on M-21 in Holland township. that the recommended 'contracts
Mayor Robert Visscher said Hol- the United Stales. According to white tennis shorts and high heeled stricken while he was at his blueof distribution and story hour proJustin Van Den Belt, route 5,
do not includeall the work needed*
land would be glad to cooperate Blough, the Foundationevaluated shoes.
berry farm on Tyler St. northeast
grams.
I pleaded guilty to a
charge of but that more than sufficient funds
with Zeeland and the township in institutionsin all 48 states. He
of
Holland.
He
was
taken
to
HolBut Judge Irwin J. Hasten of
9. From a taxation angle, the
driving while his operator’s H- will be available from the sale of
this matter and said the mutual said. ’Each was considered on its Chicago's Women's Court ruled the land Hospital but pronounceddead
Christian school people will be recense was revoked, and was asses•nvn
rfieiit,
but
annual
support
of
bonds and federalfunds to guaraneffort could he most beneticialto
heat was no excuse for scanty on arrival.
ceiving a real service for their
sed fine and cost of $24.30 and tee payment on all contracts reoverall planning. "And if we work all is beyond the resources of this attire. Women were forbidden to
Dr. Do Jonge was a chiropractor
tax dollars.
serve four days, or an additional
commended. Announcementalso
out plans for sharing our water Foundation.Although many wor- appear before him in anything with offices in Holland and Zee10. Holland already has a new
three days if fine and costs are
was made that a special comwith Zeeland, it will be consider- thy institutionswere excluded in brieferthan a skirt.
land since 1910. He was a graduate
seminary library, a library at
not paid. He was arrested by Zeeably more than laying a garden the 1955 program. It was possible
On the serious side, James of Palmer School of (’hiropractics Dr. Bastian Kruithof, whose In- land police on Main St. in Zee- mittee is working to raise enough
Hope College, two high school lito
provide
new
aid
lor
more
tnan
additionalfunds to let the remainhose," the mayor said. Laughter
Brown was injured when a keg at Davenport.Iowa. His son. Dr. stallation at Beverly Reformed land.
braries. Shouldn't we conserve our
ing contracts to complete the progreeted this quip which referred Hit) additionalcollegesand univer- of ice slid on him from a re- Peter J. De Jonge. practiced with
trained personnel, source material
Church
of
Grand
Rapids
look
Robert De Witt, route 1, paid ject
to the statement of a Grand Rapids sities.”
frigerated freight car in New him in both cities. He was a memand maintenancecost by integratplace last Thursday, has received fine and costs of $29.30 on a
commissionersome weeks ago that
ber
of
Third
Christian
Reformed
York. Another Gotham resident,
ing the public school and city liword from the University of Edin- charge of speeding65 in a 35the water needs of Zeeland could
trying to escape the heat by sleep- Church.
-brary programs?
mile zone on South Shore Dr.
be met by laying a garden hose
Surviving are the wife. Maggie: burgh, Scotland, that bis doctoring on the roof of a Bowery hotel,
11. A closely knit alliance bein Park township. The arrest was
from Holland.
was seriously injured when he two daughters. Mrs. Ralph Wild- al thesis has been approved and made June 17 by sheriff’s officers.
tween the Board of Education and
Council also passed a resolution
rolled off and fell 17 floors to the schut of Bradford. Ontario, and that the Universitywill confer Robert Welters, route 1, also paid
the Library Board would stimulate
to be sent to U.S. Sens. Potter
Mrs. Hugh Koops of Zeeland; two
street.
adult education through new tech$29.30 on a charge of speeding
and
McNamara
and
U.S. Rep. In
sons, Dr. Peter J. of Zeeland and the degree of doctor of philosoBesides
dragging
out
the
record
niques which the combined staffs
65
in a 35-mile zone on South
phy
on
him
Friday,
Ford callingattentionto a resoluare trained to give.
"White Christmas” and playing Joy of Grand Haven; four grand- j Dr. Kruithof, his. wife and sen Shore Dr. June 17.
tion passed 'Jan. 19 in which Holit six months early, those who are children;his father. Jacob Do
Council filed the report for furRobert F. Jackson. Chicago,
land joins with other port cities A Saginaw man was critically in- sufferingfrom the heat might take Jongc of Grand Rapids; a sister,i speijt two Sears in Scotlandand
ALLEGAN (Special)-City Manther study and requested the clerk
paid fine and costs of $30 on a
jured
early
Saturday
when
he
on
the
continent
and
returned
in Michigan urging improvements
Mrs. Gertrude Trebenmc of Grand
ager P. II. Beauvais was Instructa
look
at
the
weather
reports
from
to provide copies of the report
charge of drinking on a public
in connecting channels in the was thrown from his car as it some other places around the Rapids, and a brother. Donald De to this country a month ago. His
ed to obtain cost estimates on reto councilmembers and the Board
studies required research also at highway. lie was arrested by sherGreat
Lakes
area
in preparation rolled over on M-21 three miles world.
Jonge
of
Detroit.
vamping the street lighting sysof Education.
iff's
officers
June
19
on
Lakeeast of Hudsonville after failing to
for ocean trade after the St. LawFuneral serviceswill be held at the Free Universityof Amster- wood Blvd. in Park township.
tem in oowntown Allegan during
Buenos
Aires,
Argentina,
had
its
round a curve.
dam. Subject ot his thesis was
rence seaway is completed.
Monday night's city council meetfirst snowfall in 37 years and Men- 2 p.m. Saturday at Third Christian
Others
paying
fines
were
DaJohn
Shannon,
22,
of
816
North
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
Reformed Church. Relatives will "Tli(» Relation of Christianityand vid Albert Drummond. Grand
doza,
Argentina,
shivered
through
Culture in the Teaching of Herread a resolution passed by the Michigan Ave., Saginaw, was rushCouncil members, agreeing It
its lowest temperatures in 22 years meet in the church basement at man Bavinck.”
Rapids, speeding 60 in 35-mile
Council of Livonia June 13 request- ed to St. Mary's Hospital (jy am1:45.
Dr.
J.
H.
Bruinooge
will
ofwas a top priorityimprovement,
-6
degrees
below
zero.
zone
on
Gordon
St.,
$19.30;
John
Dr. Kruithof. former pastor of
ing the state legislatureand house bulance. Authoritieswould only say
discussed briefly the various types
It was precisely the same tem- ficiate and burial will be at ZeeBosnia, of 3.38 West Washington,
to investigate the high price of his condition was "fair” and the peraturein Hell and Paradise, land Cemetery. The body is at First Reformed Church of Holof moden. lightingfixtures availZeeland,
defective
auto
equipment,
land. was educated at Calvin Colin
gasoline in Michigan and why the extent of his injuries was uncities In Norway that had equal Yntema Funeral Home where lege and Seminary. University of $9.30, and metal wheel on pave- able which provide more light at
determined.
basic
price
should
be
higher
than
less cost
friends
may
call
this
evening
and
Five persons includingfour memMichigan and Columbia Universi- ment $9.30 (both offenses on 120th The council also voted to adverFor the third time in a week readings of 59 degrees.
in Ohio.
Friday evening from 8 to 9.
bers of a Hamilton family, were
And
a
"heat
wave”
gripped
the
Ave.
in
Holland
township,;
Alva
ty and received an honorarydocA letter from State Police Com- Ottawa County deputy Bud Grysen North Pole. The temperaturewas
tise for bids on a two-way radio
injured Friday night in a two-car
B. Melton, of 128 West 15th St.,
: lor of divinity degree from Hope
was at the scene of an accident
missioner
Joseph
A.
Childs
acksystem which would link all city
collision at the intersection of Port
near
zero,
but
the
sun
was
so
expired
operator’s
license.
US-31
College in 1951. He held pastornowledged Council’s resolutionon shortly after it happened. This
departments. The Civil Defense deSheldon Rd. and 72nd Ave.
ales of First Reformed Church in Holland township, $9.30: Juan partmentwill share In the cost of
morning's accident occurred short- hot that Soviet scientistsin the
Most seriouslyinjured was Mrs. speed on the US-31 bypass. The
region
went
sun-bathing
on
the
ice
Arispe,
of
179
East
18th
St.,
ex!
of
North
Paterson.
Hawthorne,
ly after 3:30 a m.
the system, Beauvais Indicated.
Juella Poll, 34, who received a com- letter stated that the matter has
floes.
pired operator's license, M-21 in
. N.J.. and Holland. He is author
Grysen was enroute home when
pound fracture of the right arm been referred to the safety and
Holland township, $9.30; Arie Next Monday. July 11, was set
| of live books and contributes reghe spotted the accident and found
by Mayor Stewart Miller as the
and facial larcerationsand body traffic divisionand a joint survey
Vuurens,
of 15 East 12th St., exj ularly to church publications.
with the State Highway depart- Shannon lying several feet from
date for a special council session
bruises.
Mrs. hruithol, native of Grand pired operator's license,M-21 in
the car in the ditch. Heavy mists
for discussionof electrical departHer husband, Earl, 38, suffered ment will be made in accordance
Holland township, $9.30.
I Rapids, is a graduate of Calvin
made
it difficult to spot the acciwith
established
procedure
The
SAUGATUCK
(Special)
—
A
warment expansion. Recommendation
several fractured ribs and multii College. She taught in three
dent let alone Shannon.
rant was to be issu' d Wednesday
of engineers for improving disple larcerations.The two are in clerk also reported a letter had
schools
while
in
Scotland.
From tire tracks deputies figurafternoon or Thursday morning by
Donnellys Plan Party
tribution lines, adding to the
"good” condition today at Holland been received from the Michigan
Allegan County Prosecutor Dwight
State Highway departmentpermit- ed Shannon drove straight off the Guilty to
Hospital.
diesel plant and installingautoFor Gen. and Mrs. Noce
road and starting rolling a few
Cheever for the arrest of a Chimatic controls at the hydro plant
Their two children,riding in the ting use of land at Fairbanksand
feet after he hit the soft shoulder.
M-21
for
highway
purposes.
cago
man
who
sent
a
Gary,
Ind.,
Mr. and Mrs. John Fenlon Don- have been under considerationby
GRAND HAVEN (Special)—Noel
Poll car, received minor cuts and
Council granted a license for Parts of the late model car were Leon Willis. 27, Gary, Indiana, man to the hospital by slugging 7
nelly of Holland will entertain at council for several weeks.
bruises. The driver of the second
a dinner party at’ Macatawa Bay
operating
a dancing academy to scatteredalong the 315 feet the car pleaded guilty in Ottawa Circuit him Saturday night.
City Assessor Clare Wise, servcar, Stanley .Milanowski, 20, Ada,
rolled before coming to a stop at Court Wednesdayafternoon to a
Yacht Club this evening in honor ing as spokesman for the city’s
Lee Cv.rner, 41. suffereda serious
escaped with minor chest lacera- Phil Osterhouse,and instructed
of Lt. Gen. and Mrs. Daniel Noce four members of the board of supthe city attorney to study the or- the base of a telephone pole.
charge of breaking and entering head injury at 11 p.m. Saturday
tions.
A trucker,Guy Venterllo of Chi- in the nighttime.He allegedlybroke after an argument over boat dock- In
of Laurel Hills Farm, Castleton, ervisors, reportedbriefly on the
Poll was southbound on 72nd St. dinance with a view to making
cago, enroute to the Windy City into the Cities Service Oil Co., age privilegesat the paviliondock
Va.
status of the squabble over the
and Milanowski was west-bound some changes.
with
a semi from Grand Rapids terminal office in Spring Lake in Saugatuck.
William
Mokma
was
granted
a
ALLEGAN (Special)—Seven per- The Noccs are guests of Mr. site for the proposedmillion dolon the Port Sheldon Rd. when they
He was treated immeditely by sons were hospitalized Tuesday Donnelly's sister and husband. lar county hospital. Wise said the
collided in the intersection.Poll’s permit to move a house from 49 was also at the scene shortly af- township last Dec. 16, which was
one of a series of offenses in Dr. Kenneth Miller of Saugatuck. night as a result of a head-on Mr. and Mrs. Michael Leonard, at situation is "getting to a point
car rolled into a nearby field and East Ninth St. to the second lot ter the mishap occurred.
Venterllo immediatelylit flares which he was involved around that and rushed to a. Gary hospital by collision at 8 p.m. on the Dumont the Donnelly summer home on where the need for the hospital
west of tht creek on thie north side
tipped over.
ambulance. There, he was listed Road, a mile north of Allegan. Lake Michigan. Mr. I^onard’s out-weighs the added expense of
THe entire side of the Poll car of East 14th St. The moving has and placed them several hundred time.
was Mpped off. Ottawa County de- the approval of the building in- feet on either side of the mishap He was apprehendedand brought in criticalcondition.
City Patrolman Joseph Merrill, brother, the late Capt. Edward W. putting it at the county farm."
Saugatuck Police Chief Joe who investigated the trash, said Leonard, was Gen. Noce’* room- The council decided to await funputies said both the Poll ’51 model spector,city engineer, BPW super- to warn cars driving on M-21 before I>ake Criminal Court at
Crown Point, Ind., on June 23 on Dempski said the assailant was that a car driven by Ebbie Griff- mate at West Point, where both then developementsbefore taking
car and Milanowski’*’49 model intendent and the park superinten- through a dense mist.
dent.
Grysen helped place the injured a charge of burglary, second de- unknown at first, but that invest- iths, 25, of route 4, Allegan, went were graduated in 1917.
car were total losses.
a staqd on the matter.
During their visit here, the NoA report from the Insurahce Aud- man in an ambulanceand rode with gree, to which he pleaded guilty igation identified him. He said out of control on loose gravel on
it and Inspection Co. relative to him to St. Mary’s hospital as other and was sentencedto serve two state police would go to Chicago a curve and crashed into a car ces-will be feted at several other
Revoked License Charge
the ordinance requirementfor the deputies arrived to take care of to five years in the state pen- to pick him up when the warrant driven by Fred Moore 70, of All- parties,including a dinner party Danny Lubbers Feted
city of Holland as co-insurees on the accident scene.
itentiary.ThR sentencewas sus- is issued. >
egan. Moore was going south and to be given at Schuler's in Grand On Ninth Birthday
Brings Fine, Three Days
sidewalk constructionwork was repended ty the court and he was
Griffith
north at the time of the Haven Friday evening by the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Blas ferred to the city attorney for
Leonards and a picnic, with Mr*.
placed on probation for three years.
crash.
The ninth birthday anniversary
Duron, 35, route 4, Holland, arHope College to Benefit
study.
As Ottawa County had a detainer Missionary Speaks
Taken to Allegan Health Center B. P. Donnelly as hostess,on Sat- of Danny Lubbers was celebrated
raigned before JusticeFrederick J.
urday
evening.
for him he was released to custody To Maplewood Group
From Dow Grant
were:
Wednesday afternoon with a party
Workman Thursday afternoon,
of his attorney, Thomas D. Galasioi
Griffiths, who had chest injuries,
at Port Sheldon Beach, given by
pleaded guilty to a charge of driv- Bos Rites Scheduled
MIDLAND (Special)— Hope Col- of Gary, Ind., and brought into Mrs. Joe Esther, missionaryto and his wife, Mollie, 22, who had Two Men Plead Guilty
his mother, Mrs. Ben Lubbers of
ii\B while his license was susFtineral services for Mrs. Alice lege will benefit from a portion of
Grand Haven Municipal Court the Philippines,spoke to the Maple- cuts and bruises on her left arm Two men Friday pleaded guilty to 275 Columbia Ave., assisted by
pended, and was sentenced to pay Bos, 81, widow of Hildebrand Bos,
more then $300,000 in educational Wednesday morning, where he wood Missionary group Tuesday at and chest injuries.
$20 fine, $4.90 costs and serve three former tailor here, will be held
charged of simple larceny in Muni- Beverly and Bob Lubbers.
grants announced Friday by the waived examination and bound a meeting held at the church.
Moore, cuts on right knee; Mrs. cipal Court involving thefts from
The group enjoyed swimming
days in the county jail The arrest Saturday at 2 p:m. at Langeland
Dow Chemical Co.
was by the sheriff’s department Funeral Homo. The Rev. John Of the total sum, $167,500 will be over to Ottawa Circuit Court. H^ Presiding at the meeting was Moore, 70, head cuts and injury Montgomery Wards. Earl Van and games. Lunch featured a decwas immediately arraigned and Mrs. A. Rynbrandtand specialmu- to left hip; Stanley Brower 33, of Maurick, 37, of 39 Eas 13th SL orated birthday cake. Gifts were
last Saturday in Holland township. F. Schuurmann, pastor of Fourallocated to 19 institutions, which
provided by Mrs. C. route 1, Allegan, right arm cut and was placed on two years probation, presented to Danny.
He was brought before Ottawa teenth Street Christian Reformed includes the 14 liberal arts col- pleaded guilty to the offense. As sic
he is now on probation from the Kragt and Mrs. R. Nicol. Devo- bruises; Mrs. Brower, 32. head in- fined $14.70 costs and $5 per month
Others present were Forest and
Circuit Court on a bench warrant Church, will officiate. Burial will
leges that belong to the Michigan Lake Criminal Court of Crown tion* were under the direction of juries, and Burt Brower, 3, bruises
fees. Charles Schultz, 22 route 4, Reka Inderbitzen,Nancy and
April 11, 1955, for violating his pro- be at Pilgrim Home Cemetery.
College Foundation of which Hope Point, he was released upon pay- Mrs. E. Tellman.
on right side of head.
was placed on probation for one Bruce Mannes, Johnny De Jonge.
bation,at which time his probation Friends may call at the Funeral
is a member.
ment of $50 costs.
Hostesses for the event were the
All but Mrs. Moore and Mr*. year, fined $14.70 costs and $5 per
was extended for another year and Home Fnday from 3 to 5 and 7 to
This money is earmarked for
He is married and has five child- Mesdames D. Caauwe, L. Pon- Griffith were released by the month fees. The men were also oi>
required to pay $50 cost* in 90 9 p.m. Mrs. Bos died Wednesday “unrestricted use in current exren. State police conductedthe in- stein, D. Thomas and A. Ryn- Health Centei; after emergency
day*.
dered to make restitution for the
morning at Pirn Rest Sanitarium. pansion and operating programs.” vestigationon the Spring Lake job. brandt.
treatment. t.
item* they
i
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But

First Sentinel Edition

Bother the Trout

Appeared 60 Years

* By Phil Rich
The water ran down my throat
JASPER, Alberta, June 25 -To- around the plastic coat collar.It
day we came back here to see if soaked the seat, it ran into tpe top

Behind for Good

Ken Alexander could show us some
more speckled trout, Eastern brook
they call them. The spot we had
Just one hit.
That’s all Grand Rapids Sullivan chosen with streams and lakes
needed Monday morniKR to score galore was hit by hot weather and
mountain runoff. The result was
just as many runs as the Flying
Dutchmen produced with 11 safe- murky and muddy streams and no
chance for a fish to see a bait,
ties.
and besides with all the food
A grand slam home run put washed in, what respectable and
Sullivan’sout in front for good at well fed fish would be hungry for
RiverviewPark as the Dutchmen our lures?
dropped an 8-4 decision.
First, I’m not sure I did say
It wasn’t a lack of hits that
earlier that we had 33 miles of
beat Holland as the Grand Rapids pavement going to "Entrance (a
squad managed only seven o f f town and 12 mijes of gravel with
starter Rog Smith and Dave plenty of construchtion.Also that

my cap and from the pants. Finally we gave up after numerous
strikes and two or three more

Eighteen hundred and ninety five was the year the supreme'
court said the government <had no
power to tax incomes. A New Jersey Democrat, Grover Cleveland,
was in. the White House.

trout Ken was soaked to the skin,
I was half wet and George was
at least 30 per cent. It was getting late so we pulled out for
Jasper downhill about two miles.

The young Queen Wilhemina was
in h?r first years as ruler of The
Netherlands.In Russia the last
of the Tsars was crowned. China
signed a treaty giving Japan some

of

my

boots (eight inchera) from

Ago

Milwaukee Gypsy
Edges
In

MBYC Boats

Queens Race

At Ken’s house after a warmobscure islands called Formosa
The 102-year-oldQueen’* Yachting drink, he showed us a very
and the Pescadores.
ing Cup again slipped through the
swell blonde table he had made
That same year in Holland the grasp of Macatawa Bay Yacht Club
of formica and wood with iron
first edition of a new newspaper
Saturday as two MBYC boats
legs — a low job which would be
appeared. Although undergoing were first to cross the line in the
shown in the modem stores anythree changes in name, the paper
Milwaukee to Holland race but gave
where with pride.
became The Holland Evening Sen- way to The Gypsy of Milwaukee
Ken is quite a boy. He not only
tinel.
Ip corrected time.
Schreur.
we saw a mule deer with great served in the air force in England
Each edition was about four Harold Sears’ Revenge led the 23
Two walks, an error and Shultz's ears, then 13 cow elk and one but also spent some 15 months in
pages-4abloldsize. The staff inhomer over the right field fence calf; soon five more elk and the air base near Ketchikam,
vessels that finished,while Hugh
cluded Editor Klook, a retired
made it 4-0 for Sullivan in the before long l big bull moose. A Annette Island,Alaska. We swapSchaddelee’s Hilaria was second.
Methodist minister,his two daughBut Joe Schoendorf’s Gypsy beat
first.
few miles along we saw a big ped notes on fishing in tbos parts.
ters and a son plus two newsboys.
them by minutes after the handiAn error, a walk and Ron bull r. nse walk' down to the He gave me a goat hom taken
One of the first newsboys, A.
cap was figured. Schoendorf’stime
Boeve’s single gave Holland a run lake. We watched. He walked in in this range and his wife sewed
Ralph Van Raalte, recalled today
was 11 hours, 21 minutes and 19
in the bottom of the first, but a-1 swam right -p along the road on a button which had pulled out
that his route included exactly one
seconds.
that was all until the seventh when for a mile or more while we just of fishing kit. They have a boy
half of the city. "Everythingwest
keep him com- about six or seven and a sevenSchfeur doubled and scored on Bob c ousting
of River Ave. up to the outskirts The Hilaria's correctedtime
Van Dyke’s triple.
pamonth - old baby. Their home is
was 11:21:25. The Revenge had the
of town— 16th St., that is.”
Rightfielder Carlson tagged
Another thing I ddin’t me -on clean and neat and well furnish"But the paper g^ew rapidly," fastest actual time with a 12:19
Smith for a home run with the was ^ moosehide hand i ade ed and shows a lot of hard work
recalls Van Raalte. "In a short crossing.
bases empty in the second and c. I saw in l/.? general stc“? at in making it so attractive.
Originated ir England, the
time I carried only Eighth St."
four singles gave Sullivant w o . trance. It /as made
the
Ken is not only a pleasant perPublishedat that time in Mc- Queen’s Cup has been awarded in
more runs in the sixth. Two walks Smokey Indians and on s. for son to have around but also he
Bride Building, where Peck’s Drug a number of United States and
are (foreground) Sonja Bouwman, Allen AardGETTING THINGS IN .SHAPE - Summer play
and an error produced the final S39. I couldn't find one to fit. wants to please the customers. He
Store now stands, the offices were foreign races. This is the 15th time
sma, Cheryl and Ronnie Kalmink. In back are
school opened for about a thousand Holland chiltally in the ninth.
These coats are heavy, good wind- will stay as long as anyone. He
moved to 190 East Eighth St. when it has been awarded for the Mil
Billy Vanderwall, Donald Kronemeyer,Mrs. E. A.
dren July 5, but it took a lot of work before the
The Dutchmen rallied for two breakers and warm. Only trouble told me of an Englishman he
Klock sold the paper to Roland C. waukee-Hollandcrossing. ^
Pierre and Joan Tubergan. (Sentinel photo)
opening. Sorting out thei handicraft equipment
runs in the bottom of the ninth on is that they weigh a ton when wet.
Eisley. The Sentinel was also
guides who always wants to get in
Two boats used motors to finish
singles by Ken Van Tatenhove, Van But I had Bill Collings in mind
published at 21 East Eighth St. the rugged 80-mile race.
the full eight hours of fishing. He
Dyke and Boeve, but starter Dick and his waterproofing silicone pro- can fish with anythin, says Ken,
where Western Union now stands, Winner in the division ITclassifiVirkstisput out the fire by getting duct, which has made leather betand at 35 East 'Eighth St. where cation was Interlude,a Milwaukee
and it is a pleasure to go along.
Max Doolittleto tap a grounder tc. -.an rubber. But I c. .i still He gets the fish. That always
now is an IGA store.
*
owned yacht. Finishing second was
fo the mound.
rc ember the moc/hide n.-k - pleases a guide. Besides Ken
Biggest event in the early years the Luxon, owned by Robert LuxHolland entertains Zeeland a luks. Indian smoke - tanned which
of The Sentinel was consolidationford of LaCross, Wis., and Macaknows every flower, shrub or tree
Riverview Park Thursday night in I got on the Yukon river. My wife
with the old Holland Daily Times tawa Bay, while Rojahjo II. pilotin the wilds. Today we saw miniathe makeup of a rained-outSouth- finally discovered what the smell
which was published by M.G. ed by Harvy Meader of Musketure - lady slippers,
Miss Gladys Louis Uildriks, wore a small white pearl-trimmed
western Michigan League game. was and I gave them away and/
spots base, pavement and a
Between 3,000 and 4,000 gathered Manting.
gon, was third.
hat
and
carried
a
bouquet
of
blue
daughter
of
Louis
Uildriks
of
6-10
The linescore:
or put them in a secluded spot.
A stock company was formed to
at Legion Memorial Park Monday
Two Muskegon boats, Jack SarSullivan 410 002 001 -8-7 Ai.yhow, they didn’t have m y By the time we had made it Lincoln Ave., became the bride of carnations with pink roses.
back to Alpine we were ready for John Uildriks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
The groom’s mother chose for evening for the annual Fourth of finance the new venture and Frank geant's Jack Elain and Jack
100 000 102-4 11 size on the jacket.
M„
Sparks
became
the
first
edisleep. In the morning we could John Uildriks of Chicago, Satur- the occasion a lavender print July celebration sponsored by the
Medendorp's Be Be Too. lead the
tor of the Sentinelunder the group.
George and I got back to Jasp- linger and decide to add the trout
day evening at the home of the dress. She had a corsage of white American Legiofi posts. A display
pack in division HI. followed by
The
paper
was
published
at
the
er, the town of, we stayed at the
of fireworks was the biggest attracto our breakfast. George Averill bride. The Rev. John Heidcma of carnations and pink roses.
Clark
Field's Reverie,a MBYC
Times’ plant where the Owl
Alpir lotel.- The man gave us a proved a good cook and turned
After the ceremony, the newly- tion, and roadways for miles
of
the New Apostolic Church officiboat.
Restaurant
now
stands.
nice cabin: fireplace,living room
out a very palatable breakfast. ated at the double ring rites. Love- weds greeted 200 guests at a re- ^around accommodated parked cars
Charles A. French, successful Universal class winner was The
with dave#Dort(chesterfieldhere)
Overnight we had dried out all ly summer bouquets decorated the ception in the Tulip Room of the for the aerial views.
publisher of several Michigan Eilema of Milwaukee, owned by
kitchen w.*i stove and dishes,iceThe
program
opened
with
a
conequipment and now repacked for home for the occasion. Appropri- Warm Friend Tavern. Assisting
box; two bedrooms and ' h • the trip out to Calgary.
cert by the American Legion band papers, purchased the paper in Jack Briner. Second in the class
ate music was played by Mrs. Ed- were Mrs. Lloyd Turner and Mrs.
was Questa, owned by R.
toilet.The lot 59 a night ... for
Caryl Johnson, at the gift table, after which Mayor Robert Visscher 1927, moving the plant to the preDown the road a ways, we not- win Redder.
Scrassman
of Milwaukee while the
sent
site.
two.
Knowing
we
were
going
fishgave the Independence Day adFENNVILLE (Special) - Miliiced that high water had washed
Attending the bridal couple Mrs. Fred Van Naarden who cut dress on "Our Sacred Honor," basFrench linked the paper with the Swanee, also a Milwaukee boat
tary rites were held from Imman- ing we signed up for two nights.
out half of the road. In several were Mrs. Louis G. Uildriks, sis- the wedding cake and Mrs. Jack
This brings us down to Ken. He
ed on the last lines of the Dec- United Press Association,and owned by Randy Coleman,finished
uel Baptist Church Tuesday afterwas gone afd a hole six feet deep ter-in-lawof the bride, as matron Ebbers and Mrs. Elroy Phillips,
laration of Independenceon "We thus with principal news centers third.
noon for Lloyd Bolles, Jr., one of had been our guide one * y and
nieces
of
the
groom,
who
poured.
extendedup to the middle of the of honor, and Lloyd Turner, as
throughout the world. He also exCraft competing In the classic
the earliest casualtiesin the Kor- we liked hi- and the 20 trout he
Presiding as master and mistress pledge our lives, our fortunes and
pavement.
best man.
panded coverage of local hews and ranged from 35 to 60 feet Fleetean war whose body was returned piloted us to, so we called up
of ceremonieswere Mr. and Mrs. our sacred honor."
Up here women are honored by
The bride wore a ballerina- Lester Johnson, uncle and aunt Mayor Visscher interpreted"our made the paper a full size news- wood, last year's winner owned by
Jack Raeside, who has boats on
•here for burial.
paper.
the
naming
of
lakes
—
many
of
length
dress of crystalette in bouf12
lakes,
and
a:!::
*
him
to
find
Nick Gies of Chicago, was not enYoung Bolles was 20 years old at
of the bride.
sacred honor" as the people's resIn 1895 the Sentinel’slittlehand tered.
the time he was captured in July, Ken He did. Shortly we met which have feminine handles. On fant style. The scoop neck was
After an extended honeymoon, ponsibibtiesto the government on
1950, only a few weeks after war Jack down at the Astoria Hotel the way down we passed Sunwap- outlined with rhinestones and iri- the newlywedswill make their local, state and national levels. rotary press reflecteda city of 5,broke out in Korea. He was re- and he found Ken uptown. The ta summit, 6,694 feet. Saw two descent teardrop beads. She wore home in Chicago. For going away, George can’t do it alone; he needs 000 with lumber mills on the main
ported missing and as near as his deal was made in minutes and girls and a boy going skiing in matching mitts of crystaletteand the bride wore a white nylon your help," the mayor said. "Too street. As the masthead changes to
family could learn there was no wi went in to have ice cream the snow just startingat the road. a lace cap. Her bouquet of white print dress with white accessories many people are offering destruc- "Sixty-FirstYear" today, the efclear report until word came (George's favorite dish) with Ken There was a snowstorm raging at carnations was centered with a and the orchid from her bridal tive criticism instead of digging ficient Sentinel plant is testimony
that the newspaper is now geared
the Columbia ice fields. We went white orchid corsage.
through that he died in a prison and to meet ' Is wife.
bouquet.
in to get a job done. Consequently,
The matron of honor wore a
camp about two years later. His At 7 a.m. we met Ken again at through Peyto pass at 6,785 feet
Mrs. Uildriks has been em- they're impedingGeorge, not help- to a modem city of 16,000 persons.
..^voria
the and the mountain top was up three ballerina-length long torso style ployed at S. S. Kresge Co. The
father,Lloyd Bolles, Sr., died being him."
fore news came through that his river there we are assured by or four thousand feet beyond that. gown in ice blue crystalettewith groom
is employed at Campbell
&. „
The mayor pointed out that lots Several Arraigned
Adults who have always wanted
0.vr.:r C^orge Andrew- -although It took us about eight hours to get periwinkleblue embroidery.She ' Co.
son was dead.
of things can be done on a local
to take swimming lessonshave an
In Grand Haven Court
The body arrived in Fennville Kj L conscious of the .'/aldorf to the Calgary area, but it was
level, followingthe line of our foreexcellentopportunityto do so
Saturday with Master Sgt. Edward Astoria).Breakfast over, we hit it Sunday and this included a puncfathers who sacrificedgreatly for GRAND HAVEN (Special) -The right now.
Sumski of New York as escort. up the trail headed for Hi'.emia ture - tire change, lunch etc.
Guest From Switzerland
the great cause. "Let's get con- following appeared in Municipal
And the best part about it is
Sgt Sumski was assigned escort lake, two - and - one - Ii. ’.f miles The 12 inches of snow May 30
structive in our criticismsand of- Court Tuesday morning:
Chix
Honored
at
Family
Event
that the lessons are free.
for the Michigan and Wisconsin in, or half a mile from Marjorie broke off a few million trees up
fer to help those in office get a
Joseph Moskal, 25, of Van Dyke,
City Recreation Director Joe
(our earlier love and limit catch here. I found out that the elk chew
territory.
A J/on Ins family reunion was job done," the mayor said.
Mich., charged with drinking on a Moran has announced that he will
Gerrit Dykman of Holland offic- 1 ke). Hiber. i is up a steep trail. the popple bark in winter. This
held on the Fourth of July at the
public street, Harbor Ave., July run two free periods for the first
iated and a color guard of Fenn- We spent two hours there without causes the black marks up to a 7- Blasts
old A. Von Ins residence. Guest
4, who paid 525 fine and 55.10 costs. three-week swimming sect i o n.
ville Legionnaires served as pall a strike despite all kinds of baits foot level I have previously de Miscellaneous
Shower
of honor at the affair was Miss
Richard Van Eck, 17, Grand Starting times cl the periods are
bearers. Burial was in Pearl from flies to spinning. Even tried scribed. I like the title "The ValZEELAND (Special) The Eda Hersberger, a cousin who is Honors Miss Irene Boer
Rapids,
charged with possession of 3:30 and 4:15 each afternoon.
minnev.s
after
catching
three
of
cemetery.
ley of the Crooked Trees," one Zeeland Chix had big bundles of visitinghere from Switzerland.
Swim lessons start today so abeer in a car, July 4, paid 525
Surviving are the mother, Mrs. them on flies. Minnows are illegal we passed near Jasper. So our adMiss Hersberger arrived here
Mrs. Thomas Buter, Mrs. Wil- fine and 55.50 costs as did Larry dults who want to enter the free
Millie Boyce, now of Nob Hill, Ark., in these lakes -because of the venture now turned to the south fireworks in two innings Monday
last Thusday after traveling by
liam Topp, Sr., and Mrs. Gilbert Ogden, 19, Grand Rapids, on the periOiis should start Wednesday.
formerly of Fennville; three sis- "dumping habit" which puts the and west where we hope to have morning and that was plenty to
ocean liner and train. The late
same charge, allegedly on July 2. They must furnish their own
ters, and his grandmother,Mrs. wrong breeds in trout lakes. But better fishing reportsand see more blast Allegan Blood Brothers, 17-7.
A. Von Ins, her uncle, came here Komejan were hostesses at a misOris L. Price, 18, Grand Rapids, transportation to the instruction
George Smith of Pearl. The body minnows caught there would be all interestingplace if any!
cellaneous
bridal
shower
last
Held scorelessfor the first three from Switzerland as a youth. She
charged with drinking on a public grounds at Chippewa Point on
was taken to Chappell Funeral right.
innings, the Chix exploded for nine plans to visit relatives in this area Thursday evening in honor of Miss street,Harbor Ave., July 2, paid Lake Macatawa on the way to OtHome.
We decided to again go back to
runs on seven hits in the fourth and other relativesand friends in Irene Boer. Miss Boer will be 525 fine and 55.10 costs.
tawa Beach.
Mrs.
Alice
Leon
Dies
Marjorie. Here we soon had fish
inning as 13 batters paraded to this country before sailing f o r
Moran said that parents could
The above arrests were by city
married to Robert De Young on
In a short time we got enough for
At Holland Hospital
home on Sept. 27.
the plate.
bring their children along for free
police.
lunch.
George catchingfour
July
9.
After a pair of hitless innings Other relativesand friends
lessons, too. Instruction will be
and I catching only one. So we
Mrs. Alice Leon, 81, of 498 State
The party was given at the Buter
the
Chix
started bombing again, attending the reunion included
given
on all six levels— beginner,
cooked them up and had a shore St., died Tuesday evening at HolHans Von Ins and daughter, Mrs. home, 118 East 21st St., which was Surprise Party Given
intermediate, swimmer, and juniAdmitted to Holland Hospital dinner.One of George’s trout is a land Hospital a few hours after using four hits for seven runs in Charles Dumville; Mr. and Mrs. decorated in a delicategreen and
or, advanced and senior life-savTuesday were Mrs. Hattie Habing, record for the trip — it weighed being admitted. Mrs. Leon was a the seventh. Two hits in the eighth David Von Ins and their family, pink color scheme highlighted by In Honor of Mrs. Smith
ing.
244 West 12th St.; Harry Yutts, in at two pounds which is good member of Prospect Park Christian added a final tally.
including David, James, Dale, Mr. arrangements of rosea. Gifts for
A surprise grocery shower was
Allegan nicked starter Ted Boeve
930 Washington Ave.; Mrs. Char- for a "speck" and was at least Reformed Church and the Ladies
and Mrs. Richard Bell, Marcia, the bride-electwere placed in a given last Thursday evening in
for single runs in the second and
lotte Walbert, 112 West 23rd St.; 15 inches long. These trout are Aid.
West End Tigers Upset
Kathy
and Steven and Mr. and wishing well.
honor of Mrs. HenriettaSmith,
John Veldheer, 400 Fast 24th St.; fat.
She is survived by her husband, third, but Gene Talsma topped Mrs. Rudy E r i k s e n, Karl and
Guests included Mesdames Wal- who has moved to 2 West 18th St. 1st Half Junior Champs
Charles Farr, 322 West 12th St.; In the afternoon we had a lit- John; one brother, Andrew Wester- them for three innings. In the
Carol; Mr. and Mrs. Urs Von Ins ter Coster, Fred Ter Vree, Ger- Mrs. Alfred Kietzmann was hostDick Van Bruggen,220 West 11th tle rain. Some had fallen previous- hof, and several nieces and neph- seventh, however, Allegan used
and son Alfred and friend, Charlene trude Topp, William Topp. Jr.. Har- ess at the affair,at her cottage
ZEELAND (Special)— Warren
St.; Mrs. Anna De Kraker, 385 ly. but it was dew compared to ews, all of Holland. Funeral ser- three hits for three runs, and added
Ogden;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
vey
Geerlings,
Harvey
Buter,
Jacob
Otte and his West End Tiger mates
in
Waukazoo.
Fifth Ave.; Mrs. Avon Plockmeyer, what now fell. It rained and it vices will be held Friday at 2 p.m. a pair of useles: tallies in the
Riemcrsma and family, N e 1 a Smith. Andrew Wierda, Jack Essen- Guests includedthe Mesdames started out second half play
724 Lugers Rd
rained. George and I had rain - from LanglandFuneral Home and ninth.
Jean, Gerald and friend, Harriet burgh. Jack Topp. Bernard Coster, Henry Boerman, Anna Oldebekking in the Zeeland Junior League in
Discharged Tuesday were Mrs. coats, but Ken had none. H i s burial will be in Pilgrim Home
Starting pitcher Woodruff went
Ortman and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Harold Essenburgh,Leroy Essen- Bert De Haan, Albert Nienhuis, great shape Monday holding firs
Donald Baker and baby, route 6; suede coat was soaked. He don- Cemetery. Friends may meet the all the way for Allegan despite
Riemersma, Patricia and Deborah burgh, Gerald Vander Beck, Jack George Nienhuis, Nettie Hop, Man- half champs. New Groningen to
Mrs. Donald Grotenhuis and baby, ned a fishing jacket and kept row- family at the funeral home Thurs- Zeeland's 15-hit onslaught.
Lynn;
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Wickert and Clayton Hess.
ley Looman, Josie Johnson, Ed- three hits in a 9-2 win. Losing
113 West 29th St.; Mrs. Elton ing (in the park, guides cannot day from 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
Next game for the Chix is Thurs- Buikema and son Donald; Mr. and
Also invited were Mesdames E. ward Smith, John Volkers, Earner pitcher was Bill Hanson.
Frost, route 2, Hopkins, Mrs. John fish). It got colder. A thunderday night, when they travel to Mrs. Bernard Westerhof, Leone,
J. Helder, 25 East 21st St.; Mrs. storm pounded us twice and hard.
No fewer than 40,000 separate Holland to play the Flying Dutch- Ivan, Carolyn, Bonnie and Philip; Van Kampen, Nelson Ryzenga, Ar- Smith, Henry De Goed, Joe Brow- In the second game Gamble-Aliens pulled an about face, dropping
thur Rummler, Martin Brown, er and Murvel Houting.
Maggie Brinkman, 732 Myrtle Ave. We spent a few minutes under a parts are used to make up one men in the makeup of a rainedRoland Aussicker; Mr. and Mrs. Walter Coster, Jr., William AnGames
werfe played and prizes Zeeland State Bank 14-5. Winning
spruce tree and then went at it unit of a diesel-electriclocomo- out Southwestern Michigan League
Henry Ten Hagen, and Miss Bever- dringa, Nick Boorman, Marvin were won by Mrs. E. P. Smith. pitcher for the first half cellarKansas is the SunflawerState. again.
tive.
game.
ly Israels.
Essenburgh, Russel Essenburgh, Mrs. Looman and Mrs. De Haan. dwellers was Wayne WildSchut.
The linescore:
In the final game Forest Grove
Kermeth Mulder, Gordon Buter Refreshmentswere served by the
Allegan Oil 000 802--7-8 Marriage Licenses
romped over Herman Miller,12-€.
hostess.
and Harold Buter.
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Raymond
Couple Feted on 40th

A

Myra June
Eugene PotWedding Anniversary
geter, 22, route 1, Allendale, and
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Rabbers Patsy Wolbrink, 19, Allendale;Fred
Knoll, 23, route 1, Holland,and
celebrated their 40th wedding anniversarylast Friday evening at Louise Shuttleworth, 25, Holland;
a family gathering. A short pro- Harry J. Bulthouse, 25, Holland-,
gram was given and pictures were Lake, and Joan Wierenga, 22,
shown by Dr. Paul ^chrotenboer1, Nunica.
Kemme,

m

of his stay in the Netherlands.
Gifts were presented to the
guests of honor and a two-course
lunch was served.

Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Gerrit Rabbers, Mr. and Mrs. William Wiersma and Jay, Mr. and
Mrs. Jake Wiersma, Mr. and Mrs.
John Wiersma and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Wiersma and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Seek, Mr.
and Mrs. John Volkema, Mr. and
Mrs. James Rabbers, Sr., Mr. and
Mrs. John Eskes and Laveme.
Also the Rev. and Mrs. J. C.
Mbdendorp, Mr. and Mrs- Janies
Rabbers, Jr., Kenneth and Jerry
Rabbers, Mr. and Mrs. John
Vander Meulen and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Wiersma and fam-

ill

L

Carl Tiethof, 21, route

3, Hudsonville,and
20, Holland;

Mrs. Anita Da

Mez

Feted at Brunch
A 10:30 brunch was

held at the

Warm

Friend Tavern this morning honoringMrs. Anita Du Mez.
The guest of honor was presented a travel kit by the Mesdames
Mrs. John Hertel, of Grand Rapids; Mrs. Ben Veneklassen, of
Phoenix, Ariz., and the Mesdames
Henry Ter Haar, Otto Van Dyke,
Arnold Hertel Lester Klassen and
A. W. Saunders.
From the hotel, the group adjourned to the home of Mrs. Van
Dyke for an afternoon of canasta.

Flag Play Featured
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Wiersma and family, Mr. and By Women Golfen
ily,

i*

WMWWO

Cup

CREW - Running the Queen’s
Schoentjorf;(Back) D. J. Kuick. Howard HumeGypsy were (front) Bill Lepthien, Bill mann and Joaeph F. Schoendorf, Jr., owner and
Bill Emery, Bob Koehler,
,

Mary

skipper.

Mrs. Henry Wiersma and family, Flag play for the longest drive
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wiersma and was featured by women golfers
family, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Mar Tuesday morning at the American
tinie and family,Mr. and Mrs. Ray Legion Country Club.
Lamar and family, Miss Agnes Marian Beebe was winner for
Wiersma, Frank Moll, Henry D. the front nine, with Virginia VanBamveld and Mr. and Mrs. Henry der Kuy as runnerup.Ade BronBamveld. Mr. and Mrs. Donald dyke won on the back nine with
Brink were unable to be present Bevie Nieusma runnerup.

IT WAS A BIG MOMENT Wednesday when
Randall C. Bosch, president of the Board of
Public Works, turned over the first spake of
dirt for the new transmissionline which
eventuallywill provide Holland with a new
water supply from Lake Michigan. The
eremony took place on property acquiredby
BPW on Lakeshore Rd. near Tunnel Park.

Left to right are Ralph Taylor, residentenginoor

for Black and Veatch, consulting engineers;
Adrian Klaasen, Supt. George Rendleman,
Henry S. Maentz, Bosch, W. A. Butler of the.
Sentinel, James H. Klomparens, Nelson
Bosman, Robert Holder, resident engineer, and
Steve Smith, contractor.

.
-

(Sentinel photo)
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Couple Returns from

7, 1955

Hovingo-Dekker Vows Spoken

Honeymoon
The cute

picture of

a

Engaged

At

Home After Honeymoon

state

trooper holding a tiny girl in
Dutch costume which appearedin
The Sentinel’sTulip Time edition
this year appears on the cover of
the Michigan State Police Post-Er
for the May-June issue.
The photo, taken durinng the 1945
by Sentinel Photographer

festival

Ai Bransdorfer.shows. Trooper
George Cation of the Clinton post
helping the little girl to a better
vantage point. "All officers are
pushovers for kids," the caption
reads.

City Manager Horb Holt was
seen riding a bicycle the other
dpy— and quite ably too.
It seems he was out making a
survey of parking meters, checking
the one-hour, two-hour, 12-minute
limitations, and found a bike much
preferableto driving a car or
walking.
The bike belonged to a city hall
janitor.

-

Mhs Velmo Lorroin*Schut
Albert A. Schut
of 248 West Main St., Hudsonville,
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Velma Lorraine, to Ronald Eugene Myrick, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Myrick of 121 West 18th
St., Hollland. The couple plani to

Mr. and Mrs.

t

Whenever a new through «treet

is designated in Holland, motorists
be married next spring.
usually go through quite an educational process. Persons taking the
new stop street, if they are wise,
use extra caution, particularlyat
those intersections where signs
have been reversed.
of
Patrolman Clare Van Langevelde was cruising on 22nd St. the
Miss MargueriteJean Williams
other day and cautiously crossed
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Le« Brink
became th2 bride of William Hill
Van Raalte Ave. after noting the
(Joel photo)
Hatfieldin Grace Episcopal Church
coast was clear. But a V’an Raalte
NewlywedsMr.' and Mrs. Gor- green and pink, respectively. They
in an evening wedding Saturday.
Ave.
motorist was incensed at
Mr. and Mrs. Roger N. Kuiken
Mr. anti Mrs. Jack Havinga
June 18. The double ring cere- don Lee Brink were expected home carried bouquetsof yellow, pink
what he thought was failure to
(Penna-Sasphoto)
(Prince photo)
mony was performed by the Very today from their honeymoon in and white carnations and wore
stop
for
a
stop
street
and
he
turned
Returningfrom a wedding trip at Trinity Reformed Church. The
Miss Betty Eleanor Dekker, * white pillow.
Rev. William C. Warner before the Wisconsin. They are living at 63\* matching floral headbands.
the
corner
and
ran
down
the
squad
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs.
Joe Havinga attended his brother
to Northern Michigan Mr. and Mrs. bride is the former Nancy Jean
altar which was decoratedwith East 21st St. Mrs. Brink if the •Jim HoltgeerU attended the
car.
Sell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Willard Dekker of Parma, Mich., as best man. Ivan Van Faasen
Roger N. Kuiken are establishedin
"You ran a stop street and I and Jack Havinga, son of Mrs. and CorneliusHavinga were ushers. bouquets of white carnations,white former Barbara Helen Baker groom as best*toan. Marv GenJames A. Sell, 84 West 20th St. The
daughter of the Rev. and Mr«. zink, his cousin, and Julius Knoll,
peonies and stock.
their home at 1911* West 20th St. groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. want this reported!" he stormed. Jacob Havinga of 623 136th Ave.,
Paul Dekker, brother of the bride
Andrew Baker of route 1, Orange his brother-in-law,
were ushers.
Parents
of
the
couple
are
Mr.
The couple was married June 17 Neil Kuiken, 304 WashingtonBlvd. Clare said. "Let’* check that in- were married Saturday, June J8, was soloist and Mrs. Chris EilanMrs. Baker wore for the occasioq
and
Mrs.
L.M.
Williams
of
Hol- City, Iowa. The groom is the son
tersection."
at Ninth Street Christian Reform- der was organist.
land and Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Hat- of Mr. and Mrs. Lucas Brink, 147 an aqua dress with white accessA few steps back to the crossing ed Church. The double ring cereWhite peoniesand gladioli accentBessie De Vree of Grand Rapids
West 17th St.. Holland.
ories. Mrs. Brink wore a powder
revealed the new placement of the mony was performed by the bride's ed the setting of- palms, ferns field of Winter Haven, Fla.
were recent Sunday guests of Mr. signs. "It seems you're in error.
They were married last Friday, blue nylon net dress with white
Mrs. l^jonard Kuite. church orand Mrs. Dick Kroodsma and Would you like that reported?" father and the Rev. M. J. Vander- and candelabra. Greens and bows ganist,played the traditional wed- June 24, in Ninth Street Chrirtlan accessories.They hid corsages of
werp, church pastor.
marked the, pews.
family.
ding music and accompanied the Reformed Church by the bride's pink roses.
Clare asked.
The bride chose a gown of imFor her daughter'swedding, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Van
father. Palms, ferns, candelabra
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Knoll preThe motorist was quiet and ported lace and nylon tulle. The Dekker rhose a navy blue lace soloist, Mrs. Lester Schaap.
Zoeren of Zeeland were Sunday
The bride, given in marriageby and bouquets of white gladioli and sided as master and mistress ot
apologetic and willing to let the
lace bodice featured a butterfly drrss with pink accessories.Mrs.
GANGES (Special)— Ganges guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.G.J. matter rest.
her father, wore a floor-length stock provided a setting for the ceremonies for the reception for
collar reembroidered with seed Havinga wore a powder blue dress
MethodistChurch was the scene Vah Zoeren.
gown of imported tissue taffeta double ring rites. Jackie Ortman, 80 guests in the church parlors.
pearls and sequins and long lace with pink accessories. They had
Will Vander Kolk was able to
of a wedding Saturday afternoon
covered by an overskirtand bodice cousin of the bride, was organist Miss Paula Bultema and Bob
Do you know what a palindrome sleeves. The full skirt of tulle pink rose corsages
and ClarenceCosting was soloist. Bazuin served punch and Miss
when Miss Jean Gail Atwater be- attend the Sunday morning sertulle. The close fitting bodice
is’
ove rtaffetaswept into a long caThe newlyweds greeted 100 of
A ballerina-length
gown of chant- Marlene Folkert and Mrs. Jim
came the bride of M/Sgt. Robert vice in the local church.
had
a
deep
V
neckline bordered
Accordingto the dictionary,it’s hedral train. Her fingertipillusion guests at a reception in the Tulip
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer of
lily lace over satin was worn by Holtgeerts were in charge of the
C. Beltrone.The double ring cerewith lace medallions,and tiny shirmony was performedat 3 p.m. by Zeeland were Thursday callers on a word, verse or sentence that' is veil was atached to a half h*t of Room of Hotel Warm Friend Tav- red sleeves. Lace medallions form- the bride. Her fingertip veil of gift room.
the same when read backward or shirred tulle with seed pearls and
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Beyer.
the Rev. Henry C. Alexander.
ed a border on the tulle over- French illusion was held by a tiny For going away, the bride wore
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden and forward, such as madam, Hannah. sequins. She carried a cascade ern. Assisting were Mrs. Martha skirt. A capulet of tulle with a crown of iridescent sequins and a pink crystaletteprincess style
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Atwater of Pearl Wyngarden were Friday Junius C. C. W’ood dredged this bouquet of white roses and white Nienhuis as hostess. Max Dekko)- tiara of seed pearls held in place seed pearls. She carried a cas- dress with jacket and white accessGanges and the groom's mother afternoon callers on Mrs. John H. one up; "Able was I ere I saw snapdiagonswith ivy. Her pearl as host. Miss Kathryn Bezon and her fingertip veil. She wore elbow cade bouquet of white carnations ories.
necklace and earrings were a gift
Elba."
The bride who has lived in Holis Mrs. Vincent Beltrone, of New Van Welt at the Parkview Home
Mrs. Gertrude Vanden Brink as le.igth mitts of shirred tulle. Her centeredwith a corsage of pink
Try
rewriting
that
from
the from the groom.
in
Zeeland.
and white carnations, which she land about two years, attended
York City.
flowers
were
white
roses,
feathered
waitresses,
Mrs.
Edith
Havinga
Miss Jean Walburger, cousin of
Heldreth De Witt was a guest of last letter to the first and you'll
wore for going away. Her pearl Western Christian High School in
For her wedding the bride chose
and Mrs. Lucille Havinga in the carnations centered with an orchid. earrings were a gift from the
Hull, Iowa. She is employed as a
a street-lengthgown in princess Linda De Bruyn of Zeeland at a again have, "Able was I ere I saw the bride, as maid of honor, wore gift room and Vonqie Barkel and
Miss Janet Rudolph of Glenn
an aqua gown and carried a casElba."
groom.
secretary at the Temple Building
style, made of brocaded white ny- cottage for two days.
Ellyn.
III.,
as
maid
of
honor,
wore
cade bouquet of pink roses. Mrs. David Dekker who served punch.
Know any others?
Tuesday guests at the Simon
Sistersot the bride, Miss Donna laboratory. The groom attended
lon. She wore a small lace cap and
For their wedding trip to north- a ballerina length gown of pale Baker as maid of honor and Miss
Rose Van Faasen and Miss Eunice
Hoiland ChristianHigh School and
face veil. Her necklace of pearls Broersma home were Mr. and Mrs.
ern Michigan and Wisconsin, the pink taffetawith overskirt of or- Marilyn Baker as bridesmaid wore
Dekker,
bridesmaids,
wore
identGeorge
Broersma.
Mrs.
John
That snazzy new time-temperais employed by the National Biscuit
was a gift from the groom and
bride changed to a yellow tweed chid nylon net. Tiny rosebuds
ballerina gowns of nylon net in Co.
she carried a shower bouquet of Afmen of Grand Rapids, Mr. and ture sign kt First National Bank is ical 8°wn* of coral and yellow
were
scattered
over
the
close
fitsuit
with
beige
hat
and
brown
white carnations with streamers. Mrs. Tom Vander Slik of Kalama- attractinga lot of attention these and carried yellow and aqua roses.
accessoriesand a red rose corsage. ting bodice and skirt. She wore a
Aliss Maxine Atwater sister of zoo. Mrs. Lydia De Vries of Hol- days. The five-second change is Matching flowered headbands and
They are now at home at 136 West matching headband and carried a
the bride, was her only attendant land. The get-together was in just long enough for people to get short white gloves completed their
bouquet of light pink roses.
18th St.
ensembles.
She wore a street-lengthgown of honor of George Broersma s birth- caught up easily on that vital inMiss Helen Hatfield of Kansas
Mrs.
Havinga.
who
moved
here
In
a
white
gown
styled
like
the
pink tissue waffle weave and a day.
formation.
bridesmaids’and carrying a flower from New York two years ago. is City, Mo., sister of the groom, and
The publicationof a new bio- castle, called "Abbotsford.” Thera
white lace hat similar to the
Mrs. Martin P Wyngarden was
But while the sign is on the
Mrs. Trammell Pickett of Winter
bride's. Her bouquet was also of a Wednesdayafternoon guest of sunny side of the street, the Jem- basket of petals. Lauri Dekker, a graduate of Corning. N.Y., high
graphy of Walter Scott, by Hesketh he entertainedthe great of the
Haven, Fla., as bridesmaids, wore
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Van Zoeren perature given is more along the cousin of the bride, served as flow- school and is employed in the Hol- gowns similar to the maid of honor Pierson, calls attentiononce more earth, but he was at the same time
white carnation!.
er
girl. Jay Nienhuis, nephew of land Furnace Co. office. The groom
always the intimate of* simple
Lt M. R. Sell of Grand Rap- of Holland.
lines of the official temperature in
in deeper* shades of pink with to the writer wno was the most
ids acted as best man and seating
Alan Wayne Costing of Muske- the city and not the result of direct the groom, in white jacket and a Holland High graduate, is em- ruffles of nylon net over bodices famous novelist in the world in his shepherds and laborers. And he
probably befriended and helped
the guests were S/Sgt. Jack Jones gon Heights is vacationing at the rays of the sun on any thermo- dark trousers, carried the rings on ployed at Holland Furniture Co.
j and
skirts. Matching headbands own day. Waiter Scott has "lost more struggling writers th*n any
and A/1C Willard Ball, also of home of his grandparents, Mr. and meter.
face"
to
a
considerable
degree
in
and cascade bouquets of roses comother man in literature'has done.
Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Henry Wabeke.
little investigation into the
this age of realism in fiction; as
pleted their ensembles.
His story, as all the world
The altar was decoratedwith Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden was mechanical end of such a sign rethe
most
romantic
of
romantics
he
George W. Hatfield served his
knows, ended in what the last
bouquet of white spring flowers a Friday afternoon caller on Mrs. veals that is has 325 40-w'att lamps Five
wrote
in
a
tradition
that
is
now
Winston Chui chill book calls
Bill Brown led the Holland Ar- brother as best man. Ushers were
and candelabra. Baskets and bou- Reuben Bohl of Beaverdam.
in the numeral panel, 351 silver
more or less discredited.
chers
Wednesday night at the week- Bryan J. Boyle and Robert Coz“Triumph and Tragedy.” The
quets of flowers also decorated
Mr. and Mrs. John Jousma, contact points to control lamps, 19
But
in
his
own
day,
that
is
durly shoot on the Fish Si Game zens of Winter Haven and James ing the first third of the nineteenth triumph was world acclaim; the
the reception roems of the church Ernie, and Patty. Mr. and Mrs. electric motors to operate mechanTraffic
Club grounds with 322. Gene Hid- Hubbard of Chicago and Macata- century, he was without a peer in tragedy was the loss of every cent
where the guests gathered immed- Paul Drooger and family of Hol- ism, a half mile copper wire for
dinga was right behind with 319. wa. Linda Williams, niece of the world fiction. In the whole history he had. so that he even had to
iately following the ceremony.
land, Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma each unit, and weighs about 1,500
bride and David Steggerda, nepOther scores;
mortgage his beloved Abbotsford.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Bar- and boys of Vriesland were Sunday pounds. A seif-correcting timing Five drivers were referredto
hew of the bride, were flower girl of the novel there has perhaps He wrote himself to death trying
traffic
school,
six
were
rearraignJuke
Ten
Cate.
249:
John
Lam,
tholmew, of Kalamazoo,sister guests of Mrs. K. Jousma, Mr. and device gives exact-to-the-minute
ooen
but
one
writer
who
was
ed after completingtraffic school 23*1; Marv Wabeke, 233; Warren and ring bearer.
and brother-in-law of the bride, Mrs. S Broersma.
equally popular in England and to pay his debts. That attempt,
time, without fail. Temperature
At the reception in the guild hall
and several others paid fines at St. John, 205; Jerry Kline. 197;
that almost succeeded, was in the
served as master and mistress of
Janna South of
throughout the world-Charles Dickreading, likewise,is never-wavertraffic court before Municipal Don Brower, 190; Bud Van Tak, following the ceremony, Miss
end the greatest triumph of all.
ceremonies. Mrs. Earle Winne was Heights is a guest of her cousins,
ens.
whose
first
book
was
publishing— completelyunaffected by
Patricia Sligh and Miss Toni Van
Judge CorneliusVander Meulen 189. .
organistand Mrs. Earl Soren- Sandra and Nancy Wabeke.
ed four years after Scott died.
wind, direct sunlight or heat from
Bragt presided at the punch bowl.
Thursday
night
in
City
Hall.
Joyce
Barkel.
166:
Mel
Jousma.
sen, w ho sang the "L o r d’ s
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Van Zoeren buildings.
Why write a new biography of
Miss
Donna
Visscher
and
Miss
Henry
V
.Filkins,
of
679
Wisteria,
151; Webb Dal man. 149; Glad
Prayer," soloist.
and daughter of Grand Rapids
Scott at this time when romantic
paid fine and costs of J109.70 on a Jousma. 110; Jcey Wabeke, 62; Betty Borr were in charge of the
At the reception. Miss Elaine were Sunday guests of Dr. and
fiction is more or less discredited?
Incidentally, lhat flag which charge of drunk driving Friday. Reka Brown, 59; Joyce Dalman, gift room.
Frandsen was in charge of the Mrs. Will Van Zoeren.
In this connection it is interesting
flies
over
First
National
Bank
has
A
reception
for
200
guests
was
He was arrested by city police 29.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
guest bock, and Miss Meija
Mrs. Henry Wyngarden was a
to note that not longtr than three
After the shoot, the group en- held later at Waukazoo Inn with years ego another biographer, Thursday were Henry De Waard,
Rozens. of Grand Rapids, and Saturday morning caller on Mrs. special significance. Bank presi- Thursday on Michigan Ave
Mr. and Mrs. Syl Paulus as master
Referred to traffic school were joyed a Hamburg fry.
route 4, Holland; Linda Martin,
Miss Frances Wightman served. Kenneth De Jonge and children of dent Henry S. Maentz said it once
Edgar Johnson, published a monuflew over the U.S. Capitol in Daphne Carini, West Olive, speedand mistress of ceremonies.
334 Washington; Roger Kole,
Guests were present from East Zeeland.
mental
two-volume life of Dickens,
The bride attended Holland High
route 1; James Lambers, 172 West
Lansing, Chicago, Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jousma and Washington. It was obtained ing: John Hoffman.Jr., of 376 Pine
Scott's successor in popularity.
School and was secretary to Dean
21st St.
Kalamazoo.Richland. Allegan and family of Holland were Friday through the courtesy of U.S. Rep. Ave.. speeding;Roger Kragt, of Merle Jaarda Feted
Warner until her marriage. Mr. Are the biographers trying to stage Discharged Thursday were Mrs.
259‘a West 19th St., speeding;
South Haven.
evening guests at the Simon Gerald R. Ford, Jr.,
the return of romance in fiction?
At Birthday Party
Wayne
Alofs,
route
6.
passing
on
Hatfield attended Bolies Military
Ellen Nash. 51 West 17th St; Mrs.
Mrs. Beltrone is a graduateof Broersma home.
It could be. But in the case of
The Sentinel hit Readers Digest right; Norman Packard, of 286 East
South Haven High School and Mrs. John H. Van Zoeren ol
Mrs. Gilbert Jaarda and Sharon Academy at Jacksonville, Fla.. Hesketh Pierson’s new life of Robert Serne and baby, 595 HowGrand Rapids Junior College. The Holland and Mrs. M a r t i n P. in the new July issue. It was that 13th St., speeding.
entertained at a birthday party Winter Haven High School and the Scott it is probably merely an at- ard Ave.; Mrs. Ronald Vander
Returning after attending traffic Tuesday affernoon in honor of University of Alabama.
Yacht and baby, route 1, West
groom attended Fordham Univers- Wyngarden of Vriesland were classified ad that brought a chucktempt to win the attention, and the
For their wedding trip to the
Olive: Mrs. Bernard Rosendahl
ity
Tuesday afternoon callerson Mrs. le all around when it came into the school were Ethel Rau, of 720 Merle Jaarda. Games were played
dollars,of that considerable body
office. It was the one about want- Myrtle Ave., speeding, $10 sus- and prizes were awarded. A two- Wisconsin Dells, Iowa and Canand baby. 48 West 18th St; Mrs.
Following a Northern Michigan John H. Van Welt in Zeeland.
of Scott readers still in existence.
ing another rider in a car pool to pended; David Troost, of 862 Lin- course lunch was served.
ada. Mrs. Hatfield wore a pale
Duane Kalawart and baby, 522
and Canadian honeymoon,the
Pierson is a professionalbiographdowntown Grand Rapids— must be coln, speeding,$10 suspended; May
couple will make their home
Invited were Merle's classmates pink linen princes- style dress with er and he was probably merely Kenow Ave., Grand Rapids: Mrs.
controversialand take the opposite nard Batjes, of 23 West 17th St., at South Side (’hristianSchool, white accessories, a linen duster
Gerrit Exo, route 4; Gerrit YonGrand Rapids.
Fahocha Class Hears
looking for a subject that would
speeding, $10 suspended; Harold along with their teacher, Mrs. B. and her orchid corsage.
ker, route 6; Harold Barr. 315
side of any argument
sell.
Assyrian Student
Scheerhom, of 1562 144th St., Dorr, J. Haak. Included were Billy
WashingtonBlvd.; Roger Kole,
After July 5 the couple will be
has done a professionaljob,
route 1.
We understand the chap who failureto have car under control, Beckman. Benny Becksvoort. Cal- at home at 660 South Hickory,' Fond butHenot
one
that will set the literMembers of* the Fahocha Sunday
Hospitalbirths include a son,
entered the ad ended up with a S17 suspended; Marjorie Ann vin Bremer, Bobby Brink, Tommy du Lac, Wis.
ary
world
on
fire.
Any
student
of
School class met in the Emaus
Daniel Dwight, born Thursday to
satisfactoryaddition to the party. Combs, speeding, .$15 suspended; Bush, Curtis Cashmere, Randy
Scott who is looking for the real
room of First Methodist Church
Ronald Vanden Brink, of 247 Dokter, Tommy Dokter, Paul
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Baker, route
The Rev. Theodore Byland oc- Monday evening.
thing might better go to a book
20 Merchants Furnish
Washington
Ave.,
failure
to
have
6; a daughter. Debra Lynn, born
A nice long holiday week-end is
cupied the pulpit on Sunday, June
Erick,
Jerry
Helder,
Lee
Koning,
that was published a century and
Mrs. Marjorie Siver, program
car under control,$12 suspended.
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Don26. after two weeks of vacation,
chaiman. introduced as guest coming up. Just take it easy if Jesse pomingues Diaz, of 375 David Koops. Dale Meusen, Jim- Hamilton Team Uniforms a quarter ago, namely J.G. Lock ald Grotenhuis, 113 West 29th St.
with the sacrament of the Lord’s speaker Silvo Borkho, an Assyrian your’re out on the road. We'd hate
my Ouist, Jack Ritsma, Paul
“Life of Walter Scott.’
North Division, was given a $10 Sreggerda, Bobby Strabbing,TomHAMILTON (Special) - Twenty hart's
to lose any Sentinel readers.
Supper at both services. The mornLockhart was Scott's son-in-law
student at Hope College. He* comsuspended
fine
for
speeding
Tueslocal
businessmen
have
outfitted
ing meditation was “The Sacra- pared a number of American habTucker. Billy Vogelzang,
and he had access to a wealth of New York Firm Will Build
day.
Laff for the day:
ment Speaks" and his subject for its and customs to those in his naDouglas Vryhof. Also invited were the Hamilton Merchant? with new family material that no other bioA retired Navy captain on the Paying fines were Bonnie Berg- Leon, Davy and Judy Zoerhoff uniforms for the Hamilton Softball grapher could consult.His life of Factory in Kalamazoo
the evening service was “Kept-By tive land.
League.
Him". The Calvary Crusadersof
administrative
staff of a southern lund. Grand Rapids, speeding. $10; and Mary and Dave Elenbaas.
The business meeting was conthe great novelist is usually reSix teams are playing in the
KALAMAZOO - New York Air
Holland were unable to be present ducted by Mrs. Dorothy Burke, universitystill clung to his rank. John Vannette, Jr., of 630 North
The hostess was assisted by
garded as the second greatest bioShore,
speeding,
$10;
John
HoffTonight,
a
fleet
of
about
30
of
Brake Co. has announcedplans to
so a soloist was sent in their place. president. Mrs. Janice Dick led And when a young veteran named
Mrs. Richard Elenbaas. Mrs.
graphy
in
the
English
language,
Kenneth Van Haitsma was grad- devotions based on the book of Brown said to him, ’Td like to talk man, of 87 East 25th St., speeding. James Joostbems and Mrs. Jarvis league, which has games on Tues- Boswell's “Life of Samuel John- build a multi-million manufacturing
$34; Roger P. Gunneman, route 2, Zoerhoff.
day and Thursday nights at 7 and
factory on a 92-acre farm, fronting
uated from W’estem Michigan Col- Jonah.
with you about entering the unison" being the first.
speeding, $15; Don J. Emelander,
8:15 p.m.
lege in Kalamazoo.
versity,
Mr.
Smith,”
he
was
enRefreshments were served by
But Pierson’s biography will at M-96, one-halfmile west of Galesroute 1, Hudsonville,speeding, $15.
Business establishment.^
and men
Appointedas ushers for the Mrs. Marie Wilbur and her com- raged at being addressed "Mr."
least serve to remind the reader burg and adjacent to the east
boundaryof the Kalamazoo County
month of July are Corneal Ver mittee, includingMesdames Wilma "CAPTAIN Smith to you, young Paying $1 parking costs were 2 Inside-the-ParkHomers that furnished uniforms are
Tom Bossardt, of 173 West 28th St.;
Dog Life, Skip Inn, IGA Store, generation of today that there is Infirmary.
Hage and Eugene Brower.
Romans, Marjorie Van Huii, Ethel man!" he stormed.
no
writer
in
the
contemporary
By
Wetherbee
Win
Brink Lumber Yard, Food Center,
Surveying crews are on the job
Mr. and Mrs.
H. Van Miller, June Pedersen and Minnie Looking him straight in the eye Donald R. Rapplys, Sparta; Jerry
Frojen Food Locker, Harry Lam- world in any country who even be- and construction is expected to
Zoeren of Holland spent Tuesday Van Oosterhout.Bfrrs. Iris Van and standing at attention, the Barendse, of 561 Hiawatha Dr.;
ZEELAND
(Special) - Two ingins to enjoy the acclaim that Walat the Martin P. Wyngarden Oosterhoot and Mrs. Lily-Ann young veteran snapped back, "And Catherine Sermas, of 205 River Av. side-the-parkhomers by Ron Weth- pen, Fred Johnson,Schaaf Block ter Scott had in his own day. Kings start soon.
Co.,
Eding
Tractor
Sales,
Standard
home.
Eventuallythe plant will proin that event, COLONEL Brown to
Simpson poured.
erbee with a man on each time
and prime ministers and queens
Oil, Ford G: -age, Jacob Datema,
Relatives and friends were notiyou, sirl"
Women Golfers Play
led Zeeland Coliseum to a 7-5 vicand generals and statesmen humb- vide employment for 500 persons.
HamiltonProduce Lines, Bert Vos,
fied of the death of Mrs. Fred
tory over Zutphen in Class "A”
ly begged for the notice of the
William Ten Brink, Farm Bureau,
Schemer of Holland Wednesday, 140 Persons Attend
The boss. W. A. Butler, rushed in FUf Tournament
softball Wednesday night.
great story teljer. For once the Grand Haven
Shop, Hamilton Service Garage.
June 22, at her home at the age
from the office Thursday and took
writer was honored as the equal
Saugatuck Ladies Golf Associa- Carl Aukema blasted one of the
Overway Family Event
of 80 years. Mrs. Schemer is a
off for The Castle for the Rotary tion members held a flag tourna- longest homers ever hit at the
..
of royalty and statesmen. Yet he Succumbs at Hdspital
sister of Mrs. Gerrit De Vree. The
The Overway reunion was held club luncheon. He was interested ment at the Saugatuck course Legion Field for Zutphen, but it Irlamaft License
had come up from the ranks of |
(Special)—
funeral was held Saturday.
Wednesday at Zeeland Park with in the Mackinac bridge film sched- Thursday morning.
Scottish commons. What he achie- Mrs. Jennie Rozanc, route 2,
vaa wasted as Norm Boeve
Ottawa County
Mr. and Mrs. Syrene Boss of 140 persons attending.
uled to be shown.
Ixjrraine Broker placed first; up the
[ Wesley Roberts, 29, Holland, and ved was done solely through the Grand Havei\ died in Municipal
Galewood were Wednesday evening
The following officerswere re- When he got there, he found the Florence Jones second, Laino Dyke
Hospitalthis morning. She was
In a Class "B" game Harlem Bessie Geers, 31, route 1, Dorr; power of his pen.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry elected: President Dick Overway: luncheon was being held at the third, Lucille Williams fourth, lost ground in the first divisionby* David C. DeJong,-23, and Dorothea
A more important fact of which the widow of John Rozanc, who
Boss. 7
vice, president,Peter Meeusen; sec- Warm Friend Tavern. Wednes- Hazel Ericksen fifth, Harriet Meyer taking a 9-3 loss from Jamestown. M. Essebaggers, 22, both of Hol- the new biographyis a reminder died in 1953.
Fifteen bf the Vriesland women retary. John De Roo; treasurer, day'a Sentinel had listed the local sixth, Doric Schurman seventh and
Surviving are four daughters,
Arkie Vander Kolk shut out land; Marvin Dale Nienhuis, 21, is th^t Walter Scott's head was
attended the meeting at the John Krol; ground committee, Wil- hotel correctly.
Drenthe for the Bon Ton girls, 9-0, Holland, and Lois Mae Haverdink, never turned by the adulation that including Mrs. George Wenger
Elaine Van Tongeren eighth.
Beaverdam Reformed Church on liam Overway and Frank DiepenWhy boas, don’t you read the Bernice Fogerty had low gross Tuesday night while the Redwing 18, route 5, Holland. Howard Ward was heaped upon him. To the end and Mrs. Raymond Bierman, both
Thursday evening, June 23, when horst
Sentinel?
girls moved out of the cellar by Perry, 20, and Marilyn Gail Green- he remained the same kindly friend of Grand Haven tc
for the day with 43.
fhe Mrs. Joseph Esther was the
Next week will feature an all- clipping Local 1231, 7-5. The West wood, 19, both of Holland;Brian of the world that he had always two sons. Joseph and John.
speaker. Refreshments- were * By a "cover,”stamp collectors The United States uses more event tournament— accuracy, most End Tigers beat the Zeeland State Patrick Carmody, 22. Ithaca, N. Y., been. He made so much money Crahd Haven
served.
mean the entire envelope with electricitythan any other coun- fives and sixes, low utts and three Bank. 7-4, in a junior league con- and Joan Wulf, 24, route 2, Spring that he could build for himself a grandchilrend and
Ben Kroodsma, Sr.. a and Mrs. posuge stamp adhering.
try.
Lake.
home that was almost
blind holes.
test.
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Holland’s

Sunday School

Tired, But Thrilled at Departure

Lesson

by Nell Salm .
CITY, Canadl, July 3
--Greetingsfrom Quebed. Your

July 10, 1955

QUEBEC

Hatekknk’s Faith Tested
Habakkuk 1:1-6, 12, 13; 2:1-4
Henry Geerilngs

community ambassador has

Bible is filled with the

least arrived this far In her efforts
to reach Great Britain in the noble

seem

to

place in the establishment of the

The Home •***»•

pitch. Various

DONALD

J.

JAMES

VINK

IL

HENRY

KLOMPARENS

*

Bosch Again Heads Five-Man Board of Public

.

_

whole space occupiedby such adver-

tisement.

terms or SUBSCRIPTION

most difficult years of the board’s
the temple choir. However, it is
not likely his prophetic utteranc- historyAdrian Klaasen was elected
es would have found a place in

vice-president by the five-man
the Scriptures unless his services
had been more or less prominent. board that ipcludes Henry S.
But the obscurity of his name and Macntz, James H. Klomparens,
life story is of less consequence Donald Vink.
Several years of preliminary
^Subscribers will confer a favor by than the stirring message he has
planning came to a head during
left to the world. It is supposed
that he was a contemporary of the past year when contracts for
the new $3,000,000 Holland water
Jeremiah.
DECLARATIONOF
pipelirie project were let.
His frankness is rather startling.
INDEPENDENCE
Most of the major contracts for
We
wonder
how
he
could speak to
Monday, Fourth of J u 1 y. in
God as he did. However, to the the project were approved in two
mechanized America,thousands of prophet's credit was his willing- separate sessions of Crty Council,
persons will hop in the family Car ness to be directed. He did not one on Feb. 2 and the other on

“WSee«ly

fa* a typicalholiday outing,many want to remain in doubt. He want- June 1.
unmindful of the significanceof ed the purpose of God to be made I Contracts that were approved
clear. He was sure that if he knew included construction of ihe lake
the great day in our history.
God’a purpose in using the pagan intake pipe, a $283,440 job won
The Declaration of Independence Chaldeans in punishing Israel,he by the Luedtke Engineering Comwas a momentous document in our would see through what God was pany of Frankfurt.
annals. Throtigh the stirring docu- doing, and easily supplant his
Low bidder on Ihe transmission
ment the brave colonies as one doubt with faith. Though he found line carrying the water from the
fault with God he was willing to filtration plant to Holland city was
severed their ties with their homelet God explain.
the Charles F. Smith and Sons Co.
lands and declared their own right
He put God on the spot. He of Kennett Square. Pa., with a
to “Life, Liberty and the Pursuit accuses Him of inconsistency.He 5669,228 figure. A portion of the
reviews his high conception of God. transmission line over Black River
of Happiness.”
and points out that God has not will be constructed by the H. W.
The Declarationof Independence,
lived up to it. He has allowed Hunter Co. of Plymouth,Ind., on
according to the Almanac, was
reckless destruction,as Jerusalem
a 561.500 bid.
adopted by the Continental Congress in Philadelphia,on July 4,
1776, and was signed by John
Hancock as president
by
Charles 'Hiomas as secretary. It
was establishedfirst on July 6 in
the Pennsylvania Evening Post. A
copy of the Declaration engrossed
on parchment, was signed by members of Congress on and after
August 6, 1776. On January 18,
1777, Congress
that
"authenticated copies, with the

is besieged by Chaldeans. How
can God use pagan people lo overpower and suppress Israel? How

8.

and

Works

hot.

Ex

<1

here we come!

a

533,290 contract with Peerless directly east along Perry St., crossI am no less excited than, any
Pump Division: Indianapolis,Ind. ing the Park Township airport of my colleagues,but perhaps I’m
The De Laval Steam Turbine Co. property.
a little more tired. Last night I
Miss Jonice Claire Van Dykt
of Detroit is supplying the higher After crossing 152nd Ave. the line spent aboard a Canadian Pacific
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Van
pressure pumps which will pump crosses private property until com- Railroadcar en route to my last
the water from the filter plant ing alongside the Ottawa Beach stop this side of the Atlantic. Dyke of South Shore Dr. announce
along the transmission line to Hol- rofd about by Pine Creek, where Among unyieldingcoach seats, the engagement of their daughter,
land. The contract is for 527,490. it follows the road to Jefferson chatteringFrenchmen, and the Janice Claire of Ann Arbor, to
Within the city extra distribution St., one block west of River Ave. train's arrival at the station in the Dr. William Ashley Spencer, son of
After turning south for a block wee small hours, I slept not at Mr. and Mrs. Harvey A. Spencer
mains will be laid by the Omer
Brandon and Son Co. of Wyandot- the line will follow Howard Ave. all. Sleepless or not, though, I of Croswell, Mich.
te. Mich., on a 5174,033.53con- to River Ave., turning south again have enjoyed my brief view of the Miss Van Dyke is a graduate of
on the west side of the bridge. A Canadian cities of Montreal and Holland High School and the Unitract.
versity of Michigan and is now a
Other smaller contracts award- 220-footsuspension will carry the Quebec.
ed include 541.639 with General lines over the river, before the Montreal is modem and pro- medical technologist in the bioElectric of Grand Rapids for elec- pipeline turns to follow Pine Ave. gressive. Quebec is old and has chemistry laboratory at University
Hospital.
trical controls,motors and switch up to Seventh St.
a definitely foreign flavor. Narrow,
Dr. Spencer is a graduate of
gears. 52,243.50 with Coffman The main transmission line ends cobbled streets,horse-drawn car
Brothers of Grand Rapids for at Seventh St. and iPne Ave.. riages. stone buildings blackened Goodrich High School and received
auxiliary generating equipment. where the city distributionsystem with age. the curious architecture his degree from the University of
514,072 with Owen-Ames-Kimball will take over. Using smaller featuring many towers and turrets Michigan Dental School this June
of Grand Rapids for landscaping, pipes, the distributionmain goes - all make it seem hard to realize and has accepted a commission in
and 543.632 with Luedtke Construc- south on Pine Ave. to 19th St. in- that Quebec is indeed a part of the Navy. He is a member of the
Psi Omega dental fraternity.Phi
tion Co. of Frankfurtfor a 400 cludes a branch west on 16th America.
foot drain line extension into the St. to Van Raaltei where it turns
The week before I left home I Kappa Phi national scholastic
honor society and Omicron Kappa
cast to River Ave.
lake from the filter plant.
received a letter from my English
RANDALL C. BOSCH
The distributionmain joins the •'sister.”Her name is Angela Upsilon, national dental honor
The intake pipe is currentlybeing
on an 5842.792bid. Filter equip- laid into Lake Michigan at the present system for most of 19th Deane and her stationary was society.
A late
wedding is
ment will be installed by Roberts rate of about 200 feet a day. St. to Columbia Ave. before turn- headed “The Manor House.” Her
planned.
Filter Manufacturersof Darby, Already 1.200 of the 4.240 feet have ing south on Columbia to 25th St. family lives in the country near
where a left turn to Lincoln Ave. Norwich, about 7 or 8 miles from
been laid.
Pa. for 5218,400.
A 1.500.000-gallon steel reservoir The first pumping station will be is made.
a popular sailing region on the
Final part of the distribution North Sea. It sounds a little like
near the filter plant will be built located on the beach, just north
by the Chicago Bridge and Iron of Tunnel Park. These pumps will main extends south on Lincoln to something out of a Galsworthy Fifth
Company of Detroit on a 551,870 lift the water to the filter plant 30th St. and back to College Ave. novel— gracious living with a capdirectly east, just over Lakewood where it joins with an existing line ital G. But the motto of the exbid.
to extend back several hundred periment is “expect the unex- In
Blvd.
A special station on the beach
After treatment, the water will yards to the west.
level to house pumps is under be pumped into the transmission Throughout the entire length pected" so my family may turn
out to be differentfrom the picGRAND HAVEN (Special)- Otcontract to Getman Brothers of pipe or into the storage reservoir. there are numerous “T" joints and
ture I have in my mind. I rather tawa County reports its fifth polio
other
unions
to
enable
new
lines
to
South Haven for 5228,470.Pumps The transmission line extends from
hope so. I ain't a gracious lady. case this year.
the plant south to Perry St., and , be cut in.
But if I have to be. I'll try.
for this unit will he supplied under
The victim is 16-year-old DoroAnd now— let me see. My lug- thy Jean Umlor, daughteh of
gage is properly marked, passport Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Umlor, route
safely tucked in purse, camera 2. Conklin. She was taken ill on
loaded, clothes folded and packed June 23 and received medical aid

summer

Polio Case

Ottawa County

Anyway You Look at
1955.

ordered

the

forms, beseiginggroup leaders with
an endless stream of questions and
generally contributing to the prevailing atmosphereof bedlam. Tomorrow is the big day. We board
the Greek Liner, the S.S. Columbia
right after lunch. Then— Europe,

MAENTZ

General constructionof the main
on Lakewood Blvd. is
under bid to the C and C Concan He justify His ways with
structionCo. of Fort Wayne. Ind.
His people? How can He let the
wicked prosper at the expense of
His people?
Using the figure of fishermen
with their nets, he attempted to
piers and channels. Reports
clarify his complaint about the
One thing everyone will remem- , Russ' and at US-31 and kept traffictrations. ^
r.
„ ______ .u: _____
the Big Bayou this morning jndiways of God. As fishermenlook
cated that walleyed pike started
her about Fourth of July,
lhe w e a t h c r
away
"Broad5
s^hat
on all they catch as within their
to hit well Sunday.
, agree(j jt was too hot. Searing could not recall that happening
power to be used as they choose, was
names of the Members of Congress
Kollen Park was crowded a 1
And despite the extra heavy tlie arca was
95-degree high before.
so the Chaldeans regard the people
subscribing the fcame, be sent to
Almost the entire new oval area weekend, especially Sunday, with
of Jerusalem.As their conquerors traffic as thousands flocked to the Sunday and Monday after Satureach of the United States, and
the parking lot near the water
they treat them as their selfish- beaches,there were no serious day's top of 9-1. Sunday night's was filledwith tent campers. Trailthat they be desired to have same
filled to capacity along with the
ness suggests.T^he prophet reaches traffic accidents in the southern low was 65 and Monday night’s er spaces were completelyfilled
spaces along the roads. The lot
put upon record.”
Friday.
In
all,
the
park
can
handle
the limit of blame, when he says half of the county. Only recorded bottom 71. a trifle warm for comnear 12th St. was also jammed as
. Authenticated copies were print206 trailers.
that God tolerates idolatry. As accident was a minor collision fortable sleeping
ed in broadsideform by Mary fishermen worship their nets, so
Visitors counted Friday were hundreds took to the outdoors for
Out
at
Holland
State
Park,
everyFriday night.
Katherine Goddard in Baltimore, the Chaldeans worship their war
picnics.
In Holland proper, there were no one was glad it was over Tues- 10,038: Saturday.15.848: Sunday.
filter plant

members of

periment in International Living
(the organization which Community Ambassadors travel under) are
running through the lobby clutching baggage tickets, fillingin travel

claw

1879.

Wed

cause of promoting- good will between our two countries.
The excitement in the Hotel
Saint Louis has reached a fever

have a very inconspicuous

kingdom. But I wonder if we
would say that the people in this
Holland City
PublUb«<levery Thuri- land of ours whose names rarejdav by The Sentinel ly get into print are doing little
fprlnUnf Co. Office 54-56 or nothing toward making our
Wert Eighth Street, Holcountry strong. The fact is, that
land. Michigan.
Entered u aecord
at most of the world's work is done
h# nnat office at Hyland, Mlclv.
Sier'fS Act o< OorgrcM. March 3. by obscure people. Their names
- are not heralded abroad.
ADR1AN KLAASEN
Habakkuk was a man like that.
W. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publisher
One cannot read this bit of proTelephone— Newa Items 3193
phecy of his without feeling he
Advertisingand Subacrlptlona 3191
was the kind of a man who was
The publlaher shall f^t be 'Uble much concernedabout and deeply
for any error or errors In Prin}ln?
iSjv advertisinga pnoerfej interested in the work of God
among the Jews. It has been
such advertlaementshall haNe
obtained by »dvertUer and returned
Randall C. Bosch, Holland busthought by some that he held a
bv hlm In time for correctlona with
inessman, Tuesday was reelected
auch errors or corrections noted conspicuous position as a propnet.
flawy th^T and in such case If There are those who gather from president of the Board of Public
Works in what will probably go
the last sentence in his short prophecy that he was a member of down with the past year as the

Plans to

at

names of men and women who

The

.

Community Ambassador

It, ltrs

Hot

in

These Parts
Z

evcryone

from

„

a

1

neatly as possiblearound shoes,
bottles
hott es and other
0 her protuberances
protuberances. I
guess I'm all set— except for a
good night's sleep. And I intend
to start on that right now.
I'll write again when I reach
“the other side." Look for my
letter, won't you? Your weary but
happy ambassador.Nell Salm.

from her family physician in Kent
City.

On

June 27. Charles Burgielski
was contacted and arrangements were
made for her immediate transfer
to St. Mary's hospital.The clinic
the same day diagnosed her illness
as polio and stye was Immediately

of the local polio chapter

transferred

to Mary Free

Bed.

She has paralysis of the left leg
and back involvement.
At Tunnel Park, most of the
The family has three other chilwhere Congress was then in implements. They set them up as
18.340 and Monday, 17097. Monday,
day
morning.
traffic accidents of any kind.
people took advantage bf the shade
dren. an 11 - year - old boy, presession.
all
the
parking
spaces
were
taken
Idols. How can God let Himself
"We're all tired out.” said Park
Sheriff Jerry Vanderbeek creditbecause it was just loo hot for
sently confined in a Grand Rapids
be supplanted by these pagan ed constant patrol of the highways Manager Clare Broad. Then he by 9 in the morning.
sunbathing. Those who did stay in
hospital,and a 13 - year - old
NO SHORTCUTS
The
huge
weekend
brought
total
explained why.
people?
The American Medical Assoc- As a sincere doubter who never in holding the accidents to such a Total attendance counted for the park attendancefor the year to the sun found it necessary to take
daughter who has just been relow point.
frequent dips to keep cool.
iation, in a report to the nation,
The lowly single again emerged leased from another Grand Rapids
lost hope in God's having a sound
He praised the work of Holland's four-day holiday period w as an 550.462 to break the half-million
Only minor personal injury ac- as the key to winning ball games hospital. The two childrenhowever
declares Americans are losing out
astounding
61.323.
and
Broad
mark.
Total
camp
registrations
for
reason for all He did, the prophet auxiliary police in assisting regular
cidents were reported at Holland Tuesday as Elzinga-Volkers
in physical stamina and vigor as
got are not sufferingfrom polio.
tried to throw off doubt and find officers, especiallyon night shifts. pointed out that that figure is the year are more than 1,150.
Hospital, and the list shows what them at the right time to edge
compared with the peoples of faith. He was open to an explanaBroad
praised
campers
and
At least four cruisers were on extremely conservative because on
most people were doing during the Holland Hitch 2-1. in American
Europe. Cutting down its research
tion. -That was his hopeful trait. the road starting Friday afternoon Saturday, Sunday and Monday all picnickers for their splendid coBig Steaks and Cool
to percentages and fractions,the
the
parking
spaces
were
gone
at
operation
in
keeping
the
park
weekend.
Legion A League play.
He really put himself to consider- until Monday morning.
Causes of various injuries were
associationreports that we on this
clean
and
the
swimmers
for
makDave
bos
set
up
both
Elzinga
able inconvenienceto give God
Wind at Kiwanis Fry
Traffic was cleared away from 10 in the morning and visitors had
side of the Atlanticare deteriorating it easier for the busy life- listed as piece of glass, piece of runs with a pa>r of triples in the
a chance to explain His ways. He American Legion Memorial Park to walk in.
board,
slivers
in
foot,
dog
bite,
ing in muscularvigor, and in gensecond and sixth innings. But it
The steaks were big amf the
was ready to take God at His within 20 minutes after the fire- The park's counter records only guards who were on duty.
eral physical health, as compared
The fishing remained good over broken pop bottle, hit on leg with took a timely single by Ron Van evening breeze was cool so the
vehicles.
word. If necessaryhe would re- works display Monday night.
stone, fell off play horse, rusty1 Haitsma in the second and one by meeting of the Holland Kiwanians
with the people of the nations from
Breaking an all-timerecord Sun- the w e e k e n d and good perch
verse himself, going before the
Deputies and city polite were
which most Americans are des- people to whom he had boldly de- stationed on East Eighth St. at day was the number of camp regis- catches were reported off the nail.
Tom Bos in the sixth to bring Bos out at Kamp Kiwanis Monday night
cended.
home with the winning runs.
was bound to be a success.
clared his complaints about God,
A similar fact, not based on and telling them God s explanaHitch got the long slams— notThirty eight members and six
Offices of the Hamilton Music
Bowl
Sunday
at 9 p m. The Rev.
Bridal Showers Given
scientific research, was shown
ably a round tripper by catcher guests gathered around the tables
Hour
Club.
Mrs.
Geopge
Dampen.
tion of His ways.
Henry Bast was the main speaker
some years ago when an appalling He preferred to uphold the honRon Van Dyke in the sixth frame. for the steak fry. The meeting was
and the Golden Chain C.E. Chorus Mrs. Don Rienstra, Mrs. Dale For Shirley Boawman
• number of young men were found
But Hitch lacked the well-timed conducted by President Jack Grasor of God. to be able to uphold his
The Harlan Scholten family have sang several selections.Group Maatman. Mrs. Harvey Koop. Mrs.
to be physicallyunfit for military
single
and two runners were left meyer. James Klomparens gave
Miss
Shirley
Bouwman.
who
will
F
,oyd
Kaper
and
Board
members.
own complaints. His stand for God. returned from a motor tour to singingwas under direct, on of Rev.
service.
the invocation.
his declared*faith in God would be Yellowstone Park and other scenic Donald Brandt of Ebenezer Church. Mrs. John Brink. Jr., and Mrs. be married Aug. 20 to Donald Van on base.
Casting about for a cause, the of far greater worth to the people
Jim
Kaat hurled a three hitter
After the dishes were done, the
Gilbert
Lugten.
met
at
the
former's
AMA suggests that Americans are than any other attitude he could places enroute. They were accom- The Hamilton postmaster, Her- home to appoint committees and Hoeven of Grand Rapids, was guest in winning for Elzinga while Allen Kiwanians spent the remainderof
panied by Mrs. Scholten'sparents,, man .\yhof reports that an auto
of honbr at a miscellaneous show- Walters did a creditable job getincreasingly avoiding the work of
the evening working on their World
show. There is something challeng- Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Rienstra of : p0stai drop will be installed in transact necessary business for the
er last Friday evening at the home ting tagged for five in listing.
using their muscles. Two or three
Travel Series program for the
ing to us in this picture of the Holland.
front of the postoffice.This con- coming club year, resumingactivigenerations of failure to use the
H. E. Morse won a 7-0 forfeit 1955-'56
,
of Mrs. Don Schaap, Lincoln Ave.
prophet on his watehtower. We too
ties
in
September.
The Rev. N. Van Heukelom used vemence will be much appreciated
body to capacity is beginning to should give God a chance. No
in the first game when Padnos Guests at the fry were: T. Beyer.
Hostesses were Mrs. Schaap. Mrs.
by
postal
patrons.
as
sermon
topics
lhe
past
Sunday
take its toll. At least that is what
Iron and Metal failed to show up. Kiwanian from* St. Louis, Mo.:
hindrance should we allow between
I Frank Moomey and Mrs. Bud Ten
Mr. and Mrs. H.D. Strabbing
the scientist-sociologists of the us and what God has to show. We at the Reformed Church. “Bells of
Gene Chaddock, former member of
Victory” and "Children as a attended funeral services for Mrs.
Brink.
AMA think.
the Holland Kiwanis. now living at
should always be alert and reS.C.
Nettmga
at
Third
Reformed
Games were played and prizes
We are becoming a nation de- should always be altert and re- Heritage of the I>ord ". Dr. H. W.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Van Oss. Leona
Wooster. Ohio; R. J. Ulrich Jr..
voted to shortcuts. Fifty years ago ceptive to the facts and truths Tenpas was soloist at the morning Church of Holland on Tuesday and Forrest have returned home were awarded to Mrs. John BouwSt. Louis, Mo.; C. R. Gordon, Joe
service
and
a
Girls'
Trio.
Marlene
afternoon
children walked a mile, or even
from a vacation trip to South Da- man. Miss Carol Ten Brink and
French and Herman Besselink
about the ways of (iod. Any im- and Phyllis Joost herns and Beverly
Local area girls attending the
two miles, to school; today they pulse to complain should be held
kota where they visited their child- Mrs. Beryl Wigger. Duplicate
from Holland.
ride in a comfortable school bus. back until we understand what the Veen sang at the evening service. Camp Geneva Bible Conference ren. the Rev. and Mrs. L. Bas- prizes were given to the brideOfficers of the Kiwanis Gub of
Dies
at
this
week
are,
Isla
Brower.
Aria
The Christian Endeavor services
elcct. A two-course lunch was
Once boys and girls had
se of
i5
senbroekand family.
Holland today received news of
ha\e been discontinuedfor a couple Johnson. Leola Jipping, Marcia
regular home chores; now the oil
Mr. and Mrs. Escus and two served by the hostesses.Gifts for
„
o<- j j , tj-,1 I fhe electionof Jackson A. Ranev.
God's answer was too important
George Hyma. 86. died at Hoiburner is turned on by a button, to be lost. It was to be written months. The Junior High group Klein, Sandra Mitchell and Marcia children from Peoria, HI., were the guest of honor were tied to
Indianapolis school executive, as
land Hospital Tuesday afternoon
and the woodbox has become ob- clearly as a permanent record. It elecfed as officers President.Dean Van Dyke.
holiday and weekend visitors at streamersfrom a decorated
their internationalpresident at the
Mrs. B. Voorhorst. who spent the
after
being
admitted
in
the
mornHeyboer;
sice
president.
Robert
sprinklingcan.
golete.
40th annual convention of Kiwanis
was to be in large letters easy Rigterink; secretary. Donna month of June with her daughter s the home of Mrs. L. Do Kleine Invited were Mesdames John ing. He lived at 346 Pine Ave.
In an earlier day boys and girls to read., so that any who passed
and Fanny.
Mr. Hyma was born in the International at Cleveland, Ohio.
played their primitive games: to- by could read it. The fate of the Koops; treasurer. Kenneth Kaper. family, the John Brinks, has reMr. and Mrs. H. Van Klompen- Bouwman. William Ten Brink. HenNetherlands
and came to the Unturned
to
the
home
of
another
day indeed there still are plenty Chaldeans was indicated. Though Their meetings have resumed.
berg visited with Mr. and Mrs. F. ry Ten Brink. Donald Ten Brink,
ited States with his parents, the Lake Michigan Rose
daughter,
Mrs.
Arthur
Kaechele
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Elshuis
Flugene
Schaap,
Donald
Groendal,
of games, but more and more God used them to punish His
Pfeiffer Monday evening.
youngstersspend their time as people, that fart did not prevent have purchased the property of the Allegan.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ter Haar Beryl Wigger. James Tharpe. Ilene late Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Hyma. Slightly During June
at the age of 12. He lived in this
The
Daily
Vacation
Bible
School
late
Mrs.
John
J.
Albers
and
exspectators while specialistsplay. them from meeting their fate. The
entertained a group of the Ter Carroll. Fred Diekema and the
* Lake Michigan continued its seaBy applying the seat of his pants great truth in (tod’s answer was pect to take up residence there, at the Reformed Church closed Haar brothers and sisterswith Misses Betty Jean Moomey, Mary community the rest of his life, sonal rise during June but at much
and
on
June
20,
1954,
he
and
Mrs.
last Friday evening with a proto the seat of a bench, a boy that the righteous in Israel would soon.
their families with a potluck din- Anne Ten Brink, Carol Ten Brink.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nyhof have ; gram presented for the parents in ner. having the tables in their Faye Ten Brink and Donna Ten Hyma celebrated their 50th wed- below average^rate.The June level
does not develop muscular vigor. come through in sad times, living
ding anniversary. He was a char- was 581.48 feet above mean tide at
Brink.
All along the line, according to on because of their faith, justified returned from their wedding trip the church auditorium. There were yard. Fourth of July noon.
ter member of Trinity Reformed New York, or 02 foot below the
through
the
Upper
Peninsula
of
| close to 300 children under instrucAnother
miscellaneous
shower
the AMA, we Americans are trying
Many local friends attended the
June, 1954, level of 581.50. The avin the presence of God.
tion
duing
the
series
of
study, funeral sendees for Mrs. William was given for Miss Bouwman June Church and served as an elder and
Michigan
and
the
Wisconsin
Dells.
to make shortcuts,but it does not
The purpose of God was the The former, who is a Staff Sgt. at directed by "Uncle Bob” Siegler
erage June level is 580.99 feet.
Sunday
School
teacher
there
for
work. Nature does not recognize establishment of Israel in faith
Reus, held at the Burton Heights 17 by Mrs. Theodore Van Hoeven,
Extreme low June level was 577Mrs.
Raymond
Poll and Mrs. Jacob many years. When the family
and.
Robert
Dykstra.
summer
stuLoring
Air
Base
in
Maine,
was
shortcuts; when muscles are not and their return to righteousness.
Christian Reformed Church last
.87 feet in 1934. the high level was
moved
to
their
present
address
they
Van
Hoeven
at
the
Theodore
Van
used they deteriorate, if not in This purpose was so high and holy scheduled fo return to the base in dent assistantat the local church, Friday.
583.68 feet in 1886. The June, 1955,
The Junior C. E. are having a Hoeven home in Grand Rapids. transferred their membership to level is 2.98 feet above low water
one generation, then in the next. that it justified ways which trouble early Ji*ly. Mrs. Nyhof is remain- Teachers of the classes were Mrs.
Third
Reformed
Church.
Mr.
HyA
two-course
lunch
was
served
at
Hollis
Eding,
Mrs.
John
Spaman,
The AMA does not say so, be- the prophet. God's use of the ing with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
picnic at Dumont Lake, Thursday
gaily decorated tables. Each guest ma was employed as a cabinet datum.
Mrs. Harlan Scholten, Mrs. Ken- evening.
cause it was dealing only with Chaldeansdid not free them from Homer Bolks.
Lalqe Michiganrose .08 foot from
neth
Lohman.
Mrs.
Richard
Van
Local
people
confined
to
Holland
Miss GertrudeLeenheer is now- gave a clue to the bride to help maker at Holland FurnitureCo. May to June, compared with an
physical vigor, but the same prin- guilt. This is the marvelousdoing
until
his
retfrement
several
years
her
find
her
hidden
gifts.
ciple applies to the mind. Mental of God. It is too much of a puzzle City Hospital followingsurgery Liere. Mrs. Harold Lugten, Mrs. convalescingat her home, after
average rise of .24 foot. The averThe guest list included Mesdames ago.
were Mrs. Glenn Drenten and Miss Ira Van Der Kolk, Mrs. Ben Ter having spent several weeks at St.
qualities that are not used deteriorage rise from June to July is .13
for most of us to understand. But
Surviving
are
the
wife
Alice;
John
Bouwman.
Gordon
Van
HoeHaar,
Mrs.
Harlan
Juries,
Mrs.
Mary's Hospital.
ate. In things of the mind we are regardless of anything that takes Myrtle Van Der Kolk. Mrs. Ben
foot. The probaWe July level will
three
daughters.
Mrs.
LeRoy
E. Lohman will remain there for John Bartels, tyrs. Jerrold Folkert,
Miss C. leenheer and daughter ven, John Dornbos, Randall Browstill more given to shortcuts than
place, we can continueto trust
(Ruth)
Hill, of Aurora, 111., Miss be 581.5. /
er,
Jerry
Felix,
Peter
Hovinga,
Mrs.
John
Kaper,
Mrs.
Julius
treatment
for
an
indefinite
time.
from New Jersey are visiting relaIn things of the body. We are God. His ways are all jitot and
Lake Superior continued the seaJasper Rigterink is at Mayo Clinic Folket, Mrs. Richard Elenbaas. tives hero and in Holland for sev- Paul Baar, Timon Van Wieren, Jay Esther Hyma, at home, and Mrs.
becoming • nation of "d l g e s t” His purpose pure.
Van
Sweden,
Henry
Muildenberg. Alvin (Eunice) Bos, of Hollhnd: sonal rise at about an average rate.
Mrs.John
H.
Albers,
Mrs.
Julius
In
Rochester,
Minn.,
receiving
eral days. They were guests of
readers, for instance. Reading a
Lake Michigan rose at a below
treatments for a serious malady Kempkers, Mrs. Martin Groen- Mr. and Mrs. John Leenheerover Cornie Kiel, Carl Ritaema, Arnold one son, George A. Hyma, of
whole book or even a complete
average rate and is near the sumDearborn;
five
grandchildren;
one
Bultema. Arthur Hop, John Oosterand Mrs. Gerrit Essink is criti- heide, Mrs. Wallace Kempkers and the weekend and the Fourth.
article is too much work; we turn Pair Pays Fines
mer high at present. Lakes Erie
brother.
Henry,
of
Holland,
and
a
haven,
Cora
Oosterhaven,
James
Mrs.
Robert
Dykstra.
GRAND HAVEN (SpeciaD-Two cally ill at her home. Mrs. John
to a summary instead, in hajfand Ontario have passed the sumsister,
Miss
Jennie
Hyma,
also
of
Hoeksema,
Arthur
Meurs,
Richard
Mr. and Mrs. George Lampen
20-year-old Grand Haven men E. Lohman has returned home
digested form.
mer high and have started to deDriver Identified
Holland.
Moore,
John
Myaard
and
Henry
visited
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
from
a
several
weeks'
stay
at
One of these days a group of pleaded guilty to charges of drinkcline.
Funeral
services
will
be
held
Ottawa
County
deputies
Friday
Applehof.
psychological scientists compar- ing beer on a public street Tues- Pine Rest Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mrs. Frank DePew of Grand
Friday
at
2
p.m.
in
Third
Reidentified Robert De Young, 37, of
able to the AMA in things physical day afternoon in Municipal Court. and John H. Volkers remains ser- Rapids for a day and guests in
The throwing of goods overConservationauthoritiessay 66 formed Church chapel with the R
the Lampen home last Saturday Grand Rapids, as the driver of a
are going to make a similar study LeRoy Haney paid $30 fine and iously ill at his home.
board to lightena ship in distress
Christian
H.
Walvoord
officiating.
1955
model
convertible
that
smashmillion acres of American forest
Fourth of July was a quiet day were Mr. and Mrs. Edward Van
of our mental standing. What will $5.10 costs and Eugene Fett paid
ed a telephone pole on the Ottawa and watersod lands are without Burial will be in Pilgrim Home is what the word ‘jettison''
$25 fine and $5.10 costa. Since the in Hamilton. Some local people at- Der Kamp of Grand Rapids.
their findings be?
Cemetery. The body will be taken means.
beer they were consumingwas tended celebrationsat Overisel and They all motored to Ft. Custer to Beach Rd. Wednesday night and organized fire protection.
from NibbeUnk - Notier Funeral
skidded into a swamp. Deputies
Cotton frequentlyit called a found in Fett's car, Fett also was Drenthe and many enjoyed family see their brother, Dr. Harry Van
The Great Mogul, Kohlnoorand
About
one
acre
in every 10 in Home to the home Thursday noon,
said
De
Young
would
be
issued
a
Der
Kamp.
Die
latter
Returned
contraband of war because it is charged with possession of beer in picnics.
Southern ,Star were all famous
Several local people attended the with them to spend the weekend ticket for failureto have his car the United States has coal under where friends may call from 3 to
principal ingredient of smoke- a1 motor vehicle and paid an adddiamondsj
iL
5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
under control
Temple Time Rally at the Zeeland in the Lampen home.
$25 fine and $5.50 costa.

Elzinga-Volkers
Notches Victory
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Wayland Recalls

Pfc. Marvin Huyaer arrived home
from Fort Hood, Texas, with his
honorabledischarge on June 23. Extensive
Mr. and Mrs. Huyser are now reGRAND HAVEN (Special)- It
siding on West Main St. in Zeeland.
aU ended all right, but for 3H
Miss Ruth Vander Meulen, edi- hours Monday hundreds of people
tor of the Zeeland High School pa- searched the waters and tee beachper, is in Lansing at Michigan es at Grand Haven State Park for a

Long-Time Feud
r.iu

Search

On Carnival Site

r

WAYLAND (Special)- The year
Superior St. merchants "seceded”
from the rest of the Wayland business district was recalledthis week
with the announcement that the
annual Cowbell Carnival would be1
a street fair once again, this year.

1

?*

n

:

Boy Found After

missing four-year-oldboy.
State University taking a two-week

Little Douglas McIntyre,son of
Mrs. Wilma McIntyre of Ada, was
Leona Schutte, daughter of Mr. reported missing from the south

course in journalism.

and»Mrs. Gerald Schutte, underwent an appendectomy in Zeeland
Hospital last Thuusday.
Last Wednesday evening James
Stuuring of Zeeland and Mrs. Anna Steenwyk were united in marriage at the parsonageby the Rev.
F. De Boer. They will reside in

John Ward, who began his 16th
year Saturday as Wayland's chief
barber and d^flater of stuffed
shirts, said the feud between Main
and Superior St. businessmen
went on for years before.itfinally
came to a head in the decision to

end of the beach at 4 p.m. A
general search and reports over
the public address system failed
to locate the youngster. State police, sheriff’s officers,city polica

and park personnel joined In the
search, and life guards searched
the waters to a four-footdepth.
^
Coast Guardsmen patrolled the
Zeeland.
"'ft:
area.
Ward, whose barber s h o p on
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowittan and
Suoerior St. has been Wayland's
Before long 100 persons joined in
Laurie with
and Mrs. Howard the search, looking underneath tabopen forum for more than half a
Hulsema and ch'ldren of Overlsel les, cars, ect.
century, said the location of the
were Sunday evening visitors with
town's annual fall festival was beThen somebody figured maybe
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Dyk in Allendale. the boy wandered down the beach,
hind most of the ill feeling between
David Vander Meulen, who was and a search of the shorelinesouth
Main and Superior St. establishhome on a t\.>week furlough, re- was continued. At 7:30 p.m. the
ments.
turned to Welters Air Base in Tex- child was found about five miles
For many years, the fair was
HOLLAND MAN DROWNS
A large group
deputies arrived with the resuscitator from
as.
south of the park, still heading In
held on Main, right in front of
of swimmers and sun bathers gather around a
Holland. Deputies kept the resuscitator on
Mrs. Corneal Vereeke, who spent a southerly direction toward Holthe various businesses located
group of men working over the body of Robert
many weeks In Zeeland Hospital, land.
Buhr as he was carried from the beach and
there, while SuperiorSt. firms,
was released last week and is getHarley Buhr, 37, route 4, who drowned in 16
When he was returnedlo his
rushed to the hospital.Conflicting storieshad
claiming they contributed as much
ting along nicely. Mrs. Minnie Huy- mother, she had to be treated for
feet
of
water
in
Lake
Michigan
near
Tunnel
Buhr going to the rescue of another person
as anyone
the event, fumed.
ser .her sister from Zeeland,is shock. Two other children,6 and
Thus, this year's announcement Park Monday afternoon. Buhr was pronounced
when he went down and others said he was
staying with her.
8, were with the family group at
that the event would be moved
dead upon arrival at Holland Hospital. Fellow
swimming with a group when he sank.
Phyllis Haasevoort, Peggy Huy- the beach for the day.
from the village park back to
swimmers and Coast Guardsmen worked on
ser, Donna Knapp and Carol HuySuperior St. was greeted with
ser are at Camp Geneva this week.
Buhr
until
Sheriff
Jerry
Va.iderbeek
and
(Sentinel
photo)
glee and amusement by the old
Rolland Van Dyke and Delbert
timers on the street.
Stegenga from Holland presented
It brought to mind the year they
instrumental music in the Reformsecedefi.Ward believes it was in
ed Church Sunday evening.
Mr. ond Mrs. Jorvis Markvluwer
one of the years shortly before
Rev. Van Der May from the Hud(de Vries photo) War I. Main St. merchants had
First ChristianReformed Church Also assisting was Miss Vonnie
sonvilleReformed Church was in
raised 8150 to finance the annual
Admitted
to Holland Ifospital Frichapel at Zeeland was the scene Barkel.
charge of services in the local
SAUGATUCK ( Special) -Berevent "on their street.” This was
day were Mrs. Florence Baker,
of the wedding of Miss Janice Sturchurch last Sunday.
A pink nylon dress with white the last stdaw for Superior Streetnice Fogerty broke her own woroute 5; Joan De Kraker, 188
ing and Janis Markvluwer Tues- accessories and a white rose corLast Monday, June 26. a son was men's amateur record at the Sauers who promptly passed the hat.
A Holland man drowned in Lake West 32nd St.; Mrs. Marjorie
day, June 7. Candelabra, ferns and sage was chosen by the bride for
bom
to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Brower. gatuck Golf Course over the weekGRAND
HAVEN
iSpeciali
The
raised $350 for the festival of their Michigan Monday and two others Rozeboom. 570 Maple Dr.; Sally
baskets of whfte gladioli and del- their western honeymoon.The couOttawa County Road Commission Next Sunday morning the newly- end.
own, to be held on a different narrowly escaped the same fate. Schippa, 304 East Sixth St.
phinium formed the backgroundfor ple will live in ColoradoSprings,
She shot a 39, only two strokes
reports that due to the extreme elected elder, Cornelius Grassman,
date.
Robert Harley Buhr. 37. route 4.
DischargedFriday were Mrs. heat the pavement on US-31 be- will be installed.
the double ring ceremony perform- Colo., where the groom is stationed.
over women's par and only four
A Main Streeter attempted to was found in 16 feet of water .off John Gebben, 143 Walnut Ave.;
ed by the Rev. Anthony Rozendal. The bride is a former teacher at
Mission Society will meet Wed- strokes more than the women’s protween Muskegon and Grand Haven
mediate, and the offer was made
The bride is the daughter of Zeeland ChristianSchool. Both are to move everything to Superior St. Tunnel Park after he had been James Lambers, 172 West 21st St.; and on US-16 between Coopersville nesday afternoon In the chapel. fessionalrecord set by natlonallydown at least 25 minutes. Effortsto Linda Martin. 334 Washington;
James Sturing.35 South Park St., graduates of Holland(ChrisUan High
and the Kent county line Monday Mrs. Henry Stegehuis will be in famous Marlene Bauer in 1954 with
Superior was satisfied with the revive him proved futile.
Mrs. Irvin Steketee, 252 Hope Ave.;
Zeeland, and the groom is the son School.
afternoon expanded and buckled. charge of devotiona.Roll-call word a 35.
offer and postponedits plans for
Buhr had gone to the beach with Sally Schippa. 304 East Sixth St.
of Mr. and Mrs. George MarkvluSome breaks were in center of is ''send.” Mission Study on China Mrs. Fogerty is carrying a 42
a festival of its own. But, as Hazel Jurries 445 West 20th St.
wer of Holland.
Admitted Saturday were Earl the pavement and some along the will be in charge of Mrs. J. Bohl. average in ladies day events. She
Ifforan on Winning Net
Ward recalls, when the merry-go- earlier in the day. Ottawa County
Miss Fannie Brinkman played orPoll, route 1. Hamilton; Egbert
edges. Red flags were put up to Mrs. Mart Tubergen will serve. held the former women's amateur
round and other carnival equip- deputies said one story had Buhr
gan music and accompaniedWar- Team in Castle Park Play
Essenburg, 290 East Eighth St.;
Senior C. E. will meet Wednes- mark with 40.
warn motorists of the danger.
ment arrived in town, it w a s going to the rescue of another perren Plaggemars,soloist.
Mrs. Earl Poll, route 1. Hamilton;
day at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Robert DykCASTLE PARK (Special i
unloaded "as usual . . .on Main son when he drowned while others
State police reported no serious
Attending the couple were Miss Dave Moran of Holland teamed
Mrs. Bessie Cramer. 182'/i East
stra will be the speaker and Ceon
St., right in front of the library."
said he was swimming several hun- Eighth St.; Mrs. Gordon Cornelis- accidents over the holiday weekend Ohlman will have charge of devoCarolyn Sturing. sister of the bride, with Dean Pinchoff of Kalamazoo
Once more it was necessary to dred feet off shore when he went
and Roger Rotman. Paul Hoekse- to win the doubles title at the
sen. 78 East Eighth St.
although they issued 250 traffic tions.
mediate.
down.
ma, and Ken Riddering were ush- SouthwesternMichigan Closed
Discharged
Saturday
were
Mrs. violation tickets.Although traffic
The Reformed Church picnic will
The carnival committee played Two others. Gerald De Weerd, 15.
ers.
Lino Lopez, 330 Maple Ave.;
be held at Overisel Park Friday
tennis tournament Sunday.
its trump card with an offer to
was
heavy
up
until
9:30
p.m.
Monof 27 Lakewood Blvd.. and Mrs.
A lace bodice, scalloped neckline Unseeded Moran and Pinchoff
at 5:30 p.m.
hold the fair's stellar attraction, Shirley Reece. 25, of Grand Rap- Naomi Gross, route 3; Mrs. Cecil day it tapered off later.
and long sleeves tapering to points rolled over the No. 1 seeded team
Collins and baby, West 16th St.;
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Schreur were
a
balloon ascension, on Superior
ids, were treated at Holland Hos- Mrs. John Tuls and baby. 846 Harover the wrists were features of of Jack Vredeveld and Denny TelCity police in order to retain visitorswith Mr. and Mrs. Ben
St. The rebels were mollifiedand
pital after being rescued from Lake vard Dr.; Mrs. Elvin Slenk and their record of no fatalitiesin Karsten and children Sunday eventhe bride's gown. The full skirt of der of Grand Rapids, 6-4, 6-4, for
and harmony was restored . . . Michigan.
net over satin terminated in a chap- a big upset. Earlier, the new
baby, 631 West 30th St.; Mrs. Dale Grand Haven since May of 1953 pro- irg.
but only temporarily.
el-lengthtrain. She carried a colo- champions had overturned the No
De Weerd was swimming off Tun- Fns and baby. 68 East 28th St.; vided an escort in and out of the
The balloon ascension was the nel Park Monda. and Mrs. Reece
nial bouquet of white roses and 2 seeded team of Malt Chandler
Belva Lockwood was nominated
primary attractionand people near Ottawa Beach on Saturday: Mrs. Donald Windemuller and city both at the north and south
carnations.
baby, 757 Riley; Mrs. Adrian Van ends beginningFriday night and in both 1884 and 1888 as a presiand Kim .Peterson of Kalamazoo came from miles around for the
Buhr’s body was taken to Dyks- Liere and baby. 202 West 32nd St.; continuing over the holiday week- dential candidate by the Equal
Her attendant wore a strapless in a tough, 3i hour match. 9-11,
event. Superior St. was jam-packed
Whsthse boforo or after tha
tra's Funeral Home and later re- Gayle Harrington. 100 East 38th end until Monday midnight, which
gown featuringa pink lace bodice, 6-4, 7-5.
Rights Party.
all morning long as preparations
moved
to
Bobcean
Funeral
Home
matching lace bolero and net skirt
Winning the singles title was were made for the big hot-air
St.; Mrs. Glenn Drenten, Hamil- resultedin only one scratched fenthsatro, or for a sandwich at
at Flat Rock where services will
over taffeta. She wore a blue car- No. 2 seeded Bud Donnelly of Kalballoon to carry its pilot off and be held Friday afternoon. Burial ton; Mrs. W.B. Gibbons, route 1; der at corner of Beech Tree St.
neon, onjoy our eonvsnlsnt
nation headpiece and carried a amazoo, who upset the favored
Mrs. Robert Bareman, route 2; and Pennoyer Ave. when a motorup into the wild, blue yonder.
will be in Oak Ridge Cemetery at
colonial bouquet of blue carna- Vredeveld. 6-1, 3-6, 7-5.
Earl
Poll,
route
1,
Hamilton;
ist
made
too
short
a
turn.
The huge crowd was so anxious Flat Rock.
ly located Blcr Kcldcr for
tions.
Mrs. Ben Mast. 255 West 21st St.
to see the ascension,however, that
A police cruiser would lead the
Buhr had been employed at the
The groom's mother wore a blue
your favorite boor or wrfii.
Admitted Sunday were Anthony traffic and about two miles down
Karen Baltman Feted
the pilot and his helpers announc- Holland Color and Chemical Co.
lace dress and red rose corsage.
ed, prematurelyas it turned out. He made his home at the Doust Mulder. 60 West Central. Zeeland: the line would be a motorcycle
Open noon until midnight
Assisting at the reception were On Third Birthday ' '
that everything was in readiness. resort on Ottawa Beach for the Mrs. Jennie Schepel, 100 East which would keep trafficin line
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Haveman as
Eighth St.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bultman They had failed to inflate the bag past 17 months.
which was moving at the posted
master and mistressof ceremonies; of 198 East 35th St., entertained a
All Makes
Discharged Sunday were Egbert speed limit. Any one who was in
with enough hot air. As the moorSurviving are his parents. Mr.
Miss Shirley Winkels and Miss Margroup of relativesat their home ing lines were cast off. the balloon and Mrs. Harley Buhr. Flat Rock, Essenburg,290 East Eighth St.; a hurry and tried lo cut in and
jorie Guichelaar in the gift room;
Mrs. Richard Riede and baby, 112
Saturday evening in honor of their rose only a few feet, hung motionAuthor! tad
Vem Edewaards and Carol Gort at daughter. Karen, who celebrated less for a moment and then, as and a sister, Mrs. Glenn Hoffman, Dunton; Mrs. Willis Masselink, 74 out of trafficwas ticketed.
Chrytior-Plymouth Doolw
also of Flat Rock.
the punch bowl. In charge of the
East 34lh St.; Mrs. Robert Oosterher third birthday anniversary. it was caught in the breeze,
guest book was Marilyn Witteveen.
Salta
baan and baby, 37 East 19th St
The group enjoyed a wiener roast moved slowly toward the hotel on
Pouring were the Misses Joan Also featured was a decorated
F.
Mrs. Lura Niles, Saugatuck.
25
9th StroaS Phono 7242
the corner of Main and Superior
Kragt and Suzanne Haverkamp. birthday cake.
Admitted Monday were Mrs.
Sts. The pilot, hanging from the
Guests included ‘the grandpar- balloon in
Davis L. Gordon. 359 River Ave.;
sort of parachute
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Mulder and Albert W. Biersma, 2024 leeents, Mr. and Mrs. bemie De harness, was lucky to escape with
Dies at
Vries, and ^Ir. and Mrs. Willis his life as he was swung against sons Law rence and Garvin recent- way; Mrs. Leonard Koppenaal.
ly spent several days visiting their 240 West 10th St.; Mrs. O. R. De
Scrappy says;
Knoll and Esther, Mr. and Mrs. the building.
Richard Franklin Keeler. 71. forJulius Knoll, Jimmy and Leon,
Slowly the balloon rose with its children. W-0 and Mrs. Richard Weerd. 172 East 14th St.
We take it as part of our civic
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Smith and pilot half-scrambling,half-walking Mulder and daughter. Mr. Mulder
D i s'e h'7 r* gTd * Monday were n"'r Ho!l,and,resi,d™, diedi" Kala;
Martha, Karen’s parents and sis- up the side of the hotel. Another is stationed at Lowry Air Force Theodore Jungblut, Jr.. 129 East mazoo Monday. He was the son of
responsibilityto be good housekeepers
ihc late Dr. and Mrs. Louis Nelson
ter Aria.
21st St.; Mrs. Robert Van Dyke
gust of wind caught it, carried it Base in Denver, Colo.
Keeler,
both
natives
of
Concord,
Mrs. James Van Volkenburgh and and baby, 120 Spruce Ave.; Mrs.
and good neighbors.
up and over the building where it
Mich. Mr. Keeler was born there
promptly began settling to earth Mrs. Dena Wierenga. of Holland, Basse! Durfee. route 4; Mrs. Elvin Aug. 2. 1883.
. . . right in the middle of Main both former Zeeland residents, en- Zuvennk and baby, route 2. HamilIn 1906 he iarried Miss* Grace
tertainedZeeland Home Extension | ton; Mrs. Edward Korthalsand
St.
always buying
materials
Coviazzi of Ypsilanti. Surviving
After the incidentof the balloon, Club No. 1. The club met at the baby. V2 West 16th Sr.
VO
Van Volkenburghhome.
Hospital births include a son. besides the wife are the following
it was a long time before relations
Mrs. Isaac Vei Lee of Denver. Paul Jay, born Friday to Mr. and children: Mrs. R. A. (Elizabetht
AT HOME AND AT
between Main and Superior St.
returned to normal. After Main Colo, was a recent guest at the Mrs. Elvin Zuverink, route 2. Delor, of Kalamazoo, Richard
120 River Ave.
Hoiiood,Mick
THE
St. became US-131, SuperiorSt. home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brill Hamilton: a son, David Harvey, Franklin. Jr, of Rio Peidras,
Mrs.
Jack
Leenhouts,
of
third
Puerto
Rico,
and
Mrs.
Cedric
C.
born Friday to Mr. and Mrs
gained an unexpectedally in the
state highway department.For a Reformed Church. Holland,was Willard Fast. 413 Quppewa Dr.; a • Grace i Sweet of Ypsilanti; also
few years traffic was re-routed guest soloist at the Second Reform- son. Jack, born Saturday to Mr. eight grandchildren.
After graduation from Michigan
around the main block while the ed Church last Sunday. She sang and Mrs. Donald Leeuw. 340
State
Normal College, Mr. Keely
"How
Lovely
Are
Our
Dwellings”
Fourth Ave.; a son, John William,
carnival was in progress, but the
highway departmenteventuallyve- Liddle. and “God So Loved the born Saturday to the Rev. and Mrs. taught mathematics and science
for five years at Howe School,
toed this and the carnival was World” Mac Dcr Dcrmid.
John Nyitray. 86 East 14th St.
FREE ESTIMATES
An anniversary offering was reheld for many years on East and
A
son, Richard Dale, horn Howe. Ind. After receiving his A.
TOUR HOSTS:
West Superior. From 1949 until ceived at the Communion service Saturdayto Mr. and Mrs. Donald B. and M. S. at Universityof MichiPAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE this year, the Cowbell Carnival was of the Second Reformed Church Rupp. 110 East 17th St.; a son. Karl gan. he became associate chemist
last Sunday. The church was orheld at the village park.
Wayne, born Sunday to Mr. and at the New York State Experiment
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
THAT MAKES
This year's carnival — set for ganized in 1904 and is 51 years old Mrs. Gerard Meyer. 26 East 21st Station at Geneva. While at the
university
he
was
a
member
of
The
offering
was
designated
for
ZEELAND
Aug. 26 and 27 - will be held
St.; a son, Timothy Del, born
on Superior. According to the the buildingfund and amounted to Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Phi Lambda Upsilon,Sigma Xi and
29 E 6th
Pbona 3126
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Chamber of Commerce, sponsors 52.756.90.
Kamphuis, 456 West 22nd St.; a Alpha Chi Sigma.
For Variety Try Our CrackIn 1922 he was technicaldirector
of the festival, outside concessions The Sunday School will be held son, Thomas C . born Mpnday to
ed Wheat, Rye and White
will be barred this year. Any local at Lawrence Park on Wednesday, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Haverman, and manager for Mead Johnson Co
Sept.
7.
of
Evansville.
Ind.,
and
Zeeland.
individualor organization will be
Bread.
452 East 24th St ; a daughter born
welcome to set up concessions The followingwere recently cho- today to Mr. and Mrs. Harold While in Holland Mr. Keeler was
IN
ajong the street, but there will be sen officers of the American Legion Tibbe, route 1; a son, Jeffrey a member of the Rotary Club.
Auxiliary: Mrs. Edna Schuitema.
no "skin games.”
William,born today to Mr. and Social Progress Club. Sons of-' the
A queen contest, ox roast, tractor president: Mrs. Sue Elhart, first Mrs. Jack Glupker, 700 College Revolution and Exchange Club of
Mrs. Florence DickZeeland.Later he was affiliated
pulling tournamentand the usual vice-president;
Ave.
with Pabst Brewing Co. in Peona,
free entertainment are scheduled, man, second vice-president;Mrs.
384 CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 2677
111., as a chemist.
but no balloon ascension . . . Louise Faber, secretary; Mrs. Bertha
Lamer,
treasurer;
Mrs.
Delsomething that would make Super-

secede.
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Louis Padnos Iron
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Automatic Transmission
Service

DU MONO BAKE SHOP

ond Repair

Revenge Captures

la Plewes. Chaplain;Mrs. Anna
Marlink, historian; Mrs. Henrietta Beyer, sergeant at arms; Mrs.
Ethel Baar, Mrs. Lena Clark and
Mrs. Gertrude Gebben. members
Prince
of the board. Mrs. Faber and Mrs.
Schuitema w’ere chosen to attend Commodore Harold Sears' Rethe department convention in De- venge of the Macatawa Bay Yacht
To
Victories
troit Aug. 4 to 7. Mrs. Elhart and
Club took the honors in Sunday’s
Mrs. Dickman were chosen alter- Lake Michigan Yachting Associanates.
The
next
meeting
will
be
DOUGLAS (Special) — Ralph
tion regatta at Macatawa.
Prince of Holland had a good week- July 18 when Mrs. Eleanor HopThe Revenge sailed the 10-mile
end at Airpark Speedway.
kins, Fifth Districtpresident,will triangularcourse in :02.53 for the
He sped to victoryIn the feature be special guest.
best actual and best corrected
race Saturday night ahead of Bob
times of the day. With this showVan Kampen and Hank Holtrust.
ing, the craft easil ytook first
Mrs. Gerrit Essink, 63,
ior Street’s victory complete.
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Reunion at Kollen Park
A family reunion took place
Saturday evening at Kollen Park
honoringCapt. and Mrs. Robbert
M. Japinga and children, Ricky
and Billy, on furlough from Japan,
and Sgt. and Mrs. Donald Northuis and daughter, Susan, of Ft

Knox Ky.

This is the first time since before World War n that the entire
family has been together.A picnic
supper was served.
Attendingfrom Holland besides
place in Class A.
Sears' yacht had finished first the honored guests were Mrs. C.
in the Queen's Cup which ended De Fouw, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Saturday morning, but corrected Northuis and Paul, Mr. and Mrs.
time figures put the Revenge back Howard Zuber, Sandra and Keith,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Japinga, Mr.
to sixth in the classic.
Taking first in class B was an- and Mrs. Norm Japinga and Jodi
other MBYC boat, Hollis M. Ba- Sue, Mr. and Mrs. Kenn Northuis
ker’s Hilaria. In class D, the and Paula Beth and Mr. and Mrs.
Fleetwood, of Chicago, was first, Roger Northuis.
while Wind Ho, of Milwaukee, From Muskegon were Mr. and
was first in class D.
Mrs. Ernest
and
In the Universal class, the Dil- Marianne, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
emma, of Milwaukee,took first. De Fouw and Carol Sue and Jack
Clock, and from St. Johns were
South Africa produced
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Esteb and
3

than ever! Low rates hsvs just been lowered even
more

Group Stages Family

1
1

Monday afternoon, he won the
feature again, and this time he
picked up a trophy for his efforts.
Van Kampen was second again
followed by Dave Rumsey.
Saturday night, Harold Ende won
the modified feature, leading Carl
Bussis and Bud Welters. Bussis
took a trophy Monday in the modified feature while Rumsey and
Bill Nutt were right behind.
Ralph daker of Saugatuck rolled
over Saturday night but was not
injured.
The "Reckem Deity” sched1 uled for Mdnday was postponed
1 until Saturday night.

__

Succumbs

at

HAMILTON

Hamilton

(Special)

-

Mrs.

Gerrit (Lena) Essink. 63, died Mon-

day at her home following a

ling-

ering illness.
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
Andrew Prins of Holland; two sons.
Julius Essink of Hamilton, Jerome
Essink of Holland; nine grandchildren; three brothers, Ed and

Harry Busscher of Hamilton and

DeFouw

Simon Busscher of Hudsonville;one
sister, Mrs. Thys Boerman of Hamilton and several nieces and nephews.
million tons of coal in 1953.
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Rites Performed in Overisel Church

GOOFY GOLF GARB— Members of

POSTMASTER HARRY KRAMER

a

presents a

half century of service; John P. Smith, 11

safe driving award to Gerrit Veurink who has

years; Max Welton, eight years; Edwin Bos, one

a safe driving record of 18 years while several
other post office drivers who also received
awards gather around. Left to right are John
Grevengoed,who retiredThursday after nearly

year; Boyd Vender Ploeg, two years; Veurink,

it it

18 years; Fred Van Dyke, seven years;

director.

To Ottawa Court
GRAND HAVEN

(Special)-Two

returned to

County from other

states

(Prince photo)

Holland
In 1917

Awards

years ago).
al Safety Council which has carried
The city of Holland is about to
on a program on safety the past go into the conservation business
year at the local post office under on its own accord, accordingto
a story appearingin the Holland
the directionof Arnold Hofmeyer,
Daily Sentinel in the Thursday.
clerk at the post office.
Dec. 20, issue published in 1917. In
Gerrit Veurink, with a record of ivle^

Ottawa .

were ar-

18

°( sa[e

^ving

••••••••••••#••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••»•••••••••••«•••••**•*
Mr. ond Mrs. Leverne Kent Tonis

(Following is another in the
series of articles taken from news
Fourteen employes of the Holland
of the Holland Daily Sentinel
post office received safe driving
published in Holland more than 35
awards last week from the Nation-

Pair Returned

men who were

(Sentinel photo)

it

14 Post Office Drivers
Receive Safety

teeing off are, left to right. Pipper Wcstrate,
Virginia Vander Kuy, Sue Fetherston. Grace
Moore, Rose Taber and Millie Smith. Blind hole
tournamentswere played, with Lee Yff winning
the 18-holeevent, with Marian Beebe, consolation
winner, and Janet Slager winning the nine-hole,
with Grace Moore, consolation.Marian Beebe had
low score for 18 holes and Elsie Jalving, for nine.
(Sentinel photo)

Postmaster Kramer, and Arnold Hofmeyer, post
office safety

it it

it

the Ladies
Golf Association at American Legion country
club showed up for regular play last week in assorted outlandish outfits. The occasion was dressup day and a prize was awarded for the craziest
getup. Winner was Millie Smith, at right, with a
real grass skirt. Runnerup was Grace Moore,
dressed as a backwoods Daisy Mae. Pictured

SVr

cerUhcate

OVERISEL (Special)—The mar-i Mary Claire Dykhuis and Billy
riage of Miss Sarah Jean Dykhuis j John Dykhuis, niece and nephew
to Leverne Kent Tanis was solemn-1 of the bride, were flower girl and
ized Tuesday, June 21, at a double ring bearef. Eugene Tanis assisted
ring ceremony performedin Over- his brother as best man and Thomisel Christian Reformed Church. A as Dykhuis.brother of the bride,
setting of ferns and bouquetsof and Roy Tanis. the groom's couswhite roses, lilies,hydrangea and in. served as ushers.
Prof. Seymour Swets of Calvin
larkspur with candelabra was used
for the rites read by the Rev. Evert College, soloist, sang •‘Because."
"I Love Thee." "The Lord's PrayTanis. father of the groom.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. er " and "O Lord Most Holy.”
and Mrs. William A. Dykhuis of Organist was Miss Elaine Michroute 5, Holland and the groom's merhuizen.
The Rev. and Mrs. John C.
parents are the Rev. and Mrs.
Mcdendorp served as master and
Evert Tanis of Ripon, Calif.
Carrying a white Bible

Gerrit

Grandstanding...

Dies at
By Jack Kole

Bosxn could

only

_

But the way it's been going
Misses Mary Hoeksema and Mar- through three weeks of legaue
ilyn Dykstra served punch.
games, I defy anyone to pick out
A reception for 150 guests was
favorite. And that means startheld in the church parlors. Serving ing at the top and going right
were the Misses Elaine Tanis, Lois straight down through all five
Vander I^an, Marian Nyhof, Haz- teams.
el Nyhof, Hermina Nyhof and Ida
Take the games of the past week
Nyhof.
as an example.
The couple Is at home at 246
Last Thursday, the Grand Haven
52nd St.. Grand Rapids, following Athletics finally managed to edge
a northern wedding trip. The groom into first place by nipping the Zeewas graduatedfrom Ripon Christ- land Chix, 1-0. That tied them with
ian High School ,and Calvin College the Dutchmen at 3-1.
and will enter Calvin Seminary in
Friday night, the Chix took care
the fall. The bride was graduated of the Dutchmen by a 4-2 count
from Holland ChristianHigh School That shoved the Dutchmen into

Hospital

:

promise another

Draw straws, use the ouija board semi-pro squad. So he accepted his
and then flip a coin for good mea- release a couple of weeks ago.
"When I left, they said the team
sure.
, ,
The way it looks from here, wouldn’t last until the Fourth of
thaf’s the only way to determine July," Van Dyke said.
who's going to win the crazy Now playing in the Dutchmen
SouthwesternMichigan Baseball outfield, Van Dyke may play semipro ball in Wisconsin if he gets
League title this year.
As this is written, Grand Haven the chance. Another possibility is
and Holland are tied for first place some college in the fall.
with 4-3 records, although the As for now. he’s glad to be back.
They keep up their athleticefZeeland-Grand Haven game Friwith white mistress of ceremonies; James day night will have broken that forts even though Uncle Sam is
their employer.
tie by the time you read this.

atmpMo S

Dombos

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

Gerrit L. Dornbos, 78, of 1039

-

Wash-

ington St., died in Municipal Hospita, at 8 a
loday> He had been

m

and was hospitalized
the last month. He was born in
Groningen, the Netherlands May 2,
187*’.He was one of the founders,
with his brother, Henry J., of the ^
H. J. Dornbos Fish Co. Upon death
of his brother in 1944, he assumed
control of the business which he
operated with his son Harold. Upon

ill

for a year

his retirement eight years ago, the

That's the story of Pfc. Robert

son took over.
Roos. sou of Mrs. Ruth D. Roos He was a member of Second
of 230 Cambridge Ave.
Christian Reformed Church, which
Roos ran off with Triathlon he had served as an elder for
crown at the 1955 Military District about 40 years. He had been a
of Washington Track and Field member of the Christian School
championshipsheld at Fort Belboard for about 30 years and was
voir, Va.. June 2 and 3.
on the Calvin College finance

ed, taffeta gown, featuringa round
reigned in Municipal Court Friday of lhe Rroup of 14 dri”rs; aU of be saving on electric light.
neckline trimmed with scallops
whom received a safe driving cerDr. Henry R. Brush, formerly
and seed pearls. Long sleeveswere
tificate of billfold size, plus a lapel head of the German and French
Jay Groenewoud,23, Spring Lake,
pointed at the wrists and the full
pin denoting the number of years. department at Hope College, is
who was returned by Undersheriff Besides encourageing courtesy now taking an active part in war net skirt was caught up by
scallops.A half hat trimmed with
Harris Nieusma from Pennsylvan- and safe driving habits, the pro- work in North Dakota where he is
seed pearls held the tulle veil.
gram
requires
that
the
driver
may
head
of
the
French
department
at
ia early Friday morning was charA supply' instructorat Fort Bel- board about 30 years. He was the
Attendingthe bride as matron
ed with non-support of his wife, be involved in no accidents for the State University.Gov. Frazier of honor was her sister. Mrs. Roy
voir, Roos left his job to win the
last surviving original board
Mary, and their two children,ages which he is responsible in order of North Dakota appointed him Tanis. Miss Vivian Tanis. the
two-mile run and marksmanship
member of the Peoples Bank of
1
months, at their home the qualify for the award. For in- a member of the State Council of groom's sister was bridesmaid and
,
Grand Haven and was vice presistance, if he escapes a fender in Defense.
in Spring Lake since May 23. GroFor that effort, ho was presentMiss Alida Dykhuis.sister of the
dent of the bank at the time of his
newoud waived examination and, backing to a loading dock, he is The annual installationof offi- bride, was junior bridesmaid. They
ed a special award.
death. On June 18, 1953, he and
unable to furnish 3500 bond, was responsible, but if another car cers at Unity Lodge No. 191, F and wore gowns of Copenhagen blue
remanded to the county jail to hits his parked truck, such an ac- AM last evening was an event of styled like the bride’s. The matron
Thought it was pretty early 1 his wife, the former Nellie Meeuwcident is not counted against him. unusual solemnity. The work of
sen of Zeeland,celebrated their
await arraignment in Circuit Court
noticed that the Zeeland Chix have
of honor carried a crescent bouOthers besides Veurink are Leo- inductingthe new officers into their
golden wedding anniversary.
on July 11.
a baseball game scheduled for 9:30
quet of pink roses and the other and attended Calvin College for second place.
Eldon Lee A/ants, 28. 3200 Oak- nard Van Liere. 16 years; Arthur various positions was combined bridal attendants, crescent bou- two years. She taught in Zeeland But Monday morning the Dutch- Monday morning and the Flying Besides the the wife, he is survived by the following children:
wood Ave., Alton, 111., returned late Van Raalte, 13 years,; John Smith, with a patrioticprogram that in- quets of red roses.
Christian Schools.
men were right back in a tie for Dutchmen at 10
Mrs. C. W. (Janet) Bierens of
Thursday aftemonnn by State Po- 11 years.; Ernest Bedell,10 years; cluded the Red Cross drive and
first again because fourth-place But .the junior softball league
Max Welton, eight years; Jer- various other movements for efGrand Rapids. Mrs. E. M. (Marlice Trooper Richard Sheppard and
in
Zeeland
went
that
an
hour
betSouth Haven had knocked off
be no necessity to shut down on
garet) Baas of Grand Haven, HarAppraisal Question
deputy Sheriff A1 Hilbrand, from ome Kapenga and Fred Van Dyke, fective war work.
Grand Haven, 4-1, Saturdaynight. ter. The West End Tigers will
seven years; Lyell Wagenveld.six
Pvt. A. Gordon Oilmans, son of Monday for lack of
,.ld of Spring Lake; four brothers.
I n
J
I
Terre Haute, Ind., where he had
But
this time there was a new clash, witn New Groningenat 8:30
years; Willard Oosting and Boyd Dr. Albert Oilmans of Tokyo, To have a 100 percent card up in Keterred tO Lansing
Peter of Gand Rapids. Jacob of
competed serving a term at teraddition to the first-place knot. a.m. on Firecracker Day.
Spring Lake. Isaac and Hio of
re Haute Penitentiary, was ar- Vander Ploeg, two years; Marinus Japan, who recentlyenlistedin the the window has become a point
You've
got
to
get
up
pretty
early
Now
it
was
a
three-way
proposiState Rep. George Van PeurRozeboom, Edwin R. Bos and Juli- engineering departmentof the
Grand
Haven; also six grandchilraigned also Friday afternoon on a
in
the
morning
to
beat
these
lads.
of pride with nearly all the busius Kamphuis, all one year. •
sem Friday forwardeda Board of tion because Fennville had beaten
American Army and who is now
dren. A son. Lester, met a tragic
charge of forgery. He also waived
ness firms, maufacturingplants
Zeeland. 13-12, in another game
stationedat v.amp Green, N.C., is
Supervisorsresolution requesting
death 22 years ago.
examination and is awaiting arand private homes in this city. The
Saturday night.
in the city on a furlough.
John Oudman Succumbs
raignmentin Circuit Court on July
hundred percent movement has legislativeaction on independent
Everyone
breathed a sigh of reA large crowd was present last
11, unable to furnish3500 bond and
become the most popular feature appraisals to the LegislativeSer- lief when they saw that Grand After Long Illness
S.
evening at the Lincoln School P-T
confined in the county jail.
o' the Red Cross Membership vice Bureau in Lansing, following Haven and Holland were due to
Club. Miss Post, the County nurse,
Avants allegedly forged a 345
drive. This news story appearedin a meeting Friday in Grand Haven. clash Monday night. This should
John *Oudman, 74. died Friday
presented the need of a dental
check drawn on CoopersvilleState
Haven.
the Saturday, Dec. 22, issue.
settle something, they thought.
afternoon
at his home. 90 West
Clinic. Henry Geerlings told of the
at
Present besides Van Peursem
Bank Aug. 21, 1954. which was
Dr. Edward Hofma. of Grand
It did — temporarily.Holland Ninth St., after an illnessof 11
work and the needs of the Red
made out to his order, and enHaven assisted by Miss Lysaght. were State Sen. Clyde H. Geer- shaded the Athletics,8-7, and the
In
Cross and Supt. Fell explained
dorsed by him. Avants’ case vyis
registered nurse, have completed lings, Prosecutor James W. Bus- Dutchmen were back on top all weeks. Mr. Oudman was born in
Mrs. S. C. Nettinga. 79, of 234
thrift stamps.
investigatedby the state police.
the vaccination of the pupils of sard and members of the special alone again.
Grand Rapids and came to Hol- SOUTH HAVEN (Special)- Mrs.
West 16th St. died at Holland HosTwo storiesin one issue of the
appraisal committee.
But the pesky Chix knotted up land with his family as a young Marjorie Peterson, a summer repital Saturday morning following
broilght donations to the the Christian school at Grand HavThe committee has svnt severa short illness.
amount of 310 to two worthy en. Practically every child in the al months studying plans lor an in- second place Tuesday nighf by boy. He had lived in Holland ever sident at Waukazoo, was in good
city
has
now
been
vaccinated
blanking Fennville. 7-0. That put since, with the exception of eight condition#atSouth Haven Hospital
Mrs. Nettinga was born In Hol- causes in Holland that asked for
dependent appraisal to determine Fennville,Grand Haven and South years following his marriage,
land to the late Dr. and Mrs. support. In one story the needs against small pox.
Friday after suffering head irv
James F. Zwemer and was grad- of the Holland Hospital at this holi- Following the action of the true cash values on property in Haven all even at 3-3— just one when the family lived in North juries in a two-car collision at
uated from Northwestern Aca- day time were brought to the at- Washington headquartersof the Ottawa county. Under existing game behind the Dutchmen.
Dakota. He was employed as a 5:50 p.m. Thursday.
Grand Haven took care of that cabinet maker at Holland Furni- The accident occurred at the indemy in Orange City la. In 1904 tention of the people and in the American Red Cross in withdraw- laws, prosecutor Bussard ruled it
she married the Rev. Siebe C. other the needs of the Social Ser- ing their suggestionof lighted was illegal for a county to carry situation* by turning the tables on ture Co. until his retirement six tersectionof US-31 and M-140 just
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Louis Van
Nettinga. who served pastorates vice Society were described. This candles in all windows Christmas out such a program. This opinion the Dutchmen Thursday night. 8-6. years ago. Mr. Oudman was a south of South Haven.
Ingen are at home in Northville,
was later upheld by the Attorney That left two-way ties for first member of the Tulip City Rod
in Spring Lake, Chicago and the news story appeared in the Friday Eve because of the danger of fire.
Mrs. Peterson was driving north
Mich., following their honeymoon.
State Fire Marshal Ellsworth has General.
place and second place.
and Gun Club.
Fifth Reformed Church in Grand Dec. 21, issue.
on US-31 when her car collided
They were married June 11 in the
Last
Monday,
the
board
passed
Just to show how close the race
Survivingare the wife, Tillie;
Rapids before coming to Holland The sugar regulationsare going notifiedthe fire chiefs to this efMethodistChurch at Clarkston,
a resolution requesting the legis- is, the Zeeland Chix are in the two sons, Cornelius, of Detroit with one driven by Adella Bracken,
in 1918, where he became profes- to work a hardship to a few people fect.
30. of Covert. State police who inThe bride is the former RoseHope's quintet was defeated lature to amend state tax laws cellar with 2-4, but are only U* and Edwin, of Holland: two
marie Aber, daughter of Mr. and sor of Church History at Western who need sugar to carry on their Friday night 21 to 18 by the to permit county-wide appraisals. games behind the league - leading daughters, Mrs. FlorenceMiller vestigatedsaid both drivers claimed the right of way at the traffic
Mrs. Arnold Muenzer of Toledo. TheologicalSeminary. Dr. Net- business. A few days ago the bee Muskegon "Y" five who appeared * Sen. Geerlings said there should Athletics and Dutchmen. Secondof Spring Lake and Mrs. Esther
Ohio, and the groom is the son tinga w;as later named presidentof keepers throughout the state let out at the local gym last week and be some action on drafting a bill place Fennville and South Haven Wenzel, of Holland, and 11 grand- light.
the seminary and served in that a wail to the effect that their bees
There were no other witnesses
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Van Ingen
by mid- July, but that January only trail by half a contest.
lost to Hope 14 to 15 .
children.
and no ticket was issued. Bracken
of Holland.Both the bride and capacity until his death in 1938. would die of starvation if the
would be the earliestthat there
It's been a season of splits. For
was not injured. There were no
groom are teachers at Northville.Mrs. Nettinga was a member of amount of sugar allowed them by World oil production reached a could be any action in the legis- instance. Holland has split with
Third
Reformed
Church
and
was
passengers in either car. '
the
food
administration
were
not
White spring flowers, candles and
lature.
record 700 milliontons in 1954.
Grand Haven and Fennville and Mrs. Berdean Katt, 44,
active in women’s societiesthere. increased. And now the ice cream
Damage to Mrs. Peterson's 1940
ivy decorated the Clarkston church
Grand Haven has divided pairs Dies in Grand Haven
auto was estimated at 5250 and to
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs. manufacturers are out with a
for the double nng wedding rites,
with South Haven, Holland and
Bracken's 1948 car at $200. Mrs.
performed by Rev. Atkins. Music A. J. Neevel, of North Tarrytown, similar protest.
Fennville.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Mrs. Peterson was driving from her
N.y.;
two
sons,
Paul
C.
of
Chicago
During
the
past
week
Mayor
was provided by Adele Thomas,
All of this should discourage any- Berdean Katt, 44, wife of Henry home in Oak Park, 111. to Waukaorganist, and Mr. and Mrs. Orlo and Dr. James Z.. of Pasadena, Isaac Van Dyke of Zeeland made
one from trying to predict who's Katt, 501 South Ferry St., died zoo.
Calif.,
and
six
grandchildren.
public
a
request
received
from
Willoughby, vocalists.
going to be on top when the sea- in Municipal Hospital today.
Richard M. Hurd, chairman of the
Miss Kay Robinson and A1 Rausson ends Aug. 6.
Board
of
Trustees
of
the
American
She is survived by the husband:
chenback attended the bride and Marriages
So don't take it as too big a sur- a son. Roger; a daughter, Mrs. Mrs. Gerrit Blok, 92,
Defense
Society,
urging
the
citizens
groom as maid of honor and best
prise if the cellar-dwellingChix Eugene Wierenga,Grand Haven;
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-The
Dies at Local Hospital
man. Guests were seated by David county clerk's office reports that to organize a local vigilance corps
have knocked off league-leading her mother. Mrs. Helen Roos^ien,
for
the
purpose
of
aiding
the
Karsten and Ron Schipper.
during June of this year 100 marGrand Haven in Friday’s game.
Mrs. Gerrit Blok. 92, of 219 West
and a sister. Mrs. Harry Hatfield,
A gown of Italian lace and nylon riage licenses were issued com- government in putting an end to
If they have, it will simply be
19th St., died Friday night at HolGerman
propaganda
and
enemy
Grand
Haven.
net was chosen by the bride.
pared with 86 a year ago.
another upset that really isn't an
land Hospital.She came to Holland
activity which has been responsible
Her fingertip veil was held in
upset.
from the Netherlands 53 years
for the fires, ammunition plant
place by an Italian lace crown and
ago. She was a charter member of
explosions, sabotage, food scares
she carried a colonial bouquet of
Back with the Flying Dutchmen
Fourth Reformed Church. M r s,
and other attempts to damage the
white daisies, lily of the valley
after a discouraging term as proBfok was taken to the hospital
morale
of
the
American
people.
and carnations.
perty of tne Boston Red Sox is Bob
about nine weeks ago with a fracC.W. Nibbelink. City Assessor,
Miss Robinsons's gown was fashVan Dyke, a 1954 graduate of
tured hip.
received the supply of sugar tickets
ioned of blue dotted Swiss. She
Holland High School who played in
Survivingare three daughters,
this morning.Everyone wishing to
carried blue and yellow daisiesand
three sports.
Mrs. Ray (Mary) Essenberg, Mrs.
buy sugar should get a ticket at
wore a crown of flowers in her
Van Dyke signed last summer on
George (Dena) Flik, both of Grand
once as all tickets must be distrihair.
June 18 and traveled to Florida
Rapids; Mrs. Johanna Newman
buted
by
Jan.
1. 1918.
Assisting at the reception for 150
for spring training in March. Then
of Holland; four sons, James and
The Rev. Phillip G. Meengs and
guests in the church parlor were
he was sent to Boston’s Bluefield,
Everett of Grand Rapids, Orray
family, formerlyof Prairie City,
Mrs. Carl Light who served punch,
W. Va., team, a member, of the
of Saugatuck and Martin of
Iowa, are visiting relativesin the
Mrs'. Dale Van Hoven who cut the
Class D AppalachianLeague.
city. They will locate in Grand
Gobles; -29 grandchildren; 52 great,
cake and Misses June Cooper and
Everything went along fine there.
Rapids
where
Rev.
Meengs
will
grandchildren; six great, great
Roberta Kellqgg who poured.
Bob says, until the class A and
take up missionarywork under
grandchildren.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Van Ingen
farm clubs started shipping
the
supervision
of
the
Classis
Funeral services will be held
have been teaching in Northville
some of their hands down. That
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. from Fourth;
Grand River, Holland and Michifor two years. She is a graduate
put some of the players at Bluegan
as
the
successor to Rev. R.
Reformed Church with the Rev.
of Michigan State Normal College
field out of a job, Van Dyke inHenry Rozendaal officiating.
Bloemendaal.
at Ypsilanti and he is a graduate
cluded.
The Jamestown Christian Reforof Hope College.
BY THE TIME THESE YOUNG MEN complete a three months
They had a place for Van Dyke,
med Church will tender a farewell
No Accident This
motorcycle tour, they hope to have passed through 13 countries.
however,but it wasn’t in organizreceptionon Monday evening, Dec.
Sgt.
Donald
B.
Hillebrands.
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Ter
Haar,
Accident
conscious
Holland
resied
minor
league
baseball.
He
was
Another Rubber Check
24, to the Boys of that locality who
dents figured another mishap had
and his Army buddy, Dick Mo- Clow of Pennsylvania, expect to be
sent to Hannibal, Mo., where he
Another bad check issued on
enlistedin sendee for the U.S. reoccurred when an ambulance racgone
until
Sept.
21
when
Don
will
Rail
for
home
aboard
the
joined
a
semi-pro
outfit.
cently.
The
main
speaker
will
be
local bank for 315 was passed in
ed down the Ottawa Beach Rd. to
Maasdam. The pair also plan to stop in Edinburgh, Scotland,where
It was pretty horrible there, Bob
the Rev. J. H. Geerlingspof ZeeHamilton Thursday. Holland police
Holland State Park Thursdaynight.
they will visit George Pelgrim. son of Mr. and Mrs. George Pelgrim
testifies.Both the playing field and
said a total of five bum checks,
It was an emergency run by a.
crowds
were
bad.
Average
crowd,
of
South
Shore
Dr.,
who
is
studying
in
Scotland.
Sgt.
Hillebrands
Miss
Joyce
Eileen
Alverspn
each made out for 315, have been
There will be no gas famine in
Miss Betty Ann Lemmen
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Alverson of 8 Dykstra Funeral Home ambulance
he says, in a city of 22,000, was
was discharged from the Army at Wurzburg, Germany, June 25.
cashed in the local area in the pasj
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lemmen of Holland for at least two weeks,
South River Ave. announce the en- to pick up a Battle Creek resident
week. They repeated a warning to East Saugatuck announce the en- Manager E. P. Davis announced The two plan to camp out on tbeir Journey. Because of llmite<K from 20 to 35 people.
"They needed money when the gagement of their daughter, Joyce who had become ill at the park.
be especfelly careful of cashing gagement of their daughter, Betty today. Two carloads of coal have space on their cycle, their equipmentmust be as compact as possiEileen, to John J. Rookur, Jr., son Jean Livingston, of Battle Creek,
ble. On top of the gas tank there is a bag containing the tent. 'The
season started,” he said.
checks in that amount and drawn Ann, to Gene Lynema, son of Mr, come through as far as Grand
Van Dyke wanted to move to of Mr. and Mrs. Menno Dykstra, was held at Holland Hospital Frisleeping bags ire mounted on the side and further back is the
the First National or Peo- and Mrs. Jack Lynema, route 1, Rapids so that the company now
day for Observation.
another team pretty badly, but the 253 McKinley St., Zeeland.
single suitcaseout of which they must live while on the road.
Siate Banks.
Hamiltqn.
feels it can pronfcse that there will

afternoon

and

coal.

Mrs.
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PolktoD Farmer

kvervisoisStfl

Uses Economical

Pmder Proposed

Pasture Program

Site for

Hospital

Alialift-Brome-Udino -

Expected to Adjourn

Pasture Keeps Milk

Today Subject to

Flowinf ior

Owner

Call of the

By Evgeat F. Dk»
AMlstant Gouty Agent
Alfalfa• brome - ladlno pasture
keeps the milk flowing on the
Marvin Luben farm in Polkton

Chair

ALLEGAN (Special)- Allegan
county's Board of Supervisors la ,
expected to adjourn its June session
today, subject to the call of the
chairman,without taking any definite action In the controversial
county hospital proposal.

Township.

Marvin, his two ions, and a fulltime hired man. operate a 160-acre
The postponement Is proposed
dairy farm two miles south of US-16
to give the three committees workon 96th Ave. There are 145 acres of
ing on the project time to meet
crop land on the farm. A herd of 29
with architects, engineers,financial
holstein dairy cows plus the reand legal advisors regardingha
placementheifers and calves connext steps to be taken. Chairman
stitute the livestockprogram. The
Gerritt Lam pen indicatedthe board
herd has been built up to high promight be Called for a one-day
NO.. MORE— Tearing down of the old Walsh
completedlast week. A portion of the structure
duction through Dairy Hera Imclean-up session” within two
home, which was used for the lasf several years
was believed to be more than 75 years old. The
provementAssociationtesting.
weeks.
property will be used for a parking lot by Peoples
by Hope College as a conservatory of musicv was
A rotationpasture program proThe board took no action on an
State Bank.
vides the high producing herd with
advisory ballot suggested by Proafresh pasture throughout the pasecuting AttorneyDwight Cheever
BREAK GROUND — Ground was broken last
necessary to take care of increased business.
*
ture season. Old hay fields, about
as a method of resolving the conweek for a new addition that will double the size
From left to right are: Jack DeWitt, Bob DeWitt,
to be plowed up, provide pasture
troversy over where the hospital
of the Automatic Poultry Feeder Co. on West
Ted Aalsburg, contractor, Dick DeWitt, Wea
for the herd during the September
should be built — at a city site
Washington
Ave. In 'Zeeland.The firm is part of
Faber, Fred Scholl and Bob Borst
period when alfalfais storing up
where municipal water and sewer
the DeWitt Industries and the expansion was
(Prince Studio Photo)
food. service i* available, or at tha
Fields on the Luben farm are
present county faijn where such
Falls
evenly divided into 24 acres each.
utilitieswould have to be constructI One of the oldest houses in HolEach year, 24 acres of oats are
ed at county expense.
land has just been tom down to
seeded to the alfalfa-brome-ladlno
Cheever has submitted the ballot
make room for a parking lot.
mixture. Two hundred to 300 pounds
to the joint committee for study.
Located next to Ninth St.
of 5-20-20 fertilizer is applied at
It would offer voters three choices,
Christian Reformed Church at 42
The daughter born July 5 at
asking them to indicate their preRaphael gave it a try and al- planting time.
East Ninth, it was known as
The first two or three years, each
Holland Hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
ference for the rural site or the
most
made
it but two runs weren’t
Walsh Hall, and was used by
seeding is harvested for hay. Folcity site and, if they chose the
Harold
Tibbe,
route 1, has been
Hope College as a music conser- enough Thursday night as the lowing this, the field is devoted to
latter, whether they preferred the
named
Louise Ann.
vatory from 1946 to 1955.
Moose hung on for a 4-3 City pasture for one or two years. Each
city of Otsego or Allegan.
David C. Bosch, son of Mr. and
Recently,Peoples State Bank Softball League victory.
fall, the pasture and hay receive
Cheever also spoke before the
bought the property from the
in
200 pounds of 0-20-20 per acre.
The recommendationsof a Hoo- Mrs. Randall C. Bosch, returned
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
board on the financial and legal
' VandenbergBuick, which has
estate of Herber Walsh, where it
The pasture field is divided into ver Committee group for a more home Wednesday from Mexico Erupting with four hits and five steps which must be taken before
had been since 1905 when Walsh found only a couple of league four six-acre lots by use of elecCity after an extended visit there. runs in the bottom of the seventh the bond issue — which would total
died. Walsh purchasedit in 1885. teams to beat this season, nipped tric fencing.Each leads onto a lane effective counter-intelligencebeBallotingWill Decide
the
visiting
Holland
Furnace
Co.
He flew from Mexico City to Chi- the Grand Haven Athleticsblast* nearly a million dollars— is subHeirs of Walsh say the house
which leads to the dairy barn. The hind the Iron Curtain should not
mitted to voters. He eaid that
Wbether Ottawa Will
was built shortly after Dr. D. M. squad of the RecreationLeague herd of 29 cows pastures a lot for have come to the nation as a sur- cago, where his parents met him. their way to a tie for first place
bond company advisors indicatedto
6-4,
in
the
second
game.
Gee bought the property in 1877.
days and then is turned into a prise.
Bosch left a month ago with Dr. in the SjuthwestemMichigan Base- him that Interest rates are up subLevy an Extra Mill
They say Dr. Gee built the A pair of infield hits gave Rap- differentlot. In some seasons, the
Paul Fried of the Hope College ball League here Thursday night. stantiallyoves last year and that
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- At eastern portion toward the church hael a 1-0 edge over Matt Num- cattle are left an additionalday in For years, other agencies as well
relatively ihort term bonds are
faculty and Dick Bennett Hope
ikoski
of
the
Moose
in
the
second,
Trailing 6-3, the Athleticsrocket! being recommended.
each field. Excel# for early spring as private American citizenshave
an adjournedmeeting Friday af- and used it for a home and office
but the losers didn’t get another when growth is rapid, there is little been warning their countrymen student from Albany, N.Y. Dr.
to practice dentistry.
the Holland Flying Dutchmen with
A one mill tax for 10 yean
ternoon the Board of Supervisors
The western part of the house hit until the seventh, when a clus- need for clippingthe pasture since that the Communist world is far Fried Is teaching for the summer
probably
would fall short of the
the
five-run
barrage
that
brought
at
Mexico
City
College.
Bennett
Authorized a public vote at a spe- was built by Walsh after he ter of three failed to beat a 4-1
the cattle eat a maximum of the ahead in the way it fights the
returned to Albany by bus. The an 8-6 lead. That score was the amount needed. He suggested levyMoose margin.
cial election Sept. 27 whereby coun- bought the property.
growth and leave very little.In “undergroundwar.’’
boys spent two weeks in Mexico eventual winning margin as neither ing one mill for five years and
The Moose tied the game at 1ty electorswill decide whether or
Therefore,when it was tom
Prominent among these watch1955, the first lot pastured for three
two mills for the next five, to
not the county will levy an extra down, part of the house was more all in the fourth when Stu Baker days, later produced enough for- dogs of our security is Leland City and then visited other places team picked up runs in the eighth
balance off the tax load with the
of
interest,
including
Cuernavaca,
doubled
and
moved
around
on
two
mill ($1 per $1,000 equalized valu- than 75 years old.
or ninth.
age to harvest 400 bales of hay. Stowe, author and foreign correcurrent two mill sinking fund tax
Tasco, Acapulco, Puebla, Cholula,
ation) for county road improveIn 1847, the lot was in the name errors.
Both Holland and Grand Haven for a new court house. Cheever also
Whenever clippingis necessary, it spondent, who has been directorof
Errors by Raphael third base- is1 done on the last day the lot is the News and Informatldn Service Toluca and Xochimilcho. *
ments.
of A. C. Van Raalte, founder of
now hav# 4-3 league records while
Sgt. Jack Bolhuis expects to South Haven and Fennvilleare pointed out that the special tleo-'
The proposal is the result of in- Holland. The plat was dedicated man Bill Vryhof, singles by Baker pastured. Each field gets a 10 to 14 of Radio Free Europe at Munich.
tion would have to coincide with
leave Friday for Fort Belvoir, tied for second at 3-3.
and Les Doorneweerd and a sac- day rest between rotations.This Germany.
sufficient funda for road improve- on July 21, 1&18.
a general or municipal election
Va.,
where
he
is
stationed,
after
rifice
fly
by
Jim
Doorneweerd
ments for the coming year. Last
Four parties owned the properGrand Haven can move into unresults in a continuous new growth
In a shocking lecture for a small
spending a 10-day furloughwith disputed first place with a victory within the county. Otsego's city
April, the road commissionrequest- ty before Walsh purchased it in made it 3-1 for Moose in the sixth.
of high protein feed with a high Michiganaudience. Stowe revealed
An error by Vryhof put Walt water content and keeps the milk not so long ago that thousands of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ger- over the Zeeland Chix in Zeeland election In December would preed $200,000 for road improvements 1885.
Hudzik
on base and still another flowing evenly throughout the seaald Bolhuis, 1107 South Shore tonight. The other tie will be brok sent the county with its first opporand explained it would take $315,Jan Binnekant purchased' the
spies, saboteurs,terrorists and
tunity for the special election.
Dr.
000 a year to put county roads property in 1851 and John Roost miscue allowed him to score the son.
en Saturday night when South Haother subversive agents are involvOther action during Thursday*!
The
picnic plannpd by the ven meets Fennville.
and bridges into adequateopera- bought it in 1864. The same year, final run in the seventh.
This program allows Luben to ed in the Soviet attempt to turn
session:
A double by -Jas Ebels in the pasture more than one cow per West Germany into a Communist Gleaners Class of Third Reformed Singles by Ron Boeve and Art
tion by 1975. Last year, the board Albert Plugger purchased the plot.
Approval, by* a 27-7 vote of the
Church for 1 p.m. Friday at Kol- Hagge produced the first run
provided $125,000, but this year His heirs sold it to Dr. Gee in seventh and a single by Mel Koenes acre, and occasionally, as this
stronghold.
joint cbmmittee’irecommendation
len
Park
has
been
cancelled,
as
put two Raphael men on base. year, to harvest a few hundred
the county did not have sufficient 1877.
One year and a half of thorough funeral services are to be held on the game in the seond, but Grand that letters protesting the rural
Peoples State Bark bought the Then an error by Moose first sacfunds to grant the $200,000 out of
Haven used an error and three site for the proposed hospital be
bales of hay from the sfme pas- research, the author said, had
that dny for George Hyma, husthe general fund.
historic property earlierthis year. ker Don Hulst let Ebels score and
singles to make it 2-1 in thr placed on file and made a part
ture acreage. An additionalseven supplied him with overwhelming
band of one of the members.
The proposed one mill increase, The house wrecking was comple- Don Hulst let Ebels score and acres is in permanent pasture for
bottom half.
evidence that at least 2,400 paid
of the record.
Mrs. Carl Shaw and daughters
sent Koenes all the way to third.
based on the state equalized valu- ted last week.
the replacementstock. The young
That's all the scoring there was The building committee's request
ation of $162 million, would proNorm Boeve then stole second to stock is now pasturing the sixth and trained spies and other agents and granddaughters,Mrs. Helen until the sixth, as
are poured from East Germany in- Crounse and Barbara and Mrs.
for authorizationto seek bids for
put Numikoski in real trouble.
duce $162,750 a year or $488,250
season for a 1948 seeding of alfalfa- to West Germany each year. In
Duane Westenbroek and Pet* redecorating county offices in the
Bruce Goodrichand Gretchen, all
over a three-yearperiod. Nick
Then Leroy Tooker slammed a brome-ladine'.
addition, several hundred Red of Lansing, are spending the sum- Fisher traded steady pitching jobs. court house and old county building
Cook of Zeeland, a member of the
single into center to score Koenes,
A daily feed of dry hay is used courierspass the Iron Curtain from
Holland knocked Fisher out in lost by a tie vote, 17-17.
mer at the Shaw Cottage at Macommittee, asked why city folk
but center fielder Baker cut down
the sixth, scoring four ran* on two
early in the season to prevent bloat both sides every week, he said.
The board approved the educ*
ple Beach.
should pay the one mill for county
Boeve at the plate.
hits, two errors and three walks.
grom the succujpnt legumes. From
roads in view of the fact that cities
Ebels started for Raphael! and the higher production of forage The movements of these men, Roger Van Til, eight-year-oldson Reliable Ken Cook was called in tion committee’s' recommendation
Stowe pointed out, are cleverly of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Van Til
that the $5,500 appropriation for
pay for their own roads in the city.
took the loss. He was relieved by
to put out the fire after Fisher the county normal school be rescrops, Lubens are gradually in- directed by both the M.V.D., Rusof
427
Lakewood
Blvd.,
who
was
Robert L. Murray of Coopersville,
Boeve in the sixth.
had control trouble.
creasingthe size of their dairy sia's secret police, and its East
cinded when it was explained that
another committee member, felt
critically injured when a car hit
Vandenberg Buick scored three herd.
German equivalent, the S.S.D., his bicycleon Lakewood Blvd. June Two hits cut the Dutchman lead the amount exceeded the limit set
of
the only way to solve the problem
runs in the first and two in the
headed by notorious Ernst Woll- 24, is improvingin Holland Hosp- 5-3 in the bottom of the sixth, but by state law. The committee inwas to put the issue on the ballot
third, then held off Holland FurFifty-three
applicationsfor
weber. There are three “Apparate" ital after undergoingsurgery for Ron Boeve got that ran back with dicated It would report later on
and let -the people decide.
nace rallies.
a home ran in the top of the the proposal to move the normal
building permits were filed during
which either serve as training or- severe internal injuries.
Last April, Neal Van Leeuwen of
The losers got two runs in the
»
June calling for a total outlay of
ganizations
or
as
channels
through
school from Allegan to Saugatuck.
Spring Lake, chairmanof the Good
fourth and single tallies in the
Mrs. Ben Lohman of Fillmore
Batting
from
the
top
to the bot- The Saugatuck school board has
$162,185, according to Building Inwhich sabotage, espionage,and has been a patient in Holland
Roads committee, reported that
fifth and sixth, but Max Baker
tom of their batting order, the indicated that it would cooperate
speetdr Lavem Seme.
terroristactions are carried out, Hospital for more than two weeks
maintaining adequate roads woud
Athleticssent Westenbroek to the
There were 10 applicationsfor survived streaks of wildness to win
he said.
require $4,449,100 and another $1,Dies of In
after contracting rheumaticfever. showers in the seventh, bringing in such a move, although it must
new houses and garages totaling a four-hitter.
Many
young
people,
the
author
843,500for bridges in the next 20
Her husband is state represent- in Rog Smith. The inning saw first be approved by voters in
$104,800 and six
garages
the district.
continued, are smuggled into East ative of Allegan county.
years. Out1 of the county's 91 bridgfour singles and two walks.
totaling $3,700. There was one
Germany or Checkoslovakia where
es, about 33 will need extensive
John J. Riemersma, principalof
application for remodeling t h e
they are trained in agitation Holland High School, returned The Inning saw four singles and
repairs. Ottawa county has 1,029
two walks.
dormitoryat Western Theological
methods or follow courses at spy- home Wednesday night from Boulmiles of local roads and 363 miles
Seminary for $20,000.
The Athleticscollecteda total of
Mrs. Catherine S. Pinkerton, 79, schools and sabotage-schools.The
of primary roads, also 57 bridges
der, Colo., where he attended the 12 hits while the Dutchmen were
Other classificationscalled for
of
Chicago,
who
suffered
multiCommunists even use misleading 1955 Senior High School Principals
in the primary road system of
held to six.
two commercial remodel, $15,150;
ple injuries in a three-caraccident advertisements
to attract discon- Conferencelast week at the Unwhich 30 are classifiedas inadeone
industrialremodel,$700; one
The standings:
south of Douglas on June 24 died tented people from West Germany
quate.
iversityof Colorado. The 35 prinindustrialaddition,$1,000; one rePet
Clayton
St.
John,
27,
Fennville,
at 7:35 Wednesday in Holland for these courses, Stowe declared.
In another business, a commucipals invited to the conference
model application for Christian was bound over to Circuit Court Hospital.
4
.571
He asserted this was not “just came from 16 states in all sec- Holland
nication from Herb Holt, Holland
Rog Plagenhoefand Jack DamHigh School, $1,500.
Grand
Haven
4
.571
following
an
examination
Tuesday
She
suffered
a
broken
leg,
broken
city manager, requested the board
sensationalism."There are far too tions of the country. En route
During the past week there were afternoon before MunicipalJudge elbow and an eye injury when a
3
.500 son added Junior Chamber of Comto study the i -oblem of housing
many fires in the porLs of West home, Mr. Riemersma visited re- Fennville
12 applications for building per- Cornelius vander Meulen on a car driven by Thomas Van HolSouth Haven
3
.500 merce tennis trophies to their
county personnel in the city of HolGermany and other ports of West- latives in Sioux Center, Iowa.
mits totaling$23,559. They follow:
laurel studded careers Saturday
Zeeland
2
.333
charge of larceny from a store. styn of Grand Rapids crashed head- ern Europe. Each year, Stowe
land and devising some system
-but only after grueling matches
which would be satisfactory to Ben Mast, 383 West 32nd St., Bond of $500 was continuedfor on into an auto driven by Mrs. said, a vast amount of shipping is July meeting of the Ottawa Asin both cases.
new
house, 26 by 36 feet, frame his appearance in Circuit Court
sociation
for
Retarded
Children
Pinkerton’s
daughter,
Mrs.
Marboth city and county.
destroyed. The saboteurs obviousconstruction,$9,500; self, contrac- Oct. 10. St. John was one of sev- garet P. Child, also of Chicago.
Plagenhoef won his crown In tha
will be a family picnic at Ottawa
The communication stated that
ly do this as a kind of ’•training.’’
tor.
under 18 division, defeating Jim
of
eral persons charged in connection
A county medical examiner re- “The undergroundbattle in West Beach Thursday, July 14, at 6:15
due to increased activities of counVander Poel, 6-3, 6-3.
Clarence Grevengoed, 41 West with missing merchandisefrom the ported that Mrs. Pinkerton also
p.m. Members are asked to bring
ty agencies includinghealth, juven22nd St., tile on bathroom walls, local Montgomery Ward store. He had bronchial pneumonia at death. Germany really is one of the great their own table service and drinks.
Damson, playing his first year
ile court work and activities of the
stories of our time," the expert
$250; American Tile and^Flooring
in the under 15 division, was pushAll newcomerswill be welcome.
prosecutor’s office, office space
was specificallycharged with larVan Holstyn was fined $54.30 for concluded.
Co., contractor.
ed three sets by Jack Hulst in
Miss Laura Boyd, who has receny of an outboard motor valued reckless driving Friday by Justice “There are, of course, ways of
has become a problem which is
Kenneth Hall, 248 West 10th St., at $159.95.
winning, 2-6, 9-7, 6-0.
Winfield Adams of Fennville,route fighting back. But as long as the tired as head of the German debeing handled informally at pretear off rear porch and enclose,
Third and fourth place winner!
partment
at
Hope
College,
was
to
sent. Attention was called to the
Two persons paid fines Tuesday 2, as a result of the accident.
Soviets have more people, a bet$150; self, contractor.
will be decided this week, accordSix persons were Injured in the ter organization, and unlimited leave today for Norton, Mass.,
fact that the library, light and
for shooting firecrackers contrary
ing to tourney officials. In the unpower departmentshave outgrown Klaas Bulthuis,19 West 22nd St., to law. They were Samiiel George accident when Van Holstyn’s south- funds, the battle will be a des- where she will make her home.
build carport, 12 by 20 feet, and
der 18 division it’s Phil Damstra
their space as well as other departHartwell, route 1, Nunica, and Lee bound auto failed to stop for an- perate one, and there will be no Accompanying her was Dr. Eva
June was somewhat warmer and
remodel for two-family house, $500;
ments, leaving little space for counRummler, of 900 Madison, Grand other southbound vehicle driven by cease-fire. Moscow's power al- Van Schaak who for the past few dryer than normal, a review of playing MarshaU Elzinga,while
self, contractor.
ty personnel. The matter was reHaven, Each paid fine and costs Fay Coffman of Grand Rapids, hit ready reaches into every West Ger- weeks was a guest of Miss Boyd at weather statistics compiled by Bill Bouwman and Dennis Kuite
Peter Van Hesteren, 271 West
her home, 27 West 25th St. The Cnarles A. Steketee of Hope Col- will battle for the positionsin the
iti left rear fender and skidded into
ferred to the building and grounds
of $14.70.
man community.
under 15 group.
two recently purchased a home in lege revealed Saturday.
committee to report back at the 15th St., remodel kitchen and inthe
left
lane
of
US-31,
crashing
Paying fines were Ray Jackson,
“Therefore,don’t kid yourself.
stall new cupboards, $40; Holland
Dave and Joe Moran directed
October session.
of 100 East Eighth St., improper into Mrs. Child’s northboundcar. Don't be fooled by the political Norton.
Average
temperature
for
the
Dr. Edgar Ainslie of Lafayette, month was 67.1 degrees or 2.7 the tournament for the local JayMrs. Child and Mrs. Pinkerton developments.It's how much the
A report from Medical Exami- Floor Craft, contractor.
overtaking and passing, $12; Lino
Harvey Laman, 193 East 27th
cees.
ner Ralph Ten Have listed 43 inLopez, of 130 East Ninth St., speed- were on their way to The Moor- Communists have underneaththat Ind., will speak at the Gospel above normal. Rainfall amounted
St., new garage, 14 by 22 feet,
Chapel, 26th St. and Pine Ave., to 2.10 inches, or .86 inch under
vestigations by his department.
img, $15; William E. Boeve, 64, ing near Holland for a summer counts.”
$450; self, contractor.
Friday at 7:30 p.m. His subject normal for June. Last year during Officers Elected
There were three automobileacroute 4, speeding, $17; Daniel vacation.
Wednesday’s report of the HooKenneth E. Koolker, 54 East 13th
will be “Golden Lilies or the June, Holland had 6.73 inches and
cidents, one burn, two cerebral
Funeral services will be at 10
Veenema, 17, Holland, stop sign,
ver Committee task force matches
St., partition in bedroom,$75; self,
hemorrhages,seven coronary oc$5; Richard A. De Witt, West 32nd Saturday morning at the St. Caje- Leland Stowe's appeal in deadly MatchlessBeauty of Christ.” The back in 1951 the rainfall was even For Nursery School
contractor.
clusions,thrqe drowningsand one
St., speeding, $15; Leon Kolean, tan Church and burial will be at seriousness.Mr. Hoover reportedly public is invited.
heavier measuring 7.61 Inches.
Henry Bieberbeck, 4 East 29th
Officers for the Cherry Street
The annual picnic of the Old
undetermined. Four autopsieswere
of 611 West 23rd St., speeding, $15. Mount Ollvit cemetery.
Maximum was 90, compared with Nursery School were elected at a
thought it urgent enough to hurry
St,
Walltile in bathroom, $194;
Settlers
will
be
held
July
17
at
performed. Expenses totaled $1,260A
resident
of
Chicago
for
60
Bert Lantmg, route 2, speeding,
93 in 1954, 101 in 1953, 94 in 1952
the documents to the White House
Michigan Tile Co., contractor.
.30, leaving a balance of $239.70
$10; Kenneth P. Wise, route 1, years, Mrs. Pinkertonwas bom himself.One newspaper reveals Johnson Park in Grandville, ac- and 88 In 1951. Minimum was 44, meeting of parents Wednesday
Charles
Conrad,
262
West
12th
evening at Grace Episcopal Church
cording to secretary M. Welton.
from the $1,500 apropriation orispeeding,$15; Helen H. Grossbauer, on April 19, 1876 in Canada. She
compared with 39 in 1954, 45 in parish hall.
they already have produced “many
St., installFrench doors, $150;
A
basket
lunch
is
scheduled
at
ginally granted for the new office
of 71 River Ave., speeding, $15 is survived by Mrs. Child and three red faces" in intelligenceagen1953, 46 in 1952 and 40 in 1951.
Schutt and VerHoef, contractors.
Mrs. Charles Uninger is presgrandchildren.
which Ottawa people voted to reAverage temperature was 67.1. ident; Mrs. Stuart Padnos, vice
Dwight Ferris, 486 Washington Diana Audrey Luce, 19, Holland,
cies.
place the coroner system. It was
failureto have car under control.
Sacred Concert Set
compared with 70.5 in 1954, 70.9 president; Mrs. Richard Parker,
Ave., new cupboards, $250; Rhine
pointed out this amount is double
$7; Carol Meeusen, of 39 East 16th
in 1953, 70.8 in 1952 and 65.7 in 1951. Jr., secretary; Mrs. John MatchVander Meulen, contractor.
1905
High
School
Class
for operatingthe previous proNewcomers
Club
Has
At
Mission
Sunday
St., speeding, $17; Danny MontThe month of June has been con- insky, assistantsecretary;Stephen
A.J. Cook Lumber Co., 316 West
gram.
27th St, new house, 30 by 40 feet, inez, 17, of 328 Maple Ave., no Plans Reunion Saturday
Luncheon at Castle
A regular monthly sacred con- sistentlywarm for the last four Scott, treasurer,and Mrs. George
George Swart, chairman of the
years.
frame construction,$11,000; self, operator’s license,$7; Charles E.
Dalman, assistant treasurer.
cert
will be held Sunday evening
reappraisalcommittee, reported
Gamby, Castle Park, speeding $10;
Members of the 1905 graduating
contractor.
Members
of
the Newcomers a. the Holland City Mission. The
Average maximum
78.7,
The slate was presented by Mrs.
the committee had met with State
Edward
Slenk,
Jr., of 22 East 15th class of Holland High School will Club enjoyed a bridge luncheon
Robert Slocum, 83 East 31st St,
compared with 81.9 in 1954, 83 in Wendell Miles, chairman of tha
S*n. Clyde Geerlings and State Rep.
program
will
begin
at
7:15
p.m.
new garage, 20 by 22 feet, $600; St., speeding, $10; Eloyce Wood, observe their 50th anniversary with at Castle Park Wednesdayafter- The public is invited.
1953, 81.5 in 1952 and 76.9 in 1951. nominating committee.
George Van Peursepi, and had for^
BJoomington,Ind., speeding,$12; a gathering at the cottage of Mrs. noon. Tables were center,gdwith
self, contractor.
Average minimum was 55.4, com- The executive committeenamed
warded the board’s resolutioncalCecil Collins, of 9tf West 16th St, Carl Shaw at Maple Beach on Sat- clusters of roses and bouquet*of
A well-planned program of vocal pared with 59.1 in 1954, 58.7 In the followingcommitteechairmen;
ling for amending state laws to
speeding, $12.
urday. This is the first get togeth- roses were used throughout the and instrumental numbers will be 1953, 60.1 in 1952 and 54.4 in 1951.
Equipment,Charles Uninger;
Lansing. The issue involves chang- Swim Lessons Canceled
Gerrit H. Ballast, of 97 West 19th er of the class since its graduapresented.
<oms.
Precipitationtotaled 2.10 inches, membership, Mrs. William Foiv
es which would allow counties to
Rain canceled this afternoon’s St., who demanded trial on a stop tion.
Mrs. John Brunner conducted Participating will be an instru- compared with 6.73 inches in 1954, berg; schedule, Mrs. William Colmake independentappraisals for Red Cross swimming lessons at sign charge, paid fine and costs of
Entertainment at the cottage ihe business meering and an- mental trio, Marcia Kraai, Lee 4.81 inches in 1953, 2.61 inches in lins; program, Mrs. Otto Schaap;
true cash values.It would be Janu- Chippewa Point, Director Ned $10.70 Saturday. Trial was he(d
Saurday afternoon and evening nounced that Mrs. Jane Brewster Seinen and Irv Vander Kolk; girls 1952 and 7.61 inches 1951. Precipi- library. Ms. Elton Eenlgenberg;
ary before such a bill could be in- Stuits announced.
June 2 and the municipal judge will be preceded by a noon lunch- is to be the new co-membership vocal trio, Sharon Riemersma,
tation fell on seven days, compared telephone, Mrs. Albert Brewster.
troduced in the legislature.
took the case under advisement- eon at Eten House.
chairman.
Ruth Mulder and Marcia Vanden with 13 days in 1954, nine days in
The next meeting will be held
There' was no mention of the
Domestic service contributeslit- Receivingsuspended fines after
In charge of arrangements are
Prospective mefhbersintroduced Berg accompanied by Mrs. George 1953, 13 days In 1952 and 11 days at 8 p.m. July 27 at the parish
sale of voting machines to county tle to housekeepingin the CJ.S. attendingtraffic school were James
Cornelius De Roo of Flint and were Mesdames Ted Ness, Paul Jacobs; instrumental duet*by Mr. in 1951. Largest amount of rain hall. All persons Interestedin havunits, although this matter had There is about one female domesGemmill, 20, 8f 378 Lincoln Ave., Mrs. P^ul Frederickson, Mrs. Har- Young, Dean Thompson, Donald and Mrs. Delbert Stegenga and in a 24-hour period was .55 inch, ing their chUdren enrolled in tha
been listed in advance agendas. tic employee for twenty-five speeding, $10 suspended; Terry
ry Krjoner, Miss Katherine Post
M a r o i s, Dale Mossburg, vocal solo by Carl Van Vuren.
compared with 3.55 inches in 1954, school In September are
The board adjourned subject households according to recent Gentry, 17, of £58 Lugers Rd., and Mrs. Joseph Borgman Sc., of
Dwight
Willits, Ralph Peters. Several other persons are being 2.78 inches In 1953, .89 inch
contact the membership
to call of the chair.
figures.
speeding, $10 suspended.
Holland.
Robert Oliver and Harold Souder. secured to completf the program. 1952 and 3.21 inches in 19SL^
at 878L
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Faculty Committee

Maps Campaign tor Student Rooms In

Drive for
Occur

in

During

Coimty

Private Homes

Launch
Student Rooms

Hope College
Several Crashes

7, 1955

to

Hope College is making plans for

a drive for rooms for approximately 150 new students, it was
announced by Prof. Clarence

Weekend

chairman of a faculty comThe drive will be conducted the
week of July 14 and will continue
until the emergency is met.

Dutch Migrants

Kleis,

Tickets Issued as
Result of Accidents;

Seek Church Aid

Kleis said the emergency, arises

Several Hospitalized

from the necessityof tearing down
the “T” dormitory, the Emersonian In
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
House and 12 units housing married
The Dutch are going full speed
Sheriff’s officers processed several students.These buildings must go
accidents during the holiday week- to make way for construction of in organizing the migration of 17,end, resulting in some persons the new men's dormitorysched- 000 of their countrymen to the
hospitalizedand a few tickets issu- uled for construction this year, United States under the Refugee
Relief Act. In doing so, much of
ed.
Kleis said.
their attentionis focused on WestThree Grand Rapids men were
Accordingto Rein Visscher, colinjured after their car traveling lege business manager, the “T” ern Michigan.
Following a visit of the Dutch
about 80 miles an Hour failed to dormitory and married students’
make a turn at the junction of US- barracks were temporary struc- migration attache stationedat
16 and M-104 at 3:25 p.m. Sunday. tures completedin 1946 to care for WashingtonD. C, a Church World
Ernest McKeiver, 24, received the great influx of veterans follow- Service official from the Netherlands is now touring the Holland
severe back injuries and ear ing World War II.
lacreations; Donald James Mcarea.
The drive will include a person•The CWS," says retirement
Keiver, 26, received bruises, and
alized campaign conducted by
Charles E. Hand, 24, received head Profs. Edward Wolters, Lambert officer Boudewijn S. Sjollema, "is
a World Council of Churches
and arm injuries.
Ponstein and Lawrence Green of
The 1955 car. owned by Donald the college faculty. Home owners agency. It’s one of the voluntary
McKeiver was a total loss. Ernest within a reasonable distance from organizations engaged in finding
McKeiver, the driver,was charg- the college will be contacted dur- sponsors,jobs, and living quarters
ed with reckless driving,and Donhere for the 17,000 migrating
ing the campaign. Kleis said stuald with being drunk and disorderdent rooms will ‘"J rented on a Dutch refugees.
ly. Ernest was first treated in
"My office in Utrecht, fourth
semester contract basis by Hope
Grand Haven hospital and later
largest town of the Netherlands
College rather than by the indivtransferred to St. Mary's Hospiidual student.Students will be sub- collects data on the backgroundot
tal in Grand Rapids. Hand also was
jected to rules prescribed by the applicants seeking support from
transferred to the Grand Rapids
our organization.The New York
dean's office and will be subject
Hospital.
bureau then 'distributesthis mato regular college discipline.
Sheriff’s officers said the car failMembers of the committee pic- terial among the American equivaed to make the turn onto US-16,
tured above are seated, left to lents’ of the Dutch churchesthese
skidded 39 feet into a highway barfamiliesbelong to. They’re finallyright, Dean Milton L. Hinga, Chairrier, struck two guard posts, upman
Kleis and Prof. Wolters; giving the actual aid."
rooted three trees and then continuChurches thus partaking in the
standing. Prof. Henry ten Hoor,
ed 84 feet before turning over.
Refugee
Relief Act program,SjolProf. Pontein and Prof. Green
At 12:45 a.m. Monday, a car
Clyde H. Geerlings, director of lema said, are the Reformed,Condriven by Leroy W. Cottrell,24,
alumni and public relations,also gregational, Methodist, PresbyHighlandPark, traveling about 55
is serving on the campaign com- terian, and Episcopalian Churches.
miles an hour on Lakeshore Rd.,
Other religious denominations and
mittee.
rolled over several times and landsecular organizationsalso have
ed on its top after knocking off a
representativesin the Netherlands.
gurad post at Pigeon Creek. The
Sjollema said he's come to the
crash occurred a mile south of
Start United States to personallyanswer
Pigeon Creek in Grand Haven
questions of many church groups

Holland Area

-

L

Sm&H Boats

township.
Mary Ellen McCullock, 23, Ferndale, a passenger, received shoulder injuries and head abrasions and
was treated in Municipal Hospital
The 1953 coupe was a total loss.
Cottrell was charged with excessive
speed.
At 1:10 p.m. Sunday, a car driven
by Fredick Spring, 17, Grand Rapids, skidded 235 feet before it
turned over on M-50 five miles
east of Pearline. The 1947 car,

whose co-operationmight be ham-

Macatawa Races

pered by the lack of first-handinformation on the socio-economic
Along with the big yachts, the background of the refugees consnpall boats had a big weekend out cerned.’
"I have tried to explain," Sjolleat Macatawa Bay Yacht Club, too.
ma said,” why many residents of
Results of Monday’s races:
Winners of the International110 the former Dutch East Indies, and
competition were Dale and Dave also many war victims or victims
Van Liere with 19 jwints with of the 1953 flood have a much betPeter Sears right behind with 18 ter chance of beginning a new life
points. Jimmy Boyd and Mell Bis- here than they have in their own,
overpopulated country.
owned by James De Graff of sell tied for third with 12.
"Of cour«e, it’s difficult to say
Paul
Harms
won
the
Lightning
Grand Rapids, was a total wreck.
whether I’ve had any success.But
Spring was charged with failure to race with 7 points while Jane Boyd
had 6 and J. C. McDonald had 4. wherever I went, I felt people were
have his car under control.
Leading the Nippers was John willing to co-operate if only they
Cars driven by Harold Christcould fully understandthe probrup, 31, Grand Rapids, and Ray Bceman with 36 points, followed
lems involved.”
by
Joey
Good
with
32
and
Ed
MarMasselink, 33, Grand Rapids, were
Besides Holland, Sjollema has
involved in a crash at 11:15 a.m. silje with 24.
visited Hamilton, Grand Rapids,
Small
boat
racing
is
held
weekMonday on M-50 two miles west
of Allendale. Officers were told ly out at MBYC on Saturday and Pella, la., New York City and
Washington, D. C. He’ll sail home
Masselink crowded Christrup off Sunday afternoons at 2.
next week.
the road. Masselinkwas charged
About one. American child in
with reckless driving.
Oxygen, mostly in combination
At 11:50 p m. Friday, cars driven five goes to the hospital in a
by Harold C. Darling, 52, Holt, year's time and the average stay with other e'?inents, constitutes
about one half the earth's crust.
and Casimir J. Janowiak, 55, is about five days.
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Grand Rapids, collided on US-16 in
Polkton township. Darling was attempting to overtake Janowiak in
the fog when his 1954 car struck
the left rear of the Janowiak 1955

- -

FUN ON THE FOURTH

—

Whether it's swimming,

picnicking, boating, riding or what-have-you,it's a

sure thing that it's a lot of fun on the Fourth.
Many Holland residents and visitors got an early
start on the long weekend and jammed the state park
and other resort spots. Typical scenes, which were
seen over and over throughoutthe weekend and the
summer, are these pictures,taken at favorite vacation

model. Darling received a bruised
right leg and his wife, Florence, received left leg bruises as well as
a bruise on her eye. Darling was
charged with excessive speed due
to conditions.

spots in the area. What better spot for "lovely scen-

Grand Haven Man Fined
On Assault Charge

Quirk

in

Schedule

(Special)- Edward Garand, 57, of 5291 Madison

Grand Haven, paid 510

To Delay League’s

fine

Spring Lake.

Robbert, 22, HolAlthea Nan Vanden
>, Zeeland; Willis Edson
19, Holland, and

*

16, Holland.

Maatman, left and Carol Klaasen, right, pause for a
chat with sunbathersRichard Antes, left and Bob
Jarvis.All are Holland young people. At upper left,
ifttleTad Walsh of Kalamazoo, who is just four years
old, gets her "rst riding lesson at Castle Park. Richard Martin leads her horse, Gypsy. Riding is especially popular at Castle Park, home of famous horse
shows. Middle right, a honeymoon couple at Hotel

first half schedule.
Two of those contests were rained

Macatawa, Mr. and Mrs. Orville Burkemper of St.
fad — a water skeeter.
The floating contraption, a two-seater on pontoons,
is powered by pedals
both riders have to work.
Lower photo is the scenic view from the veranda of
Waukazoo Inn. Much activity centers about the long
dock and the big raft, where "king of the raft" appears to be a popular game of young swimmers.
Louis, try out the new water

—

(Sentinel photos)

to think that that might just hap- Roossien, secretary,and Mrs. Les- children were slightly injured in a
ter Knoll, treasurer.Sixty-two per- crash involving two 1955 cars at
pen.
But they’llhave to wait until sons attended the affair.
5:10 p.m. Tuesday on Park St.
July 30 to find out
I just west of Country Club Rd. in
The Standings:
^ Spring Lake township. The tw#
L Pet. Mrs. Besftie Ensing

out and will be made up within
the next week. Zeeland will play
in Holland Thursday night and
Ist-Half
Grand Haven will play in Zeeland
youngsters,Thomas Snyder, 10, and
4 3 .571 Dies at Age o( 76
Holland
A quirk In the schedule had next Tuesday evening to make up
4 3 .571
Chrisstine Plummer, 21 months
Grand Haven
the
washed
out
tilts.
everyone in the Southwestern Mich4 T .571 Mrs. Bessie Ensing, 76, of Graaf- old, were treated in Muncipal
igan Baseball League wondering Under ordinary circumstances, South Haven
3 4 .429 gchap, died Sunday morning at the Hospital for slight bruises.
this would determine the first-half Fennville
where they stood today.
2 4 .333
Zeeland
champion
by
Tuesday
night.
home of hfer daughter and son-in- They were passengersin a car
Officiallythe first half of the
But league members were astonschedule should be all ovfer for
law, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Boeve, driven by Mrs. Harold Plummer
of Grand Rapids. The other car
the five teamrf in the league since ished earlier this week when they Bremer Family Reunion
of 754 Lincoln, Ave., where she had
was driven by James Vanderbeck,
second-halfcontests start Thursday discovered that the third remaining
been living for the past year.
17-year-old son of Sheriff Jerry
when the Smith Haven Merchants first-half conte$t,a game between Held at De Free Home
Fennville and South Haven, wasn't
Survivorsinclude Mrs. Arthur Vanderbeek,who had stopped to
play Grand Haven.
The annual Bremer family reunBut the schedule-makersover- scheduled until July 30, a date
(Helen) Boeve and one son, Lucas, make a right turn. The Plummer
when
only
three
games
are
left ion was held July 4 at the James
looked a first h'” game and buried
of
Holland; eight grandchildren; car reportedly crossed the centerDe Free home at Central Park.
line and struck the \Janderbeck
it where nobody noticed it in the in the second half.
'Tt’s out own fault,” admitted A potluck dinner was served at four great grandchildren;four car and then bounced' off struck
second half. That’s going to TJelay
noon and a wiener roast and water- brothers, Gerrit and Methus Reuanything definite on a first-half Les Poorman. business manager of
a telephone pole.
melon party was held in the .evenchampion for the rest of the month. the South Haven Merchants.“We
bingh, both of Ellsworth.Henry
Here's the way the situation sent our schedule in late and that’s ing.
mr children played games for Reubingh, of Grand Rapids, and
how it happened. But I don’t think The
stacks up:
which
prizes were awarded. Horse- the Rev. John R e u b i n g h, of
Holland, Gramj Haven and South we can play the game before the
shoe contestsand other games Wrenfrew, Ontario.Canada; two
scheduled
date.
We're
all
booked
Haven are in a three-waytie for
AMBUUNCE SERVICE
sister*, Mrs. Clarence Venema, of
were played by the group.
first, the latter climbingup from up.”
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
Zutphen and Mrs. Gerrit Vander
New
officers
electediare
Richard
second place with a 14-13 victory As It stands now, any team
St Coil
Rhont 3193
Ark
of- Ellsworth, and a sister-incould snare
noossien, president;
praiwriu, Lloyd Cobb,
share tn
in some Kina
kind or
of a
& ue
tie RoossiCn,
over Fennville Saturday night.
Gilbert
Vend*
Water.
Mgr.
law Mrj. George Reubingh,of
for first. In fact, it is possible for vice president;Mrs. Donald Neer-

Champion

W

•

Marriage License
Ottawa County
Oak Lawn, 111.,
and Arlene Hope Sprik, 21, route
2. Hudsonville; Sudney E. Smith,
^Muskegon, and Sally A.

Judie

l

and 55.10 costs in Municipal Court
Friday on an assault and battery charge. The alleged offense
upon Robert Lee Gardner, June 17,
occurred at the Challenge Stamping and Porcelain Co. City police
made the arrest.
Bryant Me Dermott, 22, Ludington, who was involved in an accident June 4, paid 550 fine and
$5.10 costs Friday on a reckless driving charge. City police
made the arrest following an accident at 3:18 a.m. at Friant and
Waverly Sts. Walter M. Jones, Jr.,
20, Grand Haven, riding with Me
Dermott, sufferedspine and kidney

Calvin Bolt, 21,

Ottawa Beach, upper left, where

Two Children Slightly
Each team except Zeeland has half in a snarled deadlock— all Bremer, treasurer.
The reunion mas arranged by
one game remainingon the first- with 4-4 records.
And after what's happened so ihe retiring officers includingRay- Injured in Car Crash
half schedule. The Chuc have two.
mond Japinga, president; Rudolph
That makes a total of three games far this season in the way of upGRAND HAVEN Special) -Two
Zeedyk, vice president;Mrs. Ralph
sets,
league
members
are
inclined
that haven't been played in the

GRAND HAVEN

St.,

cry" than

WOULD YOU CALL THEM “RAB-CATS?” -

Gordon Schultz,14,
Schultz, route 4. Allegan, watches over an
orphaned litter of four, two-monthold kittens, bom with the combined characteristics
of both cats and rabbits. All four have short,
fluffy tails and unusually long hind legs. The one perched on
Gordon's knees most closelyresembles a rabbit and her hind legs
are so long she actually hops like a bunny. Gordon said that
several litters ot "rab-cats” have been born at the Clyde, Morris

4
;

son ot Mrs.

farm nearby

Hamid

ciiwumi

Fennville has a .3-4

j

.

$
i

DYKSTRA
9th

^jjaa

mark

whil«

Zeeland is in the cellar with

2-4.

all fivfc teams to finish the

first

'ken, secretary, and Mrs. Albert

Ellsworth.

